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Animation So Unique —

You May Wonder Where Fantasy Ends...

and Reality Begins.

SHADOW WARRIOR OF DEATH

You become the "Master Ninja" on his

quest to recover the Magical Sword

in the Mysterious Emperor's Castle.

'

i Actual size of graphics—large,
smoothly animated 3xh" characters.

"\v\ Welcome to the adventure of a lifetime. Assume the identity of a
\ ' 'proud ninja warrior and ready yourself to enter the castte of the

| evil Japanese Warload, Sanjo. Your quest is to regain a precious

y magical sword that Sanjo has stolen from your ninja sect. Through

the castle lurk powerful ninja warriors, Samurai guards, evil mys-

' tic priests, and deadly tigers. You

"—i must work your way through the

many chambers of Sanjo's castle,

fight and kill his ninjas, battle his

. black magic curses, overcome his

'jf traps and obstacles and recapture
1 the magic sword. No ninja has ever

survived. Are you the one who can

finally battle the dark power and

bring truth and goodness back to

the land? Are you the one who has

no fear? Are you the one that will

be called.. ."MASTER NINJA"?

Paragon's "MASTER NINJA" is the

most realistic martial arts adventure

game available today.

Developed exclusively for the IBM PC,

PCXT/ PCAT and IBM compatibles.
IBM PC. PCXT and PCAT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines. Inc.

Master Nmja Shadow Warrior of Death is a trademark ol Paragon Software Corporation.

Game features include:
20 Rea!-to-Life Martial Arts Moves

Obstacles Including Hidden Nlnja's, Evil Curses of

Black Magic, Hidden Traps, and Even Deadly Tigers

Over 25 Combat Screens growing more and more

difficult

i Historic Ninja Weapons including Knives, Blinding

Powder, Throwing Stars, Blow Dart Guns, end Bow

and Arrows

i A Historic Story That Unfolds Like an Actual Ninja

Movie with Detail so Great That Even the Constel-

ttfkHII in the Sky are Accurate

i Realistic So iind

For the distributor
nearest you, call

Master Ninja "Hotline"

412-838-1166

if
PARAGON

or write:

Paragon Software, Inc.

Plymouth Center

521 Plymouth Street

Greensburg, Pennsylvania 15601



How much computer
will $699 buy?

About

this

much

of

an

IBM

PC XT

About

this

much

of

a

COMPAQ

About

this

much

of

a

LEADING

EDGE

About

this

much

of

an

EPSON

With the AMSTRAD PC1512, everything is included.

At last! A powerful IBM-compatible personal com
puter with the popular "MOUSE" and software, all

at an affordable price. No add-ons needed, just

plug it in and go!

Here's what you get:

Monochrome monitor, paper white with 16 gray

levels - 360kb double sided floppy disk drive -

512k memory - 8086 processor (8mhz) - "mouse"
- PC compatible keyboard - Joystick port - Paral

lel and Serial ports - 3 full sized PC compatible

expansion slots - Complete user instructions.

"FREE" Software ($500 retail value)

Microsoft MSDOS V3.2 operating system, Digi

tal Research DOS PLUS operating system, Digital

Research "GEM Desktop," "GEM Paint," "GEM

Doodle," Locomotive Software "Basic 2" and very

detailed, clearly presented user manual.

Optional Features

Second Floppy disk drive or 20 MB hard drive,

RGB Color Monitor, 16 colors.

It's never been easier to get going on your

own personal computer. It's what

you've been waiting for.

The AMSTRAD PC1512 is available

now at better Computer Dealers Na

tionwide. If your dealer doesn't have

them yet, write or call and we'll tell

you where you can buy one.
"At participating defers

'Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.

The complete

AMSTRAD PC1512.
Sole U.S. Agent, Video, Inc.

1915 Harrison Rd.

Longview, Texas 75604

214-297-4898

Unit pictured with

RGB monitor.



THE EDITOR'S VIEW

Just as we were finishing work on

this, our second issue of COMPUTEI's

PC Magazine, we began receiving pre

liminary response to our first issue—

and we're pleased to report it has

been overwhelming.

We were so swamped with orders

for charter subscriptions that we were

forced to reprint the first issue (extra

press runs are extremely rare in the

magazine industry).

Based on our experience in other

areas of personal computing publish

ing, we believed the PC-compatible

community was ready for a publica

tion like COMPUTED PC Magazine—a

magazine that offers solid, useful, and

entertaining programs, features, re

views, and tutorials. Our goal is to

make COMPUTEI's PC Magazine the

top-notch publication in its field. To

that end, we're searching for the best

programs we can find.

Until now, there really hasn't

been much of a market for PC pro

grams. That might seem strange, since

the IBM PC was introduced in 1981

and millions of PC compatibles have

been sold in the past six years. But

few, if any, PC magazines regularly

publish full-length programs. PC pro

grammers have been limited to a few

overcrowded outlets: the commercial

software market (almost forbiddingly

competitive, dominated by a handful

of major players), shareware (uncer

tain rewards, and also highly competi

tive), and the public domain

(sometimes personally gratifying, but

always financially unrewarding).

Yet, hundreds of thousands of

development packages such as Turbo

Pascal and BASIC compilers have

been sold. We suspect there are hun

dreds of thousands of closet program

mers sitting on thousands of valuable

programs.

COMPUTEI's PC Magazine wants to

be the outlet of first choice for those

programs. Every issue, we have more

than 300K of disk space available for

distributing software. We pay from

$200 for a short, useful program to

$2,000 for a full-blown application.

And we pay on acceptance—not on

publication like most other magazines.

For added encouragement, we're

sponsoring a programming contest

with $15,000 in cash prizes, including

a $7,500 First Prize (see page 50).

And your efforts will be expertly pre

sented by our veteran staff of editors,

programmers, and testers whose full-

time job it is to polish articles and

programs prior to publication.

If you happen to be one of those

closet programmers who's written

some exceptional software—or if you

know someone who is—get in touch.

Over the past eight years, our other

personal computing magazines have

established a reputation for publishing

the best material available in their

markets, and we've set the same goal

for COMPUTEI's PC Magazine.

This issue's disk is packed with

interesting software. If you're partial

to arcade-style action games—or a

younger member of your household

is—check out "Wormburner." It's a

classic shoot-em-up written entirely in

machine language for maximum

speed. Can you successfully defend

Earth against the alien worms?

If you lean more toward thought

ful strategy than eye-hand coordina

tion, try "Chess." If you're a

beginning to intermediate player,

you'll find this chess program a chal

lenging opponent who's always will

ing to play, day or night. The

intelligence routines are written in

machine language, and numerous op

tions allow you to retrace moves and

even watch the computer play itself.

On the practical side, don't miss

"Personal Calendar." You'll never for

get an important birthday, anniversa

ry, or appointment again. You can set

up the program to alert you to up

coming events—up to a year in ad

vance—as soon as you switch on the

computer.

"Front & Back Hardcopy" is one

of those handy utilities that someone

should have thought of years ago. Not

only can you print out copies of text

files without bothering with your word

processor, but you can also print on

both sides of the paper with adjustable

margins to make pages that fit neatly

into looseleaf notebooks and binders.

"Screen Saver" is a brief program

that might pay for itself with a single

use. It waits quietly in the back

ground, watching for inactivity at the

keyboard If you've walked away

from your computer for a while, it

blanks out the screen to prevent burn-

in damage to the phosphor of your

monitor screen.

Our "Best of the Boards" column,

a regular feature in COMPUTEI's PC

Magazine, presents a top shareware

program: FastCopy by Jim Nech. If

you tend to put off making backups

of your important floppy disks be

cause of the time it takes, you'll love

FastCopy. It greatly speeds up the pro

cess of formatting blank disks and

making multiple copies.

As a bonus, we have a second

"Best of ihe Boards" column in this

issue. It features Phil Katz's PKARC

series, perhaps the best file-archiving

system available. With PKARC, you

can combine and compress any num

ber of disk files to conserve space for

archival storage and backups. It's es

pecially useful if your hard disk is fill

ing up and you need more room.

In addition to the programs, of

course, we have several interesting

feature articles, columns, and reviews.

And don't forget to fill out the reader

ship survey on page 57. With your

feedback, we hope to make future

issues of COMPUTEI's PC Magazine

even better.

Tom R. Halfhill, Editor

2 COMPUTE!1* PC Magazine November 1987
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Here it is. You won't find software that's easier to use:

• Requires no accounting knowledge

• Completely menu-driven with on-line help

• 93-page fully indexed tutorial manual (on disk)

A Proven Track Record. Hard to believe the $16 price? Don't

worry. MoneyCounts "• has been marketed for three years and

is continually receiving rave reviews. There's no catch. This is a

fully functional system that compares with products selling for

$99 and more.

Same-Day Shipping. Order today and own MoneyCounts1* for

only $16! Add $3 shipping and handling (outside North America

add S7). Iowa residents please add 4% sales tax. Send check

or money order payable to Parsons Technology. VISA and

MasterCard orders welcome.

VISA, MasterCard & COD orders call:

1-800-223-6925
(In Iowa 319/373-0224}

MONEY
COUNTS

6925 Surrey Drive NE S16 + S3 Shipping
Cedar Rapias, IA 52402

MoneyCounts' requires IBM or compatible computer

with two disk drives (or a hara disk drive}. 192k or more

memory. DOS 2 0 or later and printer

Name-

Address . ,.,

City/State/Zip

Phone

Check Money Order VISA MasterCard

Card * Exp Date
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PRESENTING

A science-fiction adventure game

Plus four fantasy games

for the IBM®PC and
other personal computers.

Available at your local com

puter/software or game store.

If there are no convenient

stores near you. VISA and M/C

holders can order by calling toll-

free 800-443-0100, x335.

To order by mail, send your check

to: STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS,

INC., 1046 N. Rengstorff Avenue,

Mountain View, CA 94043. (Cali

fornia residents, please add 7%

sales tax.) Please specify computer

format and add S2.00 for shipping

and handling.

All our games carry a " k -day

satisfaction or your money back"

guarantee.

WRITE FOR A FREE COLOR

CATALOG OF ALL OUR GAMES

TODAY.

f*87 by STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS, INC. AN ri9h,s reserved.

■TOSH are registered trademark* of Apple Computer, Inc. t.-(n and AMIGA art trademarks of CiHtimiwlore'Electronics, Lid.

ST are registered trademarks of Atari. Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Buuness Machines Corporation.



PC NEWS

& NOTES
New Price Breakthroughs

For IBM Compatibles

Tandy Corporation announced a

new lineup of PC compatibles late

last summer that made more than a

few industry analysts sit up and

take notice.

Leading off the new Radio

Shack line is the Model 4000, an

ultra-high performance computer

based on an Intel 80386 micro

processor chip running at 16 mega

hertz (a standard IBM PC or

compatible runs at 4.77 megahertz).

The 4000, which should be almost

twice as powerful as an 8-mhz IBM

AT, comes with a full megabyte of

memory, and is the first 80386

compatible we've seen that uses the

1.44-megabyte, 3Y2-inch micro

floppy introduced by IBM on its

Personal System/2 series comput

ers. Most importantly, the Tandy

4000's list price of $2,599 sets a

new low price point for machines

in its performance class.

Two new 80286-based Model

3000s occupy the middle tier of the

new Tandy offerings. The new

3000 HL, at $1,499, appears to be a

repackaged version of the old 8-mhz

3000 HL with a restyled case and a

new keyboard that's compatible

with IBM's enhanced keyboard lay

out (12 function keys across the

top, and separate cursor-movement

and numeric keypads). Watch for

further price reductions on the old

3000 HL, which was cut to $1,299

Arlan R. Levitan &

The Editors

during the summer.

The 3000 HL's new big brother

is the 640K Tandy 3000, a 12-mhz

system that, for $1,995, offers per

formance equaling that of the well-

respected Compaq Deskpro 286,

which retails for $2,995.

Two new Model 1000s round

out the low end of the Tandy line.

The 1000 TX, at $1,199, is the

lowest-priced AT-class machine

from a major manufacturer. Rated

six times faster than a PC/XT, it

has an 8-mhz 80286 microproces

sor, 640K of RAM, and a 720K 3%-

inch microfloppy drive.

At $1,199, the new Tandy 1000 TX is the

lowest priced AT-class computer from a

major manufacturer. Tandy rates it six

times faster than a standard IBM PC/XT.

The 1000 HX, at $699, is the

first desktop PC compatible with

the MS-DOS operating system built

into read only memory (ROM).

While the HX doesn't have stand

ard IBM-type expansion slots, its

standard 256K of random access

memory (RAM) can still be expand

ed to a full 640K, and a second

720K 3V2-inch microfloppy drive

can easily be installed. The HX also

The Tandy 1000 HX is the first desktop PC compatible with the MS-DOS operating

system built into ROM. Note also the 3Vi-inch microfloppy disk drive.

6 COMPUTEl's PC Magazine November 1987
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A Baseball Lover's
Dream!

expos

The only strategy

computer game licensed

by Major League Baseball

" . . its Hke being

in the dugout." f

MAJOR UHCUt BASEBALL'

See action unfold on

realistic color <

HEY, "GRANDSTAND MANAGERS"! how
would you do managing your favorite real team against any

challenger? Take on the '27 Yanks, with Ruth & Gehrig. the

75 Cincy Big Red Machine, the '86 World Champion Mets,

or any current powerhouse team!

Manage any team, past or present, in the MicroLeagues.'

• Not a "pretend," joystick game! MicroLeague is a computer

simulation game using real players and their performance —

with stats licensed by the Players Asociation.

• You manage a real team, with all the strategies of big league

managers! Pick your lineups, choose your spots for steals,

pinchhilters, relief pitchers, bunts, and much more!

• For 2 players, or if no one's around play against the "Baseball

Buddha," the computers built-in manager.

Other MicroLeague Disks—World Series teams, All-Star Rosters,

eason Disks with all 26 teams (S19.95)

"Franchise History" Team Disks for any club ($24.95)

GM Owner Disk—to update roster, trades & more ($29.95)

Box score stat compiler Disk—Box scores compile automatically

Tor teams you store ($24.95)

IBS

■r Mr ^*
■UTM

. *« oecu 1

K COMIC

« h ■ ■ o pHHKki

*... when /

MicroLeague—it

was like being in

my own dugout!"

/ / Manager. Detroit Tigers

MLS II-Great new features, park effects, injuries etc.

For the Atari St., Amiga, and MAC.

Disks for

Apple II series, IBM PC/PC jr., Commodore 64/128,

Atari 65/130XE (8Ooxl).

Check with your retailer, or for direct VISA/MC orders,

Call toll-free 1-800-PLAYBAL or (302) 368-9990.

MICROLEAGUE

SPORTS ASSOCIATION
2201 Drummond Plaza,

Newark, DE19711-5711

Ttie logos and insmnias depicted ate tr>ee«iusive property ot Maior League Bjm&jI'. Ihe Amencan Luguf tneNatmnai League,

and ttie (espective Major League Dubs, and may not Oe reproouced v>ithout their wrmen consent



Laptop power: Tandy's new 1400 LT of

fers PC compatibility, 768K of RAM, two

microfloppy disk drives, a backlit super-

twist LCD screen, and removable battery

pack—all for $1,599.

has an integrated keyboard and an

8088 microprocessor that normally

runs in a "turbo" mode—which

makes the machine about 50 per

cent faster than a standard IBM PC.

Perhaps the most intriguing

member of the new Tandy line is

the 1400 LT, a battery-powered lap

top. The 1400 LT sports 768K of

RAM, two 720K 3V2-inch micro

floppy drives, and a backlit

80-character by 25-line supertwist

liquid crystal display screen. At a

list price of $1,599, the 1400 LT un

dercuts the popular Zenith Z-181

and NEC Multispeed EL by $800 to

$900.

Tandy isn't the only company

making news in the under-$l,000

PC-compatible market, however.

The Epson Apex—a dual-speed

8088 computer with 512K of RAM,

two 5'A-inch floppy disk drives,

and color/graphics display card—

should be appearing in stores now.

The compact $899 Apex has two

full-size expansion slots and comes

with MS-DOS 3.2, GW-BAS1C, and

First Choice, an integrated software

package that includes word pro

cessing, spreadsheet, database, and

telecomputing functions. Expect

two PC-compatible laptops from

Epson later this year.

You might also find Zenith's

new under-a-grand EZ-PC setup on

display not far from the Epson

Apex at your local dealer. The

512K EZ-PC takes a slightly differ

ent approach, incorporating a single

720K 3Vz-inch microfloppy drive

and a black-on-white display

screen that is reminiscent of the

Apple Macintosh. MS-DOS and Mi

crosoft's new DOS manager soft

ware are bundled with the EZ-PC.

Commodore, too, raised a few

eyebrows this summer by drastical

ly lowering the price of its PC-10

line of IBM compatibles. Although

it's not a new system (the PC-10

line has been selling in Europe for

almost two years), many people

will be seeing PC-lOs for the first

time this fall, since some Commo

dore dealers have been a little

queasy about carrying the machines

at the higher prices. That's not the

case anymore. A complete PC-10-1

system with 512K of memory, one

5Vi-inch floppy drive, combination

color gniphics/Hercules-compatible

display card, and a monochrome

monitor lists for just $799. And

we've seen street prices a couple of

hundred dollars lower. On the soft

ware side. Commodore PC-10 sys

tems come with MS-DOS 3.2, GW-

BASIC, and Borland International's

popular Sidekick program.

Everything you need to know about buying
an IBM PC, compatible, or portable—all in an easy-to-understand,

convenient format.

COMPUTED Buyer's Guide to IBM PCs, Compatibles,

and Portables

Robert Wolenik ISBN 0-87455-123-4 $12.95

This comprehensive guide to PC compatibles and portables

includes all the information needed to make intelligent

decisions about the purchase of an IBM PC or compatible.

For each computer, we've included a concise review, and

discussions of the computer's background, features and poten

tial drawbacks, as well as technical data. The author of

COMPUTE!'s Buyer's Guide to IBM PCs, Compatibles, and

Portables has authored or co-authored more than a dozen

computer books including the highly successful Buyer's Guide

to Home Computers.

To order COMPUTE! books, call toll free 1-800-346-6767 (in NY 212-887-8525) or write COMPUTE! Books,

Customer Service, P.O. Box 5038, F.D.R. Station, New York, NY 10150. Customer Service hours are 10:00 a.m. to

12:30 p.m. and 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. Easlem time Monday through Friday. Please add $2.00 per book U.S. and

surface mail or $5.00 air mail shipping and handling. NC residents add 5 percent sales lax and NY residents add

8.25 percent sales tax. Please allow 4-6 weeks for deliver)'.

COMPUTE Publications,lnc.§
es of McGraw-Hill mtcrnaiional Book Companv ono o*



Telecommunications Woe

The Federal Communications Com

mission (FCC) has computer own

ers who access online information

services up in arms this fall. Most

of these telecomputerists live in

metropolitan areas where a local

call connects them through a long

distance network with the infor

mation service's mainframe

computers. They pay an hourly fee

for accessing the information ser

vice, but the long-distance connec

tion is usually free. Now those

connections are threatened by an

FCC ruling that will significantly

increase the cost of telecomputing.

Information services such as

CompuServe, The Source, GEnie,

Delphi, and others typically locate

their huge computers at a central

site, hundreds or thousands of

miles away from most users. The

connections between the central

computers and the local phone

numbers in metropolitan areas are

owned by the information services

or leased from other companies.

These connection systems are col

lectively referred to as networks,

and the equipment attached to the

local phone number is called a net

work node.

Back in January, the FCC was

considering a proposal that would

allow local telephone companies to

make the information services pay

access fees for letting them hook

their networks up to the local tele

phone system. The telephone com

panies argued that, after all, AT&T,

MCI, Sprint, and the other long

distance carriers are networks, too

(albeit for voice communications in

stead of telecommunications), and

they're charged for connecting to

the local system. Why should the

operators of telecommunications

networks be exempt from such

charges?

This proposal wasn't very pop

ular with telecomputing buffs.

These access charges would have

added about $4.50 an hour to the

connect-time rates currently

charged by commercial information

services, which already range from

$5 to $12.50 an hour and more.

The access charges would also add

$7 to $9 an hour to Telenet's PC

Pursuit, a popular service that

makes it possible for telecomputer

ists in certain major metropolitan

areas to call computers in distant

cities for a flat fee of $25 a month.

The commercial information

services, and telecomputing com

munity in general, raised such a

hue and cry over the proposed ac

cess charges that the FCC dropped

consideration of the proposal in

February. But the local telephone

companies kept up their pressure,

and it wasn't long before the issue

was revived.

After the chairman of the FCC

left to pursue another career, the

remaining commissioners unani

mously voted to end the exemption

of computer networks from local

telephone company access charges

as of January 1, 1988.

When telecomputerists and

information services recovered from

their intial shock, they began orga

nizing an angry protest that has

rolled through the telecomputing

community. Letter-writing cam

paigns were started by system op

erators on information services and

local bulletin board systems (BBSs),

and heated messages demanding

the resignation or impeachment of

the FCC members became a com

mon sight in online message sys

tems. As the August 24 deadline

for public comment approached,

the FCC acknowledged that it had

not received a single letter in favor

of the proposed change.

The FCC ruling states, in part,

that "our ultimate objective is to es

tablish a set of rules that provide for

recovery of the costs of exchange

access in a fair, reasonable, and effi

cient manner from all users of ac

cess services." George De Bakey,

director of the Computer Software

& Services Industry Association

(better known by its old acronym,

ADAPSO), has replied, "There is

no basis for singling out one class

of users and subjecting them to

common carrier-type access charges

simply because they are engaged in

the provision of computer services."

Of course, the information ser

vices have a vested interest in over

turning the FCC ruling. A financial

analyst for one of the largest com

mercial telecomputing services,

who asked not to be identified, said

that his firm's internal projections

forecast a 28 percent decrease in

non-prime time connect hours if

the proposal goes into effect. That

translates into millions of dollars of

lost revenue.

Warner Sinback, manager of

telecommunications affairs for Gen

eral Electric's GEnie information

service, says, "It's a proposal under

which nobody wins. If put in place,

every enhanced service-provider

will look for ways to bypass the lo

cal phone network." Interfacing lo

cal network nodes with cable

television services is the method

mentioned most often.

The jury is still out. Will the

telecomputing community or the

telephone companies prevail? By

the time you read this, the final

verdict may be in.
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THE

EAR
News, rumors, and gossip

heard around the PC

community.

Sosumi...

Word has it that IBM representatives have been making calls on several

Taiwan and Korean PC-clone manufacturers to inform them that, in the

opinion of Big Blue, they are infringing on IBM copyrights. Supposed

ly, IBM has offered to license rights to the foreign manufacturers for a

mere 1 to 3 percent of their revenues. So far, we hear, no one has de

cided to accept the offer.

Quick Clones

Chips and Technologies of Milpitas, California, has announced a sys

tem logic chip that's likely to bring clones of the IBM PS/2 Model 30

computer to market much earlier than had been predicted by industry

experts. Clones based on the Chips and Technologies circuitry are now

expected to start showing up late this year or early next year. We hear

the clones will be about 25 percent faster than the Model 30 and will

require less than half the number of discrete components. Samples of a

Model 50 and Model 60 compatible chip set should be released to man

ufacturers in about two months, which means that clones of those

PS/2 computers might appear with the first flowers of spring.

PS/2 Graphics For Your PC

As we predicted in our last issue, the first clones of video graphics

array (VGA) boards for PC and AT compatibles are about to hit the

market. In late July, Paradise Systems of San Francisco announced that

it has developed a single-chip, very large-scale integrated (VLSI) video

controller that is compatible with the new PS/2 VGA standard. VGA

supports the IBM color/graphics adapter (CGA), enhanced graphics

adapter (EGA), and two new display standards: the multicolor graphics

array (MCGA), and a special VGA mode. MCGA, normally found only

on the PS/2 Model 30, includes a 320 X 200-pixel, 256-color mode,

and a 640 X 480-pixel, 2-color mode. The special VGA mode, normal

ly available only on the PS/2 Models 50, 60, and 80, offers a 640 X

480-pixel, 16-color mode. All of the MCGA and VGA modes have a

palette of 262,144 possible colors.

According to Paradise Systems, samples of the VGA-compatible

chip were being sent to manufacturers in September and production was

scheduled to ramp up by the end of October. That means you should be

able to look forward to VGA display cards from several manufacturers

by February, with discount prices ranging from $300 to $400.

Converting The

Convertible

IBM is making another attempt to

resurrect its poorly received laptop,

the PC Convertible. The price of

the PC Convertible Model 2 has

been dropped to $1,395. The PC

Convertible Model 3, with a backlit

screen and improved power supply,

has been shifted into the Model 2's

old price slot at $1,695. Despite

these moves, laptop cogniscenti

contend that the Convertible line is

down for the count. It's still con

sidered too slow, too heavy, and

too expensive when fully config

ured with memory and input/out

put ports to survive a toe-to-toe

fight with its competitors.

More Trouble For Toshiba

NEC may deliver the coup-de-grace

to Toshiba's line of laptop comput

ers with the introduction of an AT-

clone laptop equipped with a hard

disk. NEC has avoided entangle

ment in trade tariffs by moving the

manufacture of all of its computers

from Japan to the U.S. Target price

for the new laptop is said to be

around $3,995—aimed squarely at

the Toshiba 3100.

Big Mac Attack

Rumors are circulating in Europe

about an Apple Macintosh emula

tor for IBM PS/2 Model 50, 60, and

80 computers. Sound impossible?

It's already been done on Atari ST-

series computers—although the

ST-Mac emulator still suffers from

some nagging compatibility prob

lems. The PS/2-Mac emulator re

portedly requires a set of genuine

Macintosh ROM chips to make it

work, just like David Small's Magic

Sac product for the Atari ST. We

hear the ROMs are installed on a

half-size PS/2 expansion board that

also houses a Motorola 68000 mi

croprocessor. Dubbed P.S. Mac, the

emulator takes advantage of the 640

X 480-pixel, two-color mode of the

new VGA display standard. That

just happens to be the same screen

resolution as the Macintosh II.
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Riding The Bus

IBM's proprietary PS/2 bark may

be worse than its byte. Several

sources have reported that IBM

may be willing to negotiate li

censes with manufacturers who

wish to incorporate the IBM Micro

Channel Architecture bus into their

products. IBM has flatly denied

the reports, but has admitted that it

may be possible to duplicate the

function of the MCA bus without

infringing on their patents and

copyrights.

OS/2 Blues

If you wish you had an IBM PS/2 computer so you could run some

hot Macintosh-like programs under Microsoft's new OS/2 operating

system, don't hold your breath. While the first version of OS/2 may be

released late this year, software developers (including Microsoft's own

Bill Gates) have cautioned that we're unlikely to see OS/2 applications

that fully utilize the new Presentation Manager (graphics-oriented) user

interface until the early 1990s.

Whisper To The Ear
Got something you want to get off your chest? The Ear wants to hear.

Send missives to The Ear, c/o COMPUTED PC Magazine, P.O. Box 5406,

Greensboro, NC 27403. All sources treated confidentially.

Trouble For Toshiba

Last summer's heat wave found To

shiba Corporation jumping from

the frying pan into the fire. Early in

the summer, the trade tariffs levied

on Japanese-made laptop comput

ers dried up supplies oi Toshiba's

extremely popular PC-compatible

T1100+ and T3100 models. At the

Spring Computer Dealers Exposi

tion (COMDEX) held in June, To

shiba attempted to regain a share of

the market it had lost to the NEC

MultiSpeed by introducing the

T1000, a lightweight laptop with an

eight-bit microprocessor. Since the

trade sanctions applied only to lap

tops with 16- or 32-bit processors,

the T1000 neatly sidestepped the

prohibitive tariffs.

Then came startling news that

Toshiba Machine Co., a Toshiba

subsidiary, and a Norwegian firm,

Kongsberg Vaapenfabrikk, had sold

ultra-quiet propeller technology

and related milling equipment to

the Soviet Union. According to U.S.

defense officials, the high-tech

propellers will make it much more

difficult for Western navies to de

tect Soviet submarines cruising

underwater.

Immediately, talk began to cir

culate in Washington about ban

ning the sale of Toshiba products in

the U.S. in retaliation for the deal.

The embargo would affect nearly

all Toshiba products for two to five

years. Hours after the U.S. Senate

voted 92-5 on a resolution in favor

of such a ban, Toshiba's chairman

and president announced their res

ignations. "For the Japanese busi

ness world, this is the highest form

of apology," Toshiba said.

Their departure didn't do much

to cool the furor, however. Several

weeks later, the flames were fanned

anew by news that Toshiba had

hired the two former executives as

consultants. Computerland, the

largest computer store chain in the

U.S., quietly told its franchises that

it would no longer carry Toshiba

products.

In mid-July, Toshiba apolo

gized by placing full-page adver

tisements in several major U.S.

newspapers. "Toshiba Corporation

Extends Its Deepest Regrets To The

American People," declared the ad.

Toshiba said the sale by its subsid

iary was unauthorized, and it out

lined several corrective actions that

were being taken—including the

firing of top executives. Toshiba,

Japan's third-largest electronics

manufacturing company, also

pointed out that it has been doing

business in the U.S. for 22 years

and employs thousands of Ameri

cans in 21 states.

Toshiba is also the world's

principal supplier of one-megabit

RAM chips, the advanced memory

chips which make today's multi-

megabyte personal computers pos

sible and affordable. Some analysts

are concerned that an import ban

TOSHIBA CORPORATION
EXTENDS ITS DEEPEST REGRETS
TOTHE AMERICAN PEOPLE.
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Toshiba placed this full-page advertise

ment in major U.S. newspapers to apolo

gize for the sale of sensitive propeller

technology to the Soviet Union.

could damage U.S. companies that

depend on Toshiba parts.

Nevertheless, in a 71-27 vote

in July, the Senate passed a trade

bill that included a prohibition

against importing Toshiba products

into this country. The act allows the

President to grant specific exemp

tions, and Apple Computer was

among the first to request one for its

Toshiba-produced ImageWriter dot-

matrix printers. If the act passes the

House of Representatives and is

signed into law, a ban on importing

Toshiba products could be in place

by the end of the year.
PC
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READERS' FEEDBACK

Do you have a question or a problem

about hardware or software? Or have you

discovered something that could help other

PC users? If so, we want to hear from you.

Write to PC Feedback, COMPUTES PC

Magazine, P.O. Box 5406, Greensboro, NC

27403. We regret that we cannot provide

personal replies to technical questions.

(Editor's Note: This second issue of

COMPUTEI's PC Magazine went to press

just as our Premier Issue was hitting

the newsstands and reaching subscrib

ers. Because the mail has just started

trickling in, we've filled out this sec

tion with questions compiled from

common inquiries found on bulletin

board systems and information ser

vices. Questions signed with names are

actual letters from readers.)

You Can't Take An IBM

To The Movies

I have an IBM PC with an RGB color

monitor. Some people have color moni

tors connected to the video output on

their videocassette recorders (VCRs).

Can I do this with mine?

Lawrence Fischer

Not unless you have sufficient electronics

experience to build the necessary convert

er. The video output signal from a VCR is

in a form called composite video. It's dif

ferent from the RGBI (Red-Green-Blue-

Intensity) output found on your coi?iputer

and most other PCs and compatibles. Com

posite video is the type of output found on

most home computers. The IBM PCjr pro

vides composite video output as well as

RGB. IBM's color/graphics adapter (CGA)

card provides a composite video output in

addition to RGB, but it's rarely used.

The RGB system sends red, green,

and blue color-level signals to the moni

tor separately, along with signals for color

intensity and horizontal and vertical syn

chronization. The composite system—as

the name implies—mixes all these sepa

rate signals together and sends a single

combined signal to the monitor. When the

color signals are fed to the monitor sepa

rately, the video image (especially a char

acter display) is more crisp and more

readable than on a composite monitor.

The 80-column character display usually

used on PCs would be hard to read on

even the best composite monitors. How

ever, composite color monitors do have

clearer displays than ordinary TV sets,

which is why some people hook them up

to VCRs. (Some better late-model TVs of

fer a composite video input jack as well

as the standard antenna/cable jack.)

You won't have any more success if

you attempt to connect an IBM-style

monochrome monitor to a VCR. These

monitors have separate circuits for video,

intensity, and synchronization signals, so

they are also incompatible with composite

video sources like VCRs.

We've seen ads for inexpensive de

vices that perform the opposite conver

sion—from IBM-style RGBI into

composite video—but we've yet to see one

to convert composite video into RGB for

use with a monitor like yours. Perhaps

another reader knows where such a con

verter can be obtained. Don't confuse it,

though, with an RF converter, an item

that's commonly available for about $30.

An RF (Radio Frequency) converter con

verts a composite video signal into a TV

signal that can be fed into the antenna

connector on a TV or VCR.

Doctor CHKDSK

I own an IBM PC, but I'm not sure

how much memory it has. Can you tell

me how to find out how much memory

I have without having to look inside

the machine? Also, when I try to run a

program under DOS 3.1, it works, but

when I load the same program under

DOS 3.3, I get the message Not enough

room in memory. Can you tell me why

this happens?

David Carlson

You don't have to take the computer apart

to find out how much RAM (Random Ac

cess Memory) you have. There's a pro

gram on your DOS disk, called

CHKDSK.COM, that performs this and

other tasks. For instance, it also examines

your disks and reports the amount of disk

space occupied by files.

To see how much RAM your PC has,

and how much of it is used, just insert

your DOS disk in drive A and type the

following command at a DOS prompt:

CHKDSK A:

CHKDSK reports the total amount of

memory you have, how much is currently

free for your programs, and how much

free space is left on the disk. You'll also

find a report on the amount of disk space

used by hidden files. These files are the

part of DOS loaded into RAM when you

start up the computer, so they take up

memory, too.

When using higher versions of DOS,

you'll notice that the hidden files use

more disk space and more RAM. Since

higher versions of DOS have more func

tions than lower versions, it's logical that

they require more memory. This may ex

plain why some of your programs run

with DOS 3.1 but not with DOS 3.3.

It's also possible that your DOS 3.3

boot disk configures the system differently

than your DOS 3.1 boot disk. For ex

ample, the DOS 3.3 disk may be installing

a ramdisk or specifying more open files or

more buffers, all of which reduce the

amount of available memory. See the

"Getting ANSI" and "The DOS Postal

System" items in this column for more

information on system configurations.

Getting ANSI?

Among the files on my DOS disk,

there's one called ANSI.SYS. If I try to

run it, it locks up the computer. What

does it do, anyway?

ANSI.SYS is one of a class of programs

called device drivers. You can think of

these as translators or interpreters. De

vice drivers control the interaction be

tween DOS and peripheral devices

connected to the computer. For example, a

device driver for a printer may translate

the computer's character codes into the

codes specific to your brand of printer.

ANSI.SYS is an enhanced screen and

keyboard driver. As you have probably

discovered, DOS has almost no built-in

support for the special features of the

computer's screen or keyboard. In fact, the

only screen command in DOS is CIS,
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which simply clears the current display

screen. The ANSLSYS driver adds fea

tures such as cursor movement, screen

color control, screen clearing, key redefi

nition, and so on. It also allows program

mers to provide special effects (underlined

or flashing characters, and so on) which

DOS can't do unaided. These features are

implemented through the use of command

codes common to the many versions of

IBM PC and compatible cojnputers. (The

ANSI in the name stands for American

National Standards Institute, the organi

zation that proposed this particular set of

codes.)

Some software won't work without

ANSLSYS. These programs display gar

bage on the screen if the driver isn't in

stalled. Check your software manual if

you suspect this might be the case.

You can't install ANSLSYS by run

ning it like an ordinary program; as you

discovered, that just locks up the com

puter. ANSLSYS—and all other DOS de

vice drivers with filenames ending in

.SYS—must be installed by DOS as part

of the system initialization (boot) process

that occurs whenever the computer is

turned on or reset. Once DOS itself has

been loaded from disk and started, it looks

on the disk for a file named CONFIG.SYS,

which is a text file containing instruc

tions to DOS on how the system is to be

configured. Instructions of the form DE

VICE - filename tell DOS to install the

device driver file named filename, so the

line DEVICE = ANSLSYS would tell

DOS to install the ANSLSYS driver. If the

ANSLSYS file is not on the same disk nor

in the same directory as CONFIG.SYS,

the instruction must tell DOS where to

find it. For example, if your system is set

up to boot from a hard disk designated as

drive C, and ANSLSYS is in a subdirec

tory named SYS, then the instruction in

the CONFIG.SYS file should be DEVICE

= C:\SYS\ANSI.SYS.

Use the D1R command to check

whether your boot disk currently has a

CONFIG.SYS file. (If your system boots

from a hard disk, the CONFIG.SYS file

must be in the root directory.) If no

CONFIG.SYS file is present, you can cre

ate one that will install ANSLSYS by en

tering the following lines at a DOS

prompt:

COPY CON CONFIG.SYS

DEVICE - ANSLSYS

Then press the F6 function key (or Con-

trol-Z) to write the CONFIG.SYS file to

disk. If the ANSLSYS file itself isn't

already on the boot disk, copy it from

your DOS master disk. (If you place the

file in a subdirectory rather than in the

root directory of the boot disk, remember

to modify the DEVICE instruction in the

CONFIG.SYS file accordingly.) When you

next start the system, ANSLSYS will be

installed.

If your boot disk already contains a

CONFIG.SYS file, examine its contents by

entering the following command at a DOS

prompt:

TYPE CONFIG.SYS

If the file contains a line of the form

DEVICE = ANSLSYS, then DOS is al

ready installing the driver. If not, you

must edit the file to add the instruction to

install ANSLSYS. You'll need a text editor

or a word processor that can load and

save straight ASCII text files. (You can

use the EDLIN editor supplied with DOS

if you don't have some other favorite pro

gram.) See your DOS manual or software

manual for more details.

When You Want A Date

BASIC'S FILES command doesn't dis

play time and date stamps, or file sizes

like the DOS DIR command. Is there a

way to get more information from a

disk directory in BASIC? Is there a way

to put this information at the screen lo

cation I want?

Dan L'Hommedieu

One way to get more directory information

when programming in BASIC is to use BA-

SIC's SHELL command. (SHELL only works

with the versions of BASIC supplied with

DOS 2.0 and higher, and it does not work

properly with Cartridge BASIC for the

PCjr.) When you type SHELL in BASIC,

you exit BASIC temporarily and switch to

DOS. You can then use the DOS command

DIR to display a directory that does in

clude the time stamp information. After

typing DIR and viewing the directory, you

can return to BASIC by entering the com

mand EXIT. This way, you don't have to

quit BASIC to access DOS. Any BASIC

program in memory will still be there

when you return.

If the SHELL command is executed by

a BASIC program, the departure to DOS

and the return to BASIC is automatic, and

the program continues where it left off.

This is a very useful capability. To demon

strate, the following program uses the

SHELL command to instruct DOS to copy

the contents of the disk directory into a se

quential disk file named DIRFILE. The

program then reads DIRFILE in the same

way as any sequential file. In line 90, the

RIGHTS(} function extracts the time stamp

information from the string DIRS, which

contains the directory information for a

particular directory entry.

10 A$ = "dir > dirfile"

20 SHELL A$

30 OPEN "dirfile" FOR INPUT AS #1

40 FOR 1 = 1 TO 3

50 INPUT #1, JUNKS

60 NEXT

70 WHILE NOT EOF(l)

80 INPUT #1, DIR$

90 TSTAMPS « RIGHT$(DIR$,6)

100 PRINT SPC(5);TSTAMPS

110 WEND

120 CLOSE

If you wish, you can also use the

LEFTSO and MID$() functions to extract

the file size and filename from DIRS. If

you don't know how to use these func

tions, see your BASIC manual.

As line 100 shows, you can use any

of the BASIC screen-formatting com

mands—such as LOCATE, SPC(), or

TAB()—to position the directory infor

mation where you want it on the screen.

You Can't Take It Back

I have an IBM PC with 256K of memo

ry. I use memory-resident programs,

and I also use some large programs

which aren't memory-resident. When

I've loaded the memory-resident pro

grams, I can't load the other programs

without getting an out-of-memory mes

sage. How can I clear the resident pro

grams from memory so I can load the

large programs? Do I have to reboot the

computer?

Frank C. Sitar

Yes—although there are some memory-

resident programs available commercially

which allow you to selectively unload

other resident programs from memory.

Without such a utility, however, your res

ident programs will use memory until the

computer is reset or powered down. Note

that even if a memory-resident program

has a command for turning itself off, the

memory it occupies is almost always un

usable by other programs.

For the benefit of readers who don't

know what memory-resident programs

are, here's a brief explanation. IBM PCs

and compatibles can run two kinds of

programs: transient programs and memo

ry-resident programs. Most programs are

transient—the ordinary kind you run, use,

and then quit. When you exit a transient

program, the memory it used is freed. The

familiar database managers, word proces

sors, and spreadsheets are usually of this

type.

When you load a memory-resident

program (sometimes called a terminate-

and-stay-resident, or TSR program), it

remains in memory to perform its func

tions. Typical resident programs include

printer drivers, print spoolers, clocks, cal-
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culators, notepads, and many others. (The

PRINT and MODE utilities on your DOS

disk actually belong to this group). Each

resident program you install reduces the

amount of memory available for transient

programs.

Current versions of DOS don't pro

vide a way to free the space used by resi

dent programs. When the IBM PC was

introduced in 1981, memory sizes of 256K

and up were almost unheard of in person

al computing, so no provision was made

for resident programs. Nowadays, with

512K and 640K machines quite common,

the memory used by resident programs

usually isn't missed. Also, the authors of

DOS didn't anticipate the demand that

eventually developed for programs of this

type. Today, there are hundreds of resi

dent programs, some of which are as large

as full-featured transient programs.

The only personal computers current

ly on the market designed with resident

programs in mind are the Apple Macin

tosh, Atari ST, and Commodore Amiga.

(Actually, the Amiga is a true multitask

ing computer, so, in a sense, it makes no

distinction between transient and resident

programs. Someday that distinction will

be erased on all personal computers.) Res

ident programs are known as desk acces

sories on the Mac and ST. The IBM

Personal System/2 computers will also

have better provisions for handling resi

dent programs, when used with the OS/2

operating system to be released in 1988.

Frankly, the best solution to your

problem is to install more memory. Ex

pansion to 512K or 640K is fairly inex

pensive these days.

Picking The Lock

Is there any way to unlock protected

BASIC files in case I need to edit them

later?

William Carey

A BASIC program file can be protected

from prying eyes by saving it with the P

option added at the end of the SAVE

command:

SAVE "filename.ext",P

where filename.ext is the usual filename

of up to eight characters, and optional ex

tension of up to three characters. When a

file is protected, it can be loaded and run,

but it cannot be listed, edited, or resaved.

This option helps protect business pro

grams from tampering. Note, however,

that the protection does not prevent the

file from being erased. The BASIC com

mand KILL or the DOS command DEL

will still delete protected files.

BASIC doesn't provide a way to un-
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protect a file once it has been protected.

Having a simple BASIC command to un-

protect the file would defeat the effective

ness of the protection. When the file is

protected, every byte in the file is

changed in such a way that a cryptogra

pher would be needed to decypher it.

However, while BASIC'S protection

scheme may thwart the casual mischief-

maker, it should not be used for truly sen

sitive data because the protection isn't too

difficult for knowledgeable programmers

to overcome.

In the versions of BASIC for the PC

and PCjr, memory location 1124 in BA-

SIC's data segment controls whether or

not the program in memory is protected.

For example, type NEW, then enter the

following one-line program:

10 DEF SEG: PRINT PEEK(1124)

When you run this program, it should

print a zero. Now save the program with

a statement of the form SAVE "TRIAL",P.

Type NEW, then reload the protected file

you just saved. Note that BASIC won't let

you list this version. When you run the

program now, it prints 254 instead. Actu

ally, any nonzero value in location 1124

indicates the program is protected.

From this, it should be obvious how

to unprotect a program: Simply reset loca

tion 1124 to 0 after the protected program

is loaded. However, you'll get an error

message if you load the protected program

and then try using POKE 1124,0. The de

signers of BASIC anticipated this move

and made POKE and PEEK illegal in im

mediate mode while a protected program

is in memory. (Those commands are still

legal within protected programs, however.)

So how do you change the contents of

a memory location if you can't use POKE?

Try this: Enter NEW to make sure no pro

gram is in memory, then type DEF SEG:

PRINT PEEK(U24) to make sure the loca

tion contains 0. If so, enter this command:

BSAVE "UNPROT',1124,1

this creates a one-byte disk file con

taining the value 0 that will reload at the

desired address. Now load the protected

BASIC program file you want to unpro

tect. After the file is loaded, enter this

command:

DEF SEG:BLOAD "UNPROT"

Your program should now be unpro

tected, and you should be able to freely

list and edit it. Keep a copy of the

UNPROT file handy on your BASIC pro

gramming disk so you can use it whenev

er you need to unlock a protected file.

Unfortunately, this simple technique

does not work in GW-BASIC, the version

of Microsoft BASIC supplied with PC

compatibles. For one thing, the protection

flag address is different, but more impor

tant, these versions of BASIC disable both

BLOAD and POKE when a protected pro

gram is in memory, making it impossible

to change the value of the flag location.

In this case, you must use a more sophis

ticated procedure. A technique that

should work, regardless of the version of

BASIC, can be found in the article "Un

locking IBM BASIC Programs" in the

June 1985 issue of COMPUTE! magazine.

The DOS Postal Service

My software manual says I should put

the commands FILES = 20 and BUFF-

ERS=5 into my CONFIG.SYS file.

What do these commands do, and how

do they influence the computer's

performance?

As part of the initialization sequence per

formed whenever you switch on or reset

the computer, DOS automatically looks

for a file named CONFIG.SYS on the start

up disk. If this file is present, DOS reads

it to get certain information about how

the system should be configured. Some of

the instructions in the CONFIG.SYS file

can tell DOS to load device driver rou

tines to support peripheral devices (see

"Getting ANSI" elsewhere in this col

umn). Other instructions, including FILES

and BUFFERS tell DOS how much memo

ry to set aside for disk operations.

The BUFFERS command tells DOS

how much memory to allocate for reading

and writing disk sectors. Each buffer con

tains enough memory to hold the contents

of a single disk sector—512 bytes (equal

to 512 characters). If the CONFIG.SYS file

specifies BUFFERS = 5, for example, DOS

sets aside enough space to hold five

sectors.

Buffering sounds complicated, but it

really isn't. Just think of the operation as

a sort of DOS post office. If you read or

write to a file, it's like a trip to the post

office. If you mail a letter from California

to Neu> York, the postal service doesn't

pick up your individual letter, put it into

its own airplane, and fly it to New York

posthaste. For the sake of efficiency, the

postal service collects all the letters going

to New York into a mailbag and ships

them together.

A buffer is like a mailbag. DOS col

lects into a buffer ail the information go

ing to a particular file on the disk. When

the buffer is full, DOS ships the entire

buffer contents to the disk file. The con

tents of the buffer are also sent off, full or

not, when you close the file. That way, no

information is lost at the conclusion of an



operation.

Conversely, letters incoming from

New York also arrive together in a mail-

bag; they don't arrive a letter at a time.

Let's say you're expecting a big check in

the mail from Neiv York. The greater the

number of mailbags that arrive from New

York, the more likely it is that your check

will be found in one of them—and the

sooner you'll get it. Likewise, the more

buffers you allocate for DOS, the more

likely it is that a given piece of infor

mation will be in memory, and DOS

won't have to fetch it from the disk.

This analogy suggests you should al

ways specify the maximum number of

buffers that DOS allows, which happens

to be 99. But this consumes a lot of mem

ory, because each buffer you allocate will

reduce the amount of memory available

for application programs by 528 bytes

(512 bytes of buffer space, plus 16 bytes of

overhead for DOS record-keeping). More

over, there is a point of diminishing re

turns. DOS has to look at each buffer to

see if it contains the information it's look

ing for, and this takes time. If you have

too many buffers allocated, searching the

buffers may take more time than a trip to

the disk, so allocating too many buffers

can be just as detrimental to system per

formance as allocating too few.

The default number of buffers de

pends on your version of DOS. If no

BUFFERS command is found, DOS 2.0

and 2.1 always set aside two buffers. DOS

versions 3.0 and higher allocate a varying

number of buffers depending on the

amount of available memory and the

types of drives installed. The default

number can range from two in a system

with only 360K drives and 128K or less

memory, to 15 in a system with more

than 512K. If your programs don't do a

lot of disk file manipulations, the defaults

may be satisfactory. Many users find that

ten buffers are satisfactory for hard

drives, and floppy drives do well with

three or four. Most software packages that

involve extensive disk access suggest an

optimum number of buffers to specify for

that particular application. Check your

software manual for this information.

The FILES command is analogous to

specifying the maximum number of mail-

bags you can be filling or emptying at any

one time. You can have a bag for New

York, a bag for Hong Kong, and so on, up

to the number you specify with the FILES

command. For example, if you've set

FILES = 8, you can collect mail for no

more than eight cities. This doesn't mean

you can't send mail to any city on earth; it

means you can't collect mail from any

more than the maximum number of cities

at any one time. If eight files are open and

you want to collect mail from a ninth, you

must close one of the open files. If you

don't, DOS sends you an error message.

The minimum value for FILES is 8,

for a maximum of eight simultaneously

open files. This is also the default number

if no FILES command is found in CON

FIG.SYS. DOS allows you to specify val

ues as large as 65534, but there's no need

to allow for too many open files. Most

software doesn't need to keep a lot of files

open at once, so the default is usually sat

isfactory. Even relational data bases like

dBase III Plus don't need more than 20

simultaneously open files. Allowing for an

excessive number of open files doesn't de

grade performance as does allocating too

many buffers, but it does waste memory

(39-48 bytes for each file above 8, de

pending on your version of DOS). The

best number to specify with the FILES

command is the number recommended in

your software manual.

Getting The Most

Out Of Your Memory

I use an IBM PC at a library to keep

track of all the books going in and out.

IBM BASIC memory is limited to 64K,

and that's not enough for all the book

data I have to keep. Is there a way to

add more memory to BASIC?

James F. Mosley

There is no way to make the standard

versions of Microsoft BASIC (BASIC or

BAS1CA for the PC, Cartridge BASIC for

the PCjr, or GW-BASIC for compatibles)

use more than 64K of memory. But you

don't need a lot of memory to keep a lot

of data. You can use a disk file instead.

The amount of data which can be stored

in a file on disk is limited only by the size

of the disks you use. If you use 360K pop

py disks, you can have a file that's up to

360K long, and if you have a hard drive,

the sky's the limit (almost).

BASIC supports two types of disk

files—sequential and random. Sequential

disk files are less suitable for storing large

amounts of organized data because your

program always has to start reading from

the beginning of the file before it can use

any part of it. For instance, if you're look

ing for an entry called elephants in an

alphabetically ordered file of animal facts,

the program has to start reading the file

at the beginning—say at aardvarks—

reading everything between that point

and the elephants record before it can

read elephants. Random disk files, on the

other hand, allow a program to go imme

diately to the part of the disk where the

desired data is stored and read only that

data into memory. That way, you need

only enough memory to hold an elephant,

not the whole zoo.

If you're a BASIC programmer, you

can learn to write sequential and random

files from your BASIC manual. Appendix

B of the IBM BASIC manual has several

tutorials on the subject of disk files.

When Is COMMAND.COM

In Command?

Why can I use some DOS commands

no matter what drive or directory I'm

in, while others (like FORMAT) require

that the DOS disk be in the current

drive?

It can be a frustrating experience to type

a DOS command such as FORMAT or

DISKCOPY only to have the computer re

spond File not found. You then have to

find the disk or the directory where you

keep the DOS files before you can accom

plish your goal. This can be most incon

venient when the DOS disk is not close

by. Other commands, like DIR, always ex

ecute, even if there's no DOS disk in the

current drive. Here's why.

The designers of DOS divided its

commands into two groups—internal and

external. The internal commands are in

cluded in the DOS command processor

program, C0MMAND.COM. You'll see

this program on all bootable disks. The

FORMAT command places this program

onto disks when the /$ option is used to

include DOS system files. The command

processor is also responsible for loading

and running any other program. COM-

MAND.COM is loaded into memory when

the system is booted, and it remains in

memory until it is overwritten by an ap

plication program (although many appli

cations, including BASIC, are careful not

to disturb C0MMAND.COM). That's why

internal commands like DIR execute even

if the current drive doesn't contain a DOS

disk. Following is a complete list of the

internal DOS commands:

BREAK

CHDIR

CLS

COPY

CTTY

DATE

DEL

DIR

ERASE

MKDIR

PATH

PROMPT

RENAME

RMDIR

SET

TIME

TYPE

VER

VERIFY

VOL

The batch-file processing com

mands—ECHO, FOR, GOTO, IF, SHIFT,

PAUSE, and REM—are also part of

C0MMAND.COM. This is done so that

nothing has to be loaded from disk to run

a batch file (except, of course, for the

batch file itself).
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Other commands, such as FORMAT

and DISKCOPY, are external—they are

provided as program files on the DOS

disk. These files can be ide?:tified as com

mand files because their names include

the extension .COM. Like any other pro

gram, the files must be present in the cur

rent drive and directory for the command

processor (C0MMAND.COM) to load and

run them.

Why aren't external commands like

FORMAT and DISKCOPY built into

C0MMAND.COM like DIR or ERASE?

PC-DOS for the IBM and MS-DOS for

compatibles provide a wide variety of

commands—over 60 in the current ver

sion 3.0 series. If all the external com

mands were internal, C0MMAND.COM

would be so large that there would be lit

tle room for anything else on a system-

formatted floppy disk, and it would

occupy so much of the computer's memory

that there would be little room left for

other programs. The programmers who

created DOS compromised by making the

most frequently used commands internal

and the others external. This system also

provides great flexibility in expanding

and enhancing DOS. A?iy program zvrit-

ten to obey the specified rules for a .COM

file in effect becomes an additional DOS

command.

There is, however, a simple way to

make DOS look for external command

files in places other than the current di

rectory: the PATH command. PATH al

lows you to specify a list of directory

paths which DOS will check when an ex

ternal command file isn't found in the

current directory. For example, if you

have a system with two floppy drives, you

might use drive A as your working drive

and keep a copy of the DOS disk in drive

B. The following command tells DOS to

look to drive B for any command files not

found on drive A:

PATH B:

The PATH command is especially

valuable for hard-disk users. Suppose you

have the C0MMAND.COM file in the

root directory of your hard disk (drive C)

and the remaining DOS files in a sub

directory named DOS. The following

PATH command tells DOS that, when it

is given a command, it should look first

in the root directory and then in the DOS

subdirectory to find the command file:

PATH C:\;C:\DOS

Such an arrangement reduces clutter in

the root directory by allowing you to

move all the DOS command files to their

own subdirectory, yet it still makes all the

external DOS commands available no

matter what path is selected as the cur

rent directory.

The PATH command can be included

in an AUTOEXEC batch file. This allows

you to specify the desired search paths

automatically when the system is booted.

See your DOS manual for more infor

mation on the PATH command and

AUTOEXEC batch files. PC

$15,000 Cash Prizes!
For The Top Seven Winners In Our PC Programming Contest

Do you write programs for your PC? If so, here's your chance to convert that talent into cash. To encourage the

best possible program submissions to COMPUTERS PC Magazine, we're sponsoring a PC Programming Contest

with a total of $15,000 in cash prizes:

First Prize $7,500

Second Prize $2,500

Five Honorable Mentions $1,000 each

Last year, we sponsored a similar contest for Atari ST-series computers with a total of $10,000 in cash

prizes. The results exceeded our greatest expectations.

Mike Duppong, a college student in Pocatello, Idaho, won the First Prize of $5,000 for his innovative strategy

game, Laser Chess™. Robert Birmingham, a free-lance programmer from Miami, Florida, won the Second Prize

of $2,500 for his commercial-quality drawing and animation program, Art-ST™. Karl Schweitzer of Roslindale,

Massachusetts, a technical support manager for a chain of retail stores, won the Third Prize of $1,000 for a

ramdisk program that survives system resets and crashes with all files intact.

Richard Smereka. a computer operator in Toronto, Canada, won a $500 Honorable Mention for ST-ShetftM,

a command-line DOS interface. Mike Kerekcs of Austin, Texas, won a $500 Honorable Mention for 3D-Edit™,

an impressive computer-aided design program. And Douglas N. Wheeler, stationed at Travis Air Force Base in

California, won a $500 Honorable Mention for Picture Puzzler™, which turns any graphics screen into an enter

taining jigsaw puzzle.

All of the winning programs have been published in COMPUTED Atari ST Disk & Magazine over the past

year—just as the winners in our PC Programming Contest will be published in COMPUTERS PC Magazine over the

coming year.

If you can write programs of similar quality, see page 50 for complete contest rules and an official entry

blank. Enter as often as you like. Even if your program doesn't win a prize, it may still be purchased for publica

tion in COMPUTED PC Magazine.

Hurry—contest deadline is October 31!
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( TEVEX Computer Software 1-800-554-1162

SSI
LIST

PRICE

OUR

PRICE 1
Battle of Antietam $50 S34

50 Mission Crush $40 328
Gettysburg S60 $41

Kampfgruppe $60 S41
Kampfgruppe Seen. Disk $20 S15
Knights of the Desert $40 S28
Operation Market Garden $50 S34
Phantasie $40 S28
President Elect'88 $25 S18

Rebel Charge NEW $50 S34
Roadwar 2000 $40 S28
Wizard's Crown NEW $40 S28

EPYX
LIST OUR

PRICE PRICE 1
Destroyer $40 S28
Sub Battle $40 $28
Summer Games II $40 S28

Temple Apshai Trilogy $20 S15
Winter Games $40 S28
World Games $40 S28

OUR

PRICE

LANCE HAFFNER
LIST

PRICE

OUR

PRICE

AVALONHILL
LIST OUR

PRICE PRICE

By Fire & Sword
Computer Diplomacy
Gulf Strike

Incunabula
Super Sunday
Super Sunday 1984 Disk
Super Sunday 1985 Disk

$25
$50
$30

$30
$35
$20

$18
$34

$21

S21
S24

$15

Ancient Art of War $50 S34

Champ. Lode Runner $35 $24
Lode Runner $35 S24
Print Shop $60 $41

Print Shop Companion $50 S34
Print Shop Library #1 $35 $24
Print Shop Library #2 $35 $24

Print Shop Holiday Disk $25 S18
Toy Shop $50 $34

Where World Carmen? $40 $2B
Where U.S. Carmen? $45 $31

I
Final 4 Basketball $40 $30

Final 4 1985 Team Disk $13 $13
Full Count Baseball NEW $40 $30
Pro Basketball $40 $30
Pro Basketball 1985 TD $13 $13
3 in 1 Football $40 $30

3in1 1985 Team Disk $13 $13

MICROPROSE LIST OUR

PRICE PRICE

Conflict in Vietnam
Crusade in Europe
Decision in the Desert
F-15
Gun ship NEW
Silent Service
Solo Flight

$40

$40
$40

$35
$40
$35
$25

$28

$28

$28

$24

$28

$24

S18

ACCOLADE
LIST OUR

PRICE PRICE

Dambusters
Mean 18

Mean 18 Disk #2
Mean 18 Disk #3 & 4
Psi 5 Trading Co.

$40 $28

$50 $34
$20 $15
$40 $28
$40 $28

ORIGIN SYS.
LIST

PRICE

OUR

PRICE

Auto Duel
Ogre
Ultima I
Ultima 111

$50 $34
$30 $21
$40 S28

$60 $41

ACTIVISION
LIST OUR

PRICE PRICE

Champ Baseball

Champ Basketball
Champ Football

Hacker II
Music Studio
Shanghai

$40 $28

$40 $28
$40 $28
$40 $28

$50 $34
$35 $24

SIERRA
LIST OUR

PRICE PRICE

Bjack Cauldron
Kjng's Quest I
Kjng's Quest II
King's Quest III
Space Quest

Hint Books

$40 $28

$50 $34
$50 $34
$50 $34
$50 $34
$3 $6

SUBLOGIC
LIST OUR

PRICE PRICE i

$20 $15

Baseball $50 $34

Flight Simulator $50 $34
Football $40 $28
Japan Scenery Disk $24 $17

Jet Simulator $50 $34
San Francisco Star Disk $24 $17
Scenery Disks 1-7 (each) $20 S15
Western Scenery Pack $100 $70

ELEC. ARTS
LIST

PRICE

OUR

PRICE

Starfligh
World Tc

INFOCOM

ETC.
LIST OUR

PRICE PRICE

i
Chuck Yeager Flight Sim $40 $28

Amnesia $45 $31
Archon $15 $12
Arcticfox $30 $21
Business Simulator $70 $47
Chessmaster 2000 $40 $28
Grand Slam Bridge $60 $41
Marble Madness $35 $24

Mind Mirror $15 S12
Music Conslr. Set $15 $12
One on One $15 S12
Radio Baseball $40 $28
Seven Cities of Gold $15 $12
Star Fleet I $50 S34
Starflight $50 S34

Tour Golf $50 $34

LIST OUR

PRICE PRICE

Bureaucracy $40 $28

Hitchhiker's Guide/Galaxy $30 $21
Hollywood Hijinx $40 $28

Lurking Horror NEW $40 $28
Moonmist $40 S28
Stationfall NEW $40 $28

Trinity $40 $28
Zork Trilogy $70 $47
Invisiclues $8 $6

I
APBA Baseball $60 $41

Balance of Power $50 $34
Bridge Baron $50 $34
Gato $40 $28

Infiltrator NEW $30 S21
Kobayashi Alternative $40 $28
Lunar Explorer $30 $21
Micro League Baseball $40 $28
MLB General Mngr's Disk $40 $28

MLB Stat Compiler Disk $25 $18
MLB 1986 Team Disk $20 $15
NFL Challenge $100 $75
Operation Overlord NEW $60 $42
Orbiter $50 S34
Promethean Prophecy $40 $28
Space Max NEW $60 $41
Starglider $45 $31
Tenth Frame NEW $45 $31
Universe $100 $75
Universe II $70 S47
Universe Product Guide $15 $12

Wizardry I $60 S41
Wizardry II $50 $34

EPYX JOYSTICK $40 $28

Same Day

Shipping
We ship every order the same day

it's placed. Just call before 3:30

and we'll ship yourordervia UPS.

U.S. Mail service also available.

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-554-1162
Write for FREE CATALOG

Open 9-8 Mon. - Fri. 10-5 Sat.

Georgia residents call 404-934-5059. ORDERING AND TERMS: C.O.D. orders
welcome. When ordering by phone use VISA or MASTERCARD. When ordering
by mail send money order. Include phone number. SHIPPING: Add $3.00 for
snipping and handling charge. Georgia residents add 4% sales tax. Shipping
for Canadian orders is $4.00 or 5% of order. APO S FPO orders add $3.00 or 5%
of order. Shipping for all other foriegn orders is $10.00 or 15% of order.
All software is disk only. Prices subject to change

COMING SOON

Adventure Constr. Set

Alt. Reality - The City

Defender of the Crown

Empire

Lord's of Conquest

Pirates

Rings of Zilfln

Robot Rascals

Shard of Spring

Ultima IV

What They Don't Teach You

at Harvard BS

TEVEX
4205 First Ave Suite 100

Tucker, GA 30084

404-934-5059



GETTING

DOWN TO

BUSINESS

The Best Utility Programs For Your PC

Buying a computer and using it

right out of the box is like living in

a brand-new house before the land

scaping and decorating are finished.

Regardless of the application soft

ware you may have bought, a com

puter with the right utility software

is easier to use and much more effi

cient and convenient than a bare-

bones machine.

Utilities are relatively small

programs that generally perform

from one to a few simple tasks.

Often they're stand-alone programs

that run from the DOS prompt, just

like application programs. Increasing

ly common, however, are memory-

resident utilities that automatically

load when you switch on the com

puter and then reside in memory all

day. A memory-resident program

waits in the background, unseen, un

til you press a certain key combina

tion; then it pops up on the screen,

ready for work. When you're done,

another keypress sends it away until

you need it again. Memory-resident

utilities were popularized on MS-

DOS computers by Borland Interna

tional's Sidekick, a multipurpose

program that's as versatile as some

application software. (For one exam

ples of a short but useful memory-

resident utility, see "Screen Saver" in

this issue.)

Robert A, Moskowitz
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Because utility programs are de

signed to serve with many different

hardware/software configurations,

they tend to be self-contained, and

you can add them to your system

in almost any combination you like.

Although many people, espe

cially new users, are barely aware

of utilities, there are hundreds and

hundreds to choose from. In fact, if

you'd like to change some aspect of

the way your computer works,

chances are you can find a utility

program to do it. Some utilities are

free from bulletin board systems

and user groups (although you may

incur the price of a long-distance

phone call to reach a BBS, and

many user groups charge a copying

fee for their library disks). Other

utilities are sold for $20 to $100 by

entrepreneurial start-up companies

that, like Norton Utilities and

Borland International, may some

day grow into highly successful

corporations.

Combined with your hardware

and application software, utilities

help customize your system and

make it as useful as a backyard pa

tio, or as comfortable as a cozy

family room. There are far too

many utilities to cover in a single

column, of course, but we can give

a rundown on some of the most

useful utilities you might want to

add to your PC.

Restoring Erased Files

Many users live for years without

an unerase utility, and then some

day, unnecessarily, suffer the igno

miny and frustration of accidentally

deleting an important data file.

Fortunately, erased files are

usually recoverable—with the

right utility.

Did you know that when

you delete a disk file on an

MS-DOS computer, it's not

actually erased? All the com

puter really does is mark the file

"no longer in use" in the disk di

rectory. Those areas on the disk are

freed up and made available for the

next file you save. If you do save

another file, the data in the deleted

file may, in fact, be erased. But for

a while at least, it lingers.

Unerase utilities reconstruct the

deleted file by finding the data that

remains on the disk. Perhaps the

best, and most famous, of the un-

erasers is available with several other

functions in the Norton Utilities, a

commercial package—but other

good ones exist as well.

Once you have an unerase util

ity, you may use it only once a

year or less, but it's worth having

anyway. There's no feeling of relief

quite like that of recovering an im

portant file you accidentally

erased—and no feeling of dismay

quite like that of losing some valu

able data forever.

One tip, though: No unerase

utility can recover a file if you've re

formatted the disk or overwritten

the deleted data. If you hope to re

cover a file, immediately stop work

ing with the disk until you can get

your hands on an unerase utility.

Managing Disk Files

As you add new applications and

your disk files multiply, you quick

ly outgrow the limited subdirectory

and multiple-file commands in MS-

DOS. What you need is a disk-

catalog or file-management utility.

These utilities come in many va-



rieties and degrees of complexity.

The point, however, is to provide

better control over large numbers of

files on both floppies and hard disks.

With a few keystrokes, you can view

and scroll through hundreds or even

thousands of files, select one or more

of them for action, and execute DOS

commands to copy, delete, protect,

or perform other functions on the

files all at once.

A good example of a disk-

management utility is FindDupe in

the September 1987 issue of COM-

PUTEI's PC Magazine. This program

lets you quickly and efficiently

search a hard disk, or any number

of floppies, for unnecessary dupli

cate copies of files.

When you have hundreds or

thousands of files to manage, you

also need a good way to search

those files to locate a name, a

phone number, or some other piece

of information, as you probably

find it hard to remember which file

contains the item you're looking

for. About the only help MS-DOS

provides is the TYPE command, so

you're forced to display each file on

the screen and search for the infor

mation you want the hard way.

With a multiple-file search utility,

you simply enter the fragment of

text or data you're looking for, and

let the computer scan any or all of

your files.

If you never refer to your old

files, you probably don't need a

search utility. If you modify old

files to create new ones, review old

ideas and information from time to

time, refer to past correspondences,

or simply like to refresh your mem

ory, a file-search utility saves a

great deal of time and trouble.

Transferring Data

One of the most aggravating limita

tions of today's MS-DOS comput

ers is the lack of practical software

integration, or multitasking. There

are dozens of packages that prom

ise these capabilities—everything

from Topview to Software Carou

sel—but none of them provides the

quick response time, jam-free oper

ation, or management of additional

memory you need to make them

practical.

The problem arises because

most users prefer separate applica

tion programs for word processing,

spreadsheets, database manage

ment, time-keeping, data analysis,

and other tasks, and each applica

tion generally keeps data in its own

files and its own format. Data-

transfer software that can easily

shift information between your

main applications is usually worth

its weight in gold.

Most data-transfer utilities cap

ture the information as a particular

application displays it on the

screen; it then writes it out as a file,

or brings it into the screen display

of the target application. This sim

plifies the job of addressing a letter

with customer information from a

database, for example, or pasting a

portion of a spreadsheet into a

written report. But this screen-at-a-

time approach breaks down when

transferring large volumes of data.

Unfortunately, the data-transfer

utility we really want has not yet

been invented. Ideally, it would

shift data freely between the files of

every application we use, automati

cally making all necessary transla

tions. You can find one or two

universal translators for text files,

but nothing like them for other ap

plications. Some progress is being

made, however. For instance, stan

dards are emerging that allow

graphics screens to be exchanged

between MS-DOS, Apple Macin

tosh, Atari ST, Commodore Amiga,

and other computers. Each machine

displays the screen to the best of its

abilities, although some resolution

and colors may be lost in the

translation.

Pop-Up Functions

Few computers come with a built-in

calendar, appointment book, calcula

tor, or notepad—the basic necessities

we use briefly, but frequently, to

handle routine activities, regardless

of the larger application we're work

ing with. This is a fertile field for

utilities, and hundreds of these little

accessories have been written.

Some (especially the more am

bitious ones) are stand-alone pro

grams which are run from the DOS

prompt. Others are memory-resident

utilities. Still others are available

from pull-down or drop-down

menus in graphics-oriented desktop

environments, such as Microsoft's

Windows and Digital Research's GEM.

The most widely known mem

ory-resident utility is Sidekick,

which is actually a collection of

utilities in a single package. You

can automatically load several of

these pop-up programs into your

computer each time you boot up,

although sometimes there are con

flicts as they compete for the atten

tion of the keyboard or the screen.

It's always a good idea to test a

new combination of memory-

resident utilities to make sure

they're mutually compatible before

doing any important work with

your computer. Otherwise, the ma

chine might lock up or crash at a

critical moment.

If things get out of hand, there

are even memory-resident utilities

that manage other memory-resident

utilities. They let you load and un

load memory-resident programs and

even try to resolve any sibling rival

ry between them. A well-known

program of this type is Referee.

Convenience Utilities

Most hardware and software is de

signed for folks who work at an av

erage pace, but some people prefer

to work faster and need a zippier

cursor. If you often find yourself

scrolling through large text files, or

spreadsheets the size of Nebraska,

you might consider a cursor-control

utility. In addition to faster cursor

movement, you'll also get better

"brakes" (the ability to instantly

stop the cursor when it reaches the

desired spot). A popular utility of

this type is Cruise Control.

Those who are rapid touch-

typists occasionally find themselves

outrunning the keyboard. This hap

pens because the keys you press

aren't immediately interpreted and

executed by the computer. Instead,

their signals are first shunted into a
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buffer—a holding area in memo

ry—while the computer saves or

retrieves a file, searches for data, or

performs some other task that tem

porarily demands the attention of

the central processor. When the

task is finished, the computer

fetches and executes your key

strokes from the keyboard buffer,

but when the buffer fills up, your

subsequent keystrokes disappear.

(Some PCs emit a beeping sound to

warn you of this.)

While you may have realized

you can type cautiously even when

the computer is occupied, you may

not have considered that an ex

panded keyboard buffer can save

time and simplify operations. A

utility can enlarge the buffer from

its frugal 15-character capacity to

something roomier, say 128 or even

256 characters. This extra room lets

you work while the computer is

busy. You can enter a whole data

base record, type several sentences

of text, or enter the next com

mand—as long as you can do so

without seeing the screen respond.

One of the most useful and

powerful convenience utilities is a

ramdisk or virtual disk. Plenty of

people who should have one still

don't. A ramdisk is simply a section

of computer memory set aside to

serve as another floppy-disk drive.

The ramdisk program fools the

computer into treating the block of

memory just like a real drive; you

can save, load, and copy files to

and from a ramdisk.

The great advantage of a ram

disk is that it works much faster

than a floppy drive—often even

faster than a hard drive. Obviously,

the drawback is that a ramdisk dis

appears when you shut off the

power (or when the power shuts it

self off during a thunderstorm), so

any important files in a ramdisk

should be copied to a floppy or

hard disk periodically. While the

ramdisk remains active, however, it

handles programs and data files

much faster than a mechanical disk

drive. A ramdisk utility particularly

improves the performance of appli

cations that require a lot of disk ac

cess, such as Wordstar.

Disk Caching

Another way to make your com

puter seem faster is to use a disk-

caching utility. These programs, like

ramdisks, take advantage of the

fact that mechanical disk drives lag

far behind the computer in han

dling data. A disk-caching utility

attacks the problem by automatical

ly copying the most recent data

from a disk access into a block of

memory called a cache (pronounced

cash). The next time the computer

needs data from the drive, it looks

to the cache first and may not have

to read the disk at all.

Disk-caching software works

best with applications that repeat

edly access the same disk files,

mainly database programs. Some

cache utilities are cumbersome to

use; others are totally transparent—

you never know they're active—but

somehow, the computer works fast

er. Disk-caching is built into the

new OS/2 operating system for the

IBM Personal System/2 computers.

All of the utilities we've men

tioned so far are designed to either

improve the computer's perfor

mance, or make it easier to use, but

some utilities can actually help pro

tect your machine. Automatic

screen-blankers fall into this cate

gory. Years ago, when home video

games first became popular, some

people learned the hard way what

happens when a static image re

mains on a video screen too long:

their TV acquired a permanent ta-

too from Pong. The ghost image is

the result of the phosphor coating

within the picture tube burning in

due to long-term exposure to a stat

ic pattern.

Computer monitors are de

signed to be less susceptible to this

kind of damage than ordinary TV

sets. Still, it can happen, especially

if the brightness and contrast con

trols are turned up too high. A

screen-blanking utility helps avoid

this by automatically blanking out

the screen if you don't press a key

for several minutes. Touch any key

and the screen instantly reappears.

Some screen-blanking utilities let

you set the delay anywhere from

one second to a few minutes, or

even hours. (See "Screen Saver"

elsewhere in this issue.) The unspo

ken danger, however, is that a

blank screen and an unattended

compute]' may be an invitation for

someone to turn off the power!

What Do You Need?

This is far from a complete list of

what utility programs have to offer:

There are utilities that accelerate

computer performance in numerous

ways; control printing from all of

your applications, and make it a

background function; insert graph

ics into documents; monitor the

time you spend on various projects;

and print a complete log of your

activities on the computer—com

plete with invoices, if you wish.

Future columns will cover

these areas more specifically. In the

meantime, I'd welcome letters tell

ing me what utility functions you

use most, or most need.

Write to Robert A. Moskowitz c/o

COMPUTEI's PC Magazine, P.O. Box

5406, Greensboro, NC 27403. PC

Subscribe
And Save

Have COMPUTEI's PC

Magazine delivered directly

to your mailbox for only

S59.95 a year—a savings

of over 20 percent!

Subscribers get a choice of

receiving a standard 5Vi-

inch disk or a 3V2-inch

disk. To order, call TOLL

FREE 1-800-727-6937. Or

send check or money

order to: COMPUTEI's PC

Magazine, P.O. Box 10767,

Des Moines, IA 50340.
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BEST

OF THE

BOARDS
FastCopy

"Best of the Boards" features out

standing programs gathered from bul

letin board systems throughout the

country. Some of the programs are in

the public domain; some are copy

righted by the author but freely dis

tributed; and some are copyrighted

"shareware" programs (freely distrib

uted in return for voluntary dona

tions). In each case, COMPUTEl's PC

Magazine obtains the very latest ver

sion of the program directly from the

original author in return for a publi

cation fee. We then test the program,

rework the documentation, and pre

sent the polished package here.

This issue's featured program is Fast-

Copy by Jim Nech. It greatly speeds

up the task of formatting blank disks

and making copies. FastCopy runs on

any IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible

with 640K of memory, one or two

360K Sty-inch floppy disk drives, and

DOS 2.0 or higher.

One of the least pleasant tasks for

PC users is making multiple copies

of floppy disks. DOS insists on

reading the original disk into mem

ory each time a new copy is made.

Formatting a new box of floppy

disks takes far more time than it

should, too.

This issue's installment of

"Best of the Boards" solves both of

By Jim Nech

Column By

George Campbell

those problems. FastCopy, written

by Jim Nech of Houston, Texas,

speeds up both operations dramati

cally. It copies the original disk just

once into memory, then copies ad

ditional floppies directly from

RAM. Using FastCopy, you can

make multiple copies and format

new disks much more efficiently.

How much faster is FastCopy?

Using a PC-compatible running

MS-DOS 3.1 at the standard IBM

PC speed of 4.77 megahertz, it took

10 minutes, 44 seconds to format a

box of ten new floppy disks. fast-

Copy did the same job in 7 minutes,

30 seconds. That's a 30-percent

speedup.

On the same system, the

DISKCOPY command took 18 min

utes to copy a disk to ten unformat

ted floppy disks. FastCopy made the

same number of copies in just 8

minutes, 20 seconds. That speed in

crease makes copying entire disks a

pleasure instead of a chore.

FastCopy requires an IBM PC,

XT, AT, or compatible with 640K of

RAM, DOS 2.0 or higher, and 5%-

inch, 360K floppy disk drives. It

works on systems that have either

one or two floppy drives. If you're

using an AT-class computer with a

1.2-megabyte floppy drive, it must

also have a 360K floppy drive.

Using FastCopy

Copy the file FASTCOPY.COM

from this issue's magazine disk to a

disk of your own, saving

the magazine disk as a master

copy. If you have a disk containing

frequently used utilities, you may

want to copy the program to that

disk as well. If your computer has a

hard disk drive, copy FASTCOPY

-.COM into the directory

containing your utility programs.

FastCopy runs from DOS, so all

parameters must be entered on the

command line when you run the

program. For a reminder of the

proper command format, type

FASTCOPY alone at the DOS

prompt. Here's what you'll see:

FASTCOPY (SOURCE) (DEST) (FORCE-

FMT) (FMT-ONLY) (VERIFY) (FAST-

DRV)

All parameters can be entered

in either upper- or lowercase let

ters. Don't type the parentheses.

Separate the parameters from each

other with a single space. Let's take

a look at what each of the parame

ters does.

The first parameter, (SOURCE),

is the drive designation for the

source disk. Enter this parameter

without a colon (A instead of A:).

The second parameter, (DEST),

is the destination drive, and is also

entered without a colon. You can

specify either drive A or drive B for

either (SOURCE) or (DEST). On sin

gle-drive systems, use the same

drive letter for both parameters;

FastCopy will prompt you when to

swap disks.

The next parameter, (FORCE-

FMT), specifies whether you want

to format disks on every copy,

whether or not the disk is already

formatted. In most cases, you won't

want to do this, so specify OFF for

this parameter. If for some reason

you want to format each disk, spec

ify ON. If this parameter is set to

OFF, the program checks each disk.
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If the disk is already formatted,

FastCopy runs even faster.

Next (FMT-ONLY) tells Fast-

Copy that you want to format disks

without making copies on this pass.

The program handles formatting by

working only on the first track of

your disk. Unlike DOS, it does not

check for bad sectors on each track.

As before, type ON or OFF to set

this parameter.

The fifth parameter, (VERIFY),

specifies whether DiskCopy should

check to make sure data is written

correctly on each track of the disk in

the same way that DOS does when

you enter the VERIFY ON com

mand. There is a slight loss of speed

if you set this parameter to ON.

Finally, the (FAST-DRV) param

eter can speed up the disk drives

on some computers. It works with

IBM PCs and some compatibles.

On other computers, it has no ef

fect. In some cases, it can even

slow down operations somewhat.

Try setting this parameter ON. If it

speeds up the program, you can

use it regularly. If not, as in the

case of my compatible, set this pa

rameter OFF when using FastCopy.

Important: All six parameters

must be included each time you

run FastCopy. If one or more pa

rameters are missing, the program

aborts and shows you the correct

format.

Copying Disks

With FastCopy

Before beginning to make multiple

copies of a disk using FastCopy,

have your original disk and the

blank disks close at hand. I gener

ally take the blank disks out of

their sleeves to simplify the pro

cess. You should also have room to

stack disks as they are copied.

For a typical PC with two disk

drives, place the disk with the Fast-

Copy program in drive A and enter

the following command:

FASTCOPY A B OFF OFF OFF OFF

The program runs and displays

the opening screen. At the bottom

of the screen, a prompt tells you to

insert the source disk in drive A

and to strike any key when ready.

Do this, then insert a blank disk in

drive B. FastCopy reads the source

disk, copying the data into memo

ry. Once the disk is read, copying

begins on drive B and a message

prompts you to remove the source

disk. Replace it with another blank

disk.

After copying the source disk

onto the disk in drive B, FastCopy

sounds a beep, switches to drive A,

and copies the data to that disk.

Meanwhile, place a new disk in

drive B. Continue to swap disks un

til you've made all the copies you

want. An elapsed-time counter on

the screen shows how long it takes

to copy each disk and then com

pares it to the time taken for the

previous copy.

When FastCopy is writing to

the last disk, press the Esc key.

When the final pass is complete,

copying ends and a menu appears

at the bottom of the screen. You

can choose to (Q)uit, (C)ontinue, or

(L)oad a new source disk.

If FastCopy encounters an emp

ty disk drive, it displays an error

message. Then it offers the same

menu, allowing you to quit or

continue.

Do not exit FastCopy any other

way. If you use the Ctrl-Break com

bination or reboot the computer,

the data on the disk being copied

could be corrupted. Always use the

Esc key to exit FastCopy, or leave a

drive empty to bring up the menu

with the (Q)uit option.

Single-Drive Copying

If your computer has only one flop

py disk drive, enter the copying

command this way:

FASTCOPY A A OFF OFF OFF OFF

FastCopy prompts you to

change disks as each copy is com

pleted. This form of the command

is also useful if you have an AT-

type computer with one 1.2-mega-

byte floppy drive and one 360K

floppy drive.

Important: Do not use FastCopy

with 1.2-megabyte drives alone,

since copies made on those drives

may be unreadable by normal 360K

drives.

Exercising Options

Here are some further examples to

clarify use of the FastCopy options.

If you want FastCopy to verify

your copies as they are made, set

the (VERIFY) parameter ON. The

command looks like this:

FASTCOPY A B OFF OFF ON OFF

To speed up your disk drives,

if this option works on your PC,

enter the command this way:

FASTCOPY A B OFF OFF OFF ON

Experiment with this feature

on your system. Compare the

speeds with the last parameter ON

and OFF. Choose the setting that

produces the fastest copies.

Formatting With FastCopy

Unlike the DOS FORMAT com

mand, FastCopy formats by copying

the formatting information from a

freshly formatted disk to each new

disk. That is all that's required to
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format a blank floppy. DOS, how

ever, goes one step further—check

ing each sector for flaws and

marking any unusable sectors it

finds. These marked sectors will be

skipped when the disk is used.

When you format a disk using

DOS, you see a report at the end of

each format showing the amount of

disk space available. With good-

quality disks, you almost never see

less than the maximum, meaning

there are no bad sectors. FastCopy

takes advantage of the high quality

of today's disks and assumes that

all sectors are good, copying just

the formatting data. The result is a

dramatic speed increase.

The actual formatting takes just

30 seconds. The remaining time in

volves swapping disks in the

drives. It is possible to use both

drives when formatting with Fast-

Copy, but the process is simpler if

you use a single drive. I use just

one drive for formatting.

Before beginning, format a

blank disk with the DOS FORMAT

command. Make sure this disk is

perfectly formatted by looking at

the format report which DOS pro

vides. If bad sectors exist on this

disk, they will be marked as bad on

all of the disks subsequently for

matted with FastCopy and this disk.

Now, run FastCopy with the

following command:

FASTCOPY A A OFF ON OFF OFF

When prompted, insert your

DOS-formatted disk in drive A.

(You could also specify drive B

when entering the command.) Once

the disk is in the drive, press a key.

FastCopy reads the disk, just as it

does when copying. Once the disk

has been read, insert blank floppy

disks, one at a time, when prompt

ed. After each disk is formatted, the

program beeps to signal the end of

the process.

After the beep, remove the for

matted disk and insert a new flop

py. Notice that the drive's busy

light doesn't go off. Normally, you

should never remove a disk from a

drive while the busy light is on. In

this case, however, change disks

anyway. FastCopy senses whether

the drive door, lever, or button is in

the correct position. It waits for the

next disk to be inserted, then pro

ceeds with the formatting operation.

After you've formatted as

many disks as you want, remove

the last one when the formatting is

complete. Then press Esc. As de

scribed above, FastCopy displays a

short menu, allowing you to quit or

continue.

Using FastCopy With

Batch Files

Since FastCopy requires you to en

ter six parameters each time you

run it, it's a perfect program to

automate with batch files. I've writ

ten several sample files which are

included on this issue's magazine

disk. Each file allows you to run

FastCopy by typing just a single

command. The filenames and func

tions are shown below.

ABCOPY.BAT Performs copy op

erations on two-drive systems using

both drive A and drive B.

ACOPY.BAT Copies on single-

drive systems using only drive A.

BCOPY.BAT Copies on single-

drive systems using only drive B.

AFORMAT.BAT Formats using

drive A.

BFORMAT.BAT Formats using

drive B.

Place the batch files on the

same disk or in the same directory

as FASTCOPY.COM. To run a

batch file, at the DOS prompt you

simply enter the filename of the

one you select (without the .BAT

extension) as if it were a command.

For instance, type ABCOPY to run

the batch file ABCOPY.BAT.

Each of these batch files sets

the (FORCE-FMT), (VERIFY), and

(FAST-DRV) parameters to OFF.

This avoids possible conflicts with

your system.

You can, of course, create your

own batch files for use with Fast-

Copy. Use your favorite text editor

or word processor and save the

batch file in plain ASCII text, or

create the batch files with the

COPY CON command. For more

details, see "Getting Started with

Batch Files" elsewhere in this issue.

A Note About Shareware

When you run FastCopy, you'll see

a request for a donation on the

opening screen. Like many of the

programs which will appear in this

column, FastCopy is a shareware

program which is supported by its

users. The donation is voluntary, of

course, and goes to the author of

the program, not COMPUTEI's PC

Magazine.

If you use FastCopy regularly,

you may choose to honor the au

thor's shareware request and be

come a registered user. If so, the

author promises to inform you of

new versions of the program and to

make them available to you at a

low cost. In addition, registered

users can obtain the program's

source code and may contact the

author for help or more information.

Registration information for Fast-

Copy appears on the opening screen.

The program FastCopy is copyrighted

1986 by Jim Nech. PC
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BEST >

OF THE

BOARDS W
PKARC: File Archiving System

As a special bonus in this issue of

COMPUTERS PC Magazine, we're pre

senting a second "Best of the Boards"

program (see FastCopy elsewhere in

this issue). "Best of the Boards" is a

regular column that brings you out

standing programs gathered from bul

letin board systems throughout the

country. Some of the programs are in

the public domain; some are copy

righted by the author but freely dis

tributed; and some are copyrighted

"shareware" programs (freely distrib

uted in return for voluntary dona

tions). In each case, COMPUTEI's PC

Magazine obtains the very latest ver

sion of the program directly from the

original author in return for a publi

cation fee. We then test the program,

rework the documentation, and pre

sent the polished package here.

This issue's "Best of the Boards" bo

nus is the PKARC archiving system

by Phil Katz. It's a collection of three

programs that allow you to compress

and combine any kinds of files to con

serve disk space, and then later un

compress and restore the files to their

original form. The most versatile ar

chiving system available, PKARC has

a number of options and is extremely

fast and efficient. It runs on any IBM

PC, XT, AT, or compatible with at

least 128K of memory and DOS 2.1 or

higher.

By Phil Katz

Column By

George Campbell

A good archiving utility is a must

in every software collection. Com

pressed files conserve valuable disk

storage space, whether you use

floppy disks or a hard disk. By

compressing copies of important

files and storing them on backup

disks, you can protect yourself

against mishaps that might cost

you hours or days of hard work.

In addition, if you have a mo

dem, an archiving utility allows

you to save time when uploading

files to a distant computer. That

translates directly into money saved

on your telephone bill. And since

most bulletin board systems and

information services compress their

files to conserve storage space and

speed up file transfers, you'll need

a utility to uncompress any files

you download.

PKARC, written by Phil Katz, is

arguably the best archiving and ex

traction system available today for

IBM PCs and compatibles.

PKARC creates archive files

using state-of-the-art file-compres

sion techniques. PKARC does not

merely compress files; it both com

presses and combines a number of

files into a single file called an

archive. The archive takes up much

less disk space than the original

files it contains. It even takes up

less space than would the same col

lection of files compressed and

stored individually.

With PKARC, you can create

archives, add files to an existing ar

chive, update existing archive files,

include comments on each file, and

even encrypt files so they can be

unlocked only with a password.

The program also includes compati

bility options which allow you to

create archives that can be restored

by other archiving programs.

PKX/\RC, a companion pro

gram in this package, allows you to

extract files from archives, expand

ing each file to its original form. It

can also extract files from archives

created by other archiving pro

grams. Other features allow you to

see lists of files contained in an ar

chive, test the integrity of an ar

chive, extract password-protected

files, and extract files directly to

your video monitor or printer. Both

PKARC and PKXARC allow you to

work with all of the disk drives and

subdirectories on your system.

We've also included a third

program, PKSFX. This lets you cre

ate archive files which are self-

extracting, so it's possible to send

archival files to other people who

may not have the PKXARC extrac

tion utility.

Fast And Efficient

The PKARC archiving system is ex

ceptionally fast. To get an idea of

its speed, we ran a benchmark test

comparing the PKARC system to

another popular archiving program,

ARC, from Software Enhancement

Associates (SEA). For this test, we

made an archive of 35 files—a mix

ture of .COM, .EXE, .DAT, and

ASCII text files, totaling 241,664

bytes.

Using a PC compatible running

at 4.77 megahertz and floppy disk

drives, ARC took 21 minutes to

compress the files and build the ar

chive file. PKARC did the job in 2

minutes, 24 seconds—almost ten

times as fast! The size of the com

pleted archive built by ARC was

172,267 bytes, while PKARC's ar

chive was 165,082 bytes.

Our second test extracted all
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the files from the archive. ARC took

12 minutes to extract the files,

while PKXARC was finished in ex

actly 2 minutes. That's 600 percent

faster.

Although the PKARC system

works on practically any IBM or

compatible with at least 128K of

random access memory (RAM), the

more memory you have, the faster

it runs.

Running PKARC

Before using these programs, copy

them from the magazine disk onto

your utilities disk or into the utili

ties directory on your hard disk.

You'll need the following files:

PKARC.COM

PKXARC.COM

PKSFX.PGM

To run PKARC, you enter the

command PKARC at the DOS

prompt, followed by certain com

mand parameters to switch the vari

ous options on or off. If you forget

the parameters, simply type PKARC

by itself at the DOS prompt. This

brings up a display showing the

proper command format;

PKARC [compatibility options] options

archive [filename.ext]

Compatibility options are parameters

for making the archived file com

patible with SEA's ARC program;

options are parameters that control

the action of the PKARC program;

archive is the name of the archive

file; and filename.ext specifies the

file or files to be archived. Do not

append an extension to the name

of the archive file; PKARC automat

ically adds the extender .ARC.

Items in brackets are optional; do

not type the brackets. Parameters

can be entered in upper- or lower

case. You can use the DOS wild

card symbols (? and *) and

pathnames in the filename.ext

parameter.

Let's look at the command

line, one segment at a time, starting

with the main options parameter.

Archiving Files

You must supply an option in the

options position of the command

line. Here is a list of the available

options, with explanations and

examples.

A Adds files to an archive or cre

ates a new archive. This is the

most-used option. If the archive file

named in the archive parameter al

ready exists, the specified file or

files will be added to it; otherwise,

a new archive file will be created.

The archive file will be created in

the current directory unless you

specify a drive or pathname with

the archive filename.

For this option, the filename.ext

parameter specifies the file or files

to be added to the archive file. You

can supply a single filename or a

list of filenames separated by

spaces. The ? and * wildcard char

acters can also be used to specify

groups of files to be archived. The

following commands are all valid:

PKARC A ARCHIVE MYPROG.BAS

PKARC A ARCHIVE MYPROG1.BAS

MYPROG2.EXE

PKARC A ARCHIVE *.EXE

PKARC A ARCHIVE '.COM '.BAT '.BAS

If the files to be archived are

not in the current directory, then

pathnames must be included with

the filenames. The following com

mand would run the PKARC pro

gram from drive A, creating an

archive file named ARCHIVE.ARC

on drive B which contains com

pressed copies of all the files with a

.DOC extension in the LETTER

subdirectory of the WP directory on

drive C.

A:PKARC A B:ARCHIVE C: \WP\

LETTER \*.DOC

If no filenames are supplied

with the command, the program

will archive all the files in the cur

rent directory. For example, the fol

lowing command creates an archive

file named ARCHIVE.ARC in the

current directory which contains

compressed copies of all the files in

the current directory:

PKARC A ARCHIVE

F Replaces files in an existing ar

chive. The rules for specifying

filenames are the same as for the A

option. This option checks whether

each specified file already exists in

the archive. If so, and if the current

unarchived version of the file has a

later date/time stamp than the ex

isting compressed version, then the

existing version in the archive is re

placed with a compressed copy of

the new version. For example, the

following command would check

the archive file named VAULT

.ARC for the compressed file

LETTER1.DOC and, if that file ex

ists, replace it with a new version

ofLETTERl.DOC.

PKARC F VAULT LETTER1.DOC

If no compressed version of the

specified file is found in the ar

chive, or if the directory date/time

stamp for the current uncom

pressed version is not later than the

one for the current compressed ver

sion, then the archive file is not

changed.

U Replaces or adds files in an exist

ing archive. This option is similar

to the F option, but, unlike F, will

also add the specified file or files to

the archive if the archive doesn't

currently contain compressed ver

sions of the files. Remember, you

can use DOS wildcards in PKARC

commands. For example, the fol

lowing command would write

copies of all files with an .EXE ex

tension in the current directory to

the archive file named STORAGE

.ARC. If compressed versions of the

files already existed, these would

be replaced with new versions; oth

erwise, the files would simply be

added to the archive.

PKARC U STORAGE \EXE

M Moves files to an archive, then

deletes the original (uncompressed)

files from the disk. For example,

the following command adds com

pressed copies of all the files with a

.DOC extension on the disk in
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drive B to the archive ARCHIVE

.ARC in the current directory, then

deletes all the .DOC files from

drive B.

PKARC M ARCHIVE B:'.DOC

The M option does not delete

the original files unless it success

fully creates archived versions.

G Allows you to encrypt files with

in an archive to prevent access by

unauthorized users. This option

must be combined with a pass

word, and must be used in con

junction with with the A, F, U, or

M options. For example, the follow

ing command adds an encrypted

compressed copy of the file

LETTER3.DOC to the archive file

ARCHIVE.ARC, using the pass

word SESAME.

PKARC AGSESAME ARCHIVE LETTER3

.DOC

When the encrypted file is ex

tracted from the archive using

PKXARC, it can be read only if the

correct password is supplied. Fol

low the example above and don't

separate the options and password

with spaces. The password can con

tain both upper- and lowercase

characters. Whatever you do, don't

forget the password, especially if

you archive the file with the M op

tion (which deletes the original). It

is nearly impossible to recover an

encrypted file without the proper

password.

Don't use this option when

preparing archive files that you

wish to make self-extracting using

the PKSFX utility. Password-

protected files cannot be made self-

extracting.

D Deletes the specified file or files

from an archive. For example, the

following command would remove

the file LETTER1.DOC from the ar

chive named ARCHIVE.ARC.

PKARC D ARCHIVE LETTER1.DOC

To delete several files at once, re

member you can specify wildcards

in the filename parameter. For in

stance, specifying LETTER7.DOC in

the last example would delete the

files LETTER1.DOC, LETTER2

.DOC, LETTER3.DOC, and so on.

However, you should use wildcards

carefully to avoid unintentionally

deleting important files.

V Lists the files in an archive. The

listing includes each filename in the

archive, along with its uncom

pressed length, the compression

method used, the compressed

length, the percentage of compres

sion, the date/time stamp, and a

file-checking value. For example,

the following command would

print a list of all the files in the

archive file named LOCKER.ARC.

PKARC V LOCKER

C Allows you to enter or update a

comment for each specified file.

The comments may be up to 32

characters long.

This causes PKARC to prompt you

for a comment to be added to the

file LETTER1.DOC in the archive

named ARCHIVE.ARC. You can

view these comments by using the

C option with the V option.

Example:

PKARC VC

X This option allows you to enter

or update a comment for an entire

archive. Example:

PKARC X ARCHIVE

This causes PKARC to prompt you

for a comment to be added to the

archive named ARCHIVE.ARC.

Comments may be up to 32 charac

ters long. You can view these com

ments by adding the X option to

the V option. Example:

PKARC VX ARCHIVE

L Displays the software license for

PKARC.

You can combine the above

options to customize your archiving

techniques. For instance, the fol

lowing command adds all the

.DOC files on drive B to the archive

file ARCHIVE.ARC, then prompts

you for comments on each file and

for the archive as a whole.

PKARC ACX ARCHIVE B:\DOC

When combining options,

however, remember that the Gpass-

word option—if you use it—must

be the last option on the command

line.

PKARC provides error mes

sages if the archiving process fails

for any reason. All of these mes

sages are self-explanatory. If you

receive an error message while run

ning PKARC, correct the error and

enter the command again. If an er

ror occurs, PKARC protects your

data. No changes are made to any

file until the process is successfully

completed.

Compatibility With ARC

The compatibility options parameter

in the PKARC command is option

al and should be omitted unless

you are preparing an archive file to

give to another person who does

not have a copy of PKXARC but

does have? SEA's ARC program.

Here are the allowable values for

compatibility options:

OC Old compression. Makes ar

chive files which can be extracted

by the ARC program.

OT Old time/date stamping. Uses

an ARC-compatible time/date-

stamping method for files.

OTC Combines OC and OT.

Extracting Files

With PKXARC

PKXARC, the second program in

this package, allows you to extract

files from archives created by al

most any archiving program. Ar

chived files can be recognized by

the extension .ARC in their

filenames.

As with PKARCr entering the

command PKXARC by itself at the

DOS prompt shows you a summa

ry of the command format:
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PKXARC [options] archive [d: \path]

[filename...]

As with PKARC, you can speci

fy the location of the PKXARC-

.COM program with drive and path

information. If, for example, the

program is in the \UTIL directory

on drive C, and you are logged

onto drive A, start the command

like this: C: \UTIL \ PKXARC.

The options parameter will be

explained below. Archive is the file

name of the archive file. It is not

necessary to include the .ARC ex

tension with the filename. Where

the command line shows [d:\path],

substitute the destination drive and

pathname to which the extracted

files should be written. If this infor

mation is not supplied, all extracted

files will be sent to the current

drive and path. In any case, make

sure there is enough room in the

destination directory for the extract

ed files.

The filename section of the

command lets you tell PKXARC

which specific files are to be ex

tracted from the archive. You can

use the DOS wildcard symbols (?

and *) here, just as you did with

PKARC. If you omit this parameter,

PKXARC will extract all the files in

the archive.

The following command ex

tracts all files from the archive file

named ARCHIVE.ARC on drive A

and writes the extracted files to

drive B.

PKXARC A:ARCHIVE B:

PKXARC Options

The actions of PKXARC can be

modified by selecting an appropri

ate option in the options position of

the command line. A list of the

available options follows. Notice

that all options for PKXARC must

be preceded by a hyphen (-).

-R Normally, PKXARC asks you

before it overwrites a file. If you in

clude the — R option, the program

automatically replaces existing files.

Example:

PKXARC -R A:ARCHIVE B:

This extracts all files from the ar

chive file named ARCHIVE.ARC

on drive A and writes the extracted

files to drive B, replacing any exist

ing files on drive B that have the

same filenames as the extracted

files.

— C Writes extracted files to the

screen instead of to disk. To pre

vent confusing screen displays, use

this option only with ASCII text

files. Example:

PKXARC -C A:ARCHIVE LETTER1.DOC

This extracts the file LETTER1.DOC

from the archive file named

ARCHIVE.ARC on drive A, but dis

plays the file on your monitor in

stead of writing it to disk.

— P Use this option to print hard-

copies of archived files. As with the

—C option, use it only on ASCII

text files. Example:

PKXARC -P ARCHIVE *.DOC

This prints all files with the file

name extension .DOC from the ar

chive named ARCHIVE.ARC on

the default drive. PKXARC sends a

form feed between files. Make sure

your printer is online and loaded

with paper.

—T Tests the integrity of an ar

chive file. It checks each file's

error-checking value and reports its

findings. Example:

PKXARC -T ARCHIVE

This checks the archive file named

ARCHIVE.ARC for errors.

—V Allows you to view the con

tents of an archive file. This option

provides the same information as

the V option in PKARC. A listing

will be printed showing each file

name in the archive, along with its

uncompressed length, the compres

sion method used, the compressed

length, the percentage of compres

sion, the date/time stamp, and a

file-checking value. Example:

PKXARC -V ARCHIVE

— G Allows you to extract files

which were encrypted with a pass

word. You must provide the correct

password immediately following

the option. Example:

PKXARC -GSESAME ARCHIVE

LETTER1.DOC

This command extracts the encrypt

ed file LETTER1.DOC from the ar

chive file ARCHIVE.ARC if the

password is SESAME. Note that

you must know the proper pass

word to extract the file.

— L This option displays the soft

ware license for PKXARC.

Error Messages

PKXARC displays error messages

on the screen if it has problems ex

tracting any files. Most of these

messages are self-explanatory. To

continue the extraction process,

simply correct the command line.

Other messages indicate a

problem with the archive file. If the

file is damaged and cannot be ex

tracted by PKXARC, you may see

one of the following error

messages:

Unknown packing method for:

FILENAME.EXT

Warning! File FILENAME.EXT fails CRC

check.

FILENAME.EXT is not an archive.

Archive length error.

File has invalid decode tree.

Internal table overflow.

If you encounter one of these

errors, you'll have to find another

copy of the archive file before ex

tracting any files from it. However,

I've used this program for two

years and have never seen one of

these messages.

Self-Extracting Archives

The third program in the package,

PKSFX.PGM, allows you to create

archives which automatically ex

tract themselves. If you ever need

to send an archived program to

someone who does not have a copy
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of PKXARC, this is a valuable

feature.

To create a self-extracting ar

chive, first create a normal .ARC

file with PKARC as already de

scribed. (Don't use the password

encryption option. Password-pro

tected archives can't be made self-

extracting.) Once that file is

prepared, add it to the PKSFX.PGM

file like this:

COPY/B PKSFX.PGM + archive.arc

filename.EXE

Substitute the name of your ar

chive file for archive.arc, and re

place filename.EXE with the name

you choose for the prepared self-

extracting file. The output file must

have the extension .EXE.

As with PKARC and PKXARC,

you can supply drive and path

information anywhere a filename is

required by PKSFX. Here is a com

plex example:

COPY/B C: \UTIL \ PKSFX.PGM + B:

ARCHIVE.ARC A:OUTPUT.EXE

This adds the archive file named

ARCHIVE.ARC on drive B to

PKSFX.PGM from the \UTIL di

rectory on drive C, and writes the

combined output file OUTPUT.EXE

to drive A.

Once the self-extracting archive

file is made, it extracts itself when

the filename is used as a DOS com

mand. All options used with

PKXARC are valid with PKSFX as

well. Most often, however, the user

will simply want to extract the files.

Here is a simple example:

ARCHIVE B:

This command extracts all of the

files from the self-extracting archive

file named ARCHIVE.EXE, writing

the extracted files to drive B. As

you can see, explaining this format

to someone who receives the ar

chive file is easy.

Note that creating a self-

extracting archive file with PKSFX

adds 9,758 bytes to the length of

the archive. If PKXARC is available,

that extra length is unnecessary,
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since PKXARC can be used to ex

tract the files.

Using Archives With A

Hard Disk

Archived files created with PKARC

are especially valuable for hard

disk users. It isn't long before most

people find that their disk is filling

up. Compressing files and storing

them in archives is a good way to

free up disk space. Phil Katz's ar

chiving system has the speed you

need to make archival storage

practical.

To use the system most effec

tively, install PKARC and PKXARC

in your utility directory, then in

clude that directory in your normal

path. Use PKARC and your best

judgment to create archives. For ex

ample, you might create an archive

containing all of the .DOC files

from your word processor. Data

files from database or spreadsheet

programs are other good candidates

for archival storage, especially if

you don't use the files frequently.

When creating these archives,

you can use the M option to auto

matically delete the original files

after they are stored in the ar

chives. As you create new files, add

them to the archives with the A op

tion. Any of the updating options

are useful after you've changed a

file which is stored as an archive.

Add comments to archives using

the C and X options to help you

keep track of your files.

You can view the contents of

the archive at any time with the V

option of PKARC or the —V option

of PKXARC. Finding files this way

is a snap.

When you need to use a file,

simply extract it with PKXARC

before working with it. It's a simple

process, and you can save 25-80

percent of the disk space used by

the original files. As always, keep

careful backups of your hard disk,

using your favorite backup method.

To make the archiving system

even easier to use, you can create

batch files to automate the com

mands you use frequently. Use your

favorite text editor or word proces

sor in the ASCII mode to write

these batch files. (For more details,

see "Getting Started With Batch

Files" elsewhere in this issue.)

A Note About Shareware

Like many of the programs which

appear in this column, the PK ar

chiving system is a shareware pack

age which is supported by its users.

The author suggests a donation of

$20 to register. A donation of $45

entitles the user to the next update

of these programs. The donation is

voluntary, of course, and goes to

the author of the program, not

COMPUTKI's PC Magazine.

If you use this archiving sys

tem regularly, you may choose to

honor the author's shareware re

quest and become a registered user.

If so, you may contact the author at

this address:

PKWARE, Inc.

7032 Ardara Avenue

Glendale, WI 53209

Be sure to include the version num

ber (3.5) of these programs when

you write.

COMPUTED PC Magazine is pro

viding these programs for the use

of our readers. These programs are

normally distributed with docu

mentation files which we have re

written to create this article. Please

do not distribute these programs to

others, since important documenta

tion would be missing.

The programs PKARC, PKXARC,

and PKSFX are copyrighted 1986,

1987 by PKWARE, Inc. PC



COMPUTE! Books

introduces a new line of

easy-to-use computer books.

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guides are effective,

dependable reference guides to using applications

on your personal computer. From command sum

maries and quick-reference charts to tips for

power users, you'll have the information you need

right at your fingertips. Each book is specially de

signed to be convenient and easy to understand.
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COMPUTE!'* Quick and Easy Guide

to Using MS-DOS
Bonnie Derman and Strawberry Software

ISBN 0-87455-105-6 $12.95

Whether you're an experienced MS-

DOS user or just starting out, tfiis

book is your easy-to-use reference to

this powerful and flexible operating

system for IBM and compatible com

puters. No longer will you need to

wade through hundreds ot pages to

find just the right DOS command.

COMPUTE!'s Quick and Easy Guide

to Using MS-DOS puts the infor

mation right at your fingertips. With

two indices and an expanded table of

contents, simply look up the task you

want to accomplish or the DOS com

mand you need—and you'll find an

explanation of exactly what to do.

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide

to Learning Lotus 1-2-3
Doug Wolf

IS8N 0-87455-106-4 $12.95

The perfect guide for the novice user

of the popular and powerful Lotus 1-

2-3, this book assumes no previous

computer experience whatsoever.

COMPUTERS Quick and Easy Guide

to Learning Lotus 1-2-3 covers

everything from building a spread

sheet model, setting up a database,

and using 1-2-3 for word processing,

to creating graphs and powerful mac

ros. Also included are discussions on

how to start 1-2-3 and available add

on software that can be used with

Lotus 1-2-3.

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide

to AppleWorks

Tom and Ellen Dougher

ISBN 0-87455-109-9 $10.95

AppleWarks, the unchallenged leader

in personal productivity software on

the Apple II series, is an integrated

package combining a word processor,

database, and spreadsheet. It's a

complete program that lets you do

everything from writing letters and re

ports to keeping extensive files and

projecting financial earnings. With

COMPUTE'S Quick and Easy Guide

to Appleworks, you'll see how to get

started with AppleVforks. and how to

use each of the three major applica

tions A Command Summary, Key

board Template, and Quick-Reference

Chart provide information in one-stop

locations. Numerous ideas offer prac

tical examples on new ways to use

AppieVforks. And there's even all the

latest information on AppIeVtirks'

add-ons and enhancements. Clearly

defined sections apply to novices and

power users alike.

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide

to dBase III Plus

Chuck Doherty

ISBN 0-87455-107-2 $10.95

For the beginning or experienced user

of this popular database management

program. Ashton-Tate has sold more

than a million copies of dBase, and

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide

to dBase III Plus is the guide and ref

erence to help you tap all the power

and flexibility that dBase III Plus has

to offer. This is not a manual for

dBase, rather, it's a guide that makes

getting started with dBase easy and

finding specific information quick. For

all users of dBase III Pius on the IBM

PC, PC XT, PC AT, or compatible

computer.

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide

to WordPerfect
Patricia Farrell

ISBN 0-87455-011-4 $10.95

Write, edit, format, and print with

VfordPerfect your first day, using this

simple-to-use guide to the most

popular word processor for the IBM

and IBM compatibles. Organized so

that you can immediately begin to

use this impressive software, this

book covers all the basics and many

of the program's advanced features.

Read what you need and then start to

work with VfordPerfect. Learn how to

enter, edit, shift, and print text. Use

the more advanced techniques when

you're ready. See how to prepare a

complete report, set text columns,

merge information to create form let

ters, and create special forms.

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide

to Desktop Publishing

Dan McNeil!

ISBN 0-87455-1-2-9 $10.95

With a computer, a printer, and the

right software, you can turn out docu

ments, flyers, brochures, and more-

all of the highest quality available out

side a professional print shop. This

easy-to-use reference guide explains

the ins and outs of desktop publish

ing, shows what you can do with the

variety of available software, and

even helps you select your system. If

you're tired of wading through long

and technical manuals, this guide and

tutorial will get you started today with

desktop publishing.

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide

to Dow Jones News/Retrieval

Donald B. Trivette

ISBN 0-87455-113-7 $10.95

Learn how to more efficiently use the

Dow Jones Information Service, a

powerful business and stock infor

mation database. Access up-to-date

stock quotations, financial infor

mation, company background data,

and more—all with Dow Jones.

Using a personal computer, a mo

dem, the phone, and the right soft

ware, you can search through back

issues of publications like the Will

Street Journal or directly place or

ders. This simplified guide to the pre

eminent business information service

puts everything within easy reach,

and gets you started faster and more

easily than any manual.

Look for COMPUTEFs Quick and Easy Guides at your local book or computer store.

To order any COMPUTE! book, call toll free 1-800-346-6767 (in NY call 212-887-8525)

or write COMPUTE! Books, Customer Service, P.O. Box 5038, F.D.R. Station, New York, NY 10150.

Customer Service hours are 10:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and 1:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m. EST Won. through Fri.

COMPUTE! Publicationsjnc. COMPUTE! Books are available outside the United Stores from subsidiaries ot

McGraw-Hill International Book Company

Part of ABC Consume: Magazines, inc

One of the ABC Publishing Companies



Wormburner
Andrew Walsh

Here's an exciting, arcade-style action game

with lightning-fast graphics. Written entirely in

machine language for maximum speed, "Worm-

burner" will challenge the most skilled arcade-

game devotee, yet is easy enough for anyone to

play on the lower levels. It runs on any IBM

PC, XT, AT, or compatible with a color/gra

phics adapter.

Hold onto your keyboards—Earth is being invaded

again.

This time, waves of mutant space worms are

weaving their way through the atmosphere toward

our home planet. Your job, as usual, is to defend life

and liberty by outmaneuvering and destroying the

fearsome invaders.

The space worms can't shoot back, but their

slightest touch is fatal—and they're especially danger

ous when wounded, On top of that, you must evade

the hazards of Earth's own automatic defense system,

which sweeps the sky with laser fire as you maneuver

your fighter into battle. It's not a job for the weak-

fingered.

"Wormburner" is a fast-paced game of skill with

multiple levels and high-speed animation. If you're

good enough to reach the tenth grid, no less than 56

objects will be zipping around the screen simultaneous

ly. The program runs on any IBM PC, XT, AT, or com

patible with a color/graphics adapter (CGA) or

equivalent hardware; a color monitor is recommended.

Traversing The Grid
You'll find Wormburner on the magazine disk under

the filename WORMBURN.COM. To load and run the

game, simply type WORMBURN at the DOS prompt.

(Make sure WORMBURN.COM is on the disk in the

current drive.)
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The opening screen asks whether you want in

structions. If you type Y, several screens describing

the scenario of the game will appear, along with in

structions for playing the game. This information may

come in handy if you ever lose your copy of this arti

cle. To skip the instructions, press N.

Now the main game screen appears. It consists of

a large red grid in the center of the screen. (See pho

to.) You control the fighter which is initially located in

the center of the lowest row on the grid. You can

move the fighter about the grid by pressing the four

cursor control keys, and you can fire your weapon by

pressing the space bar. Note that your fighter can

move vertically only a limited distance, although it

can travel the full width of the grid.

The only other key recognized by Wormburner is

the Esc (Escape) key; this allows you to immediately

abandon any game in progress and return to DOS.

You may find it necessary to press Esc several times

before it is recognized. Also, note that the Esc key al

lows you to exit the game itself, but not the instruc

tion screens at the beginning of the program.

To start the action and begin playing, press any

other key on the keyboard.

Attack Ot The Killer Worms

The object of Wormburner is to defend your sector (the

grid) against the mutant space worms which enter the

grid from the upper right corner and progress down

ward toward your fighter. The worms don't fire any

weapons, but they are extremely toxic and will destroy

your fighter on contact. The worms drop one row and

change direction each time they reach the side of the

grid or run into the wounded section of a worm you

previously hit. If there are a large number of wounded

worm sections on the grid, this descent can happen

very quickly. You advance one level (one grid) each

time you destroy all of the worms on a grid.



"Wormburner," level 1: An alien worm emerges at

the top of the grid to begin its deadly descent.

Blasting the middle section of a worm only splits the

creature into two ivorms.

Cross fire from the grid's own laser defense system is

yet another hazard in "Wormburner."

You'll see one worm per grid for each level you

have attained, in other words, one worm on grid 1,

two worms on grid 2, and so on. Each worm consists

of five sections which travel as a single unit until one

or more of its sections have been hit. For example, if

you survive to the third grid, you'll have to contend

with 15 worm sections initially traveling in three packs.

When a worm section is wounded, it stops mov

ing but begins to mutate. It goes through three stages

of transition before falling off the grid. You can score

more points by hitting these wounded worms and

thereby speeding mutation. Beware, however, of the

falling worms once they've fully changed. They're as

dangerous when falling as when moving laterally, but

more difficult to see. Falling worm sections can't be

destroyed by your fighter's weapon; your only de

fense is to move aside and let them fall harmlessly off

the grid.

Fighting the alien worms is bad enough, but you

also have to worry about the grid's own self-defense

system. A pair of automated lasers fire across the grid

to help ward off the worms. Unfortunately, the cross-

firing lasers are as deadly to you as they are to the

worms. Therefore, you have to be aware of their firing

pattern so you don't get destroyed by your own de

fense system. With practice, the firing pattern is fairly

easy to predict, so you can easily avoid it (if you can

remember to do so during the heat of action).

You get five fighters per game. The number of re

serve fighters is represented graphically in the upper

right comer of the screen. A good final score is around

10,000 points. (Even though I wrote the game, I

haven't been able to advance beyond the twelfth grid.)

The best strategy seems to be to shoot the tail

section of a worm first. If you shoot the head section

first, the rest of the worm immediately drops a row

and gets to you sooner. If you hit a middle section,

the worm splits in two, and you'll have another worm

to duck as they approach the bottom of the grid. You

can probably get away with shooting the middle sec

tions on the lower levels, but once you get past the

fifth grid it becomes increasingly difficult to dodge the

steady shower of worms past your position at the bot

tom of the grid.

Programming Notes

I began Wormburner as an exercise to learn

8088/8086 machine language. I was familiar with

6502 machine language from a Commodore computer

I owned before buying my PC. Wormburner turned

out to be quite an ambitious project, but a rewarding

and very educational one. It consumed several months

of my spare time to design, code, and test. The result

is a program which runs at a speed that I find aston

ishing. In fact, I had to deliberately slow down the

game to make it playable.

At the tenth grid there are 56 separate objects

moving independently around the medium-resolution

screen. To attain that type of performance with any

high-level language, even compiled BASIC or Pascal,

would have been impossible.

Wormburner was written using David Whitman's

CHASM assembler, a shareware program. If you're in

terested in writing machine language routines to opti

mize the performance of your BASIC or Pascal

programs, CHASM'S interface to these two languages

is outstanding. PC
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Chess
John Krause

Need a chess partner? If you're a beginning to

intermediate player, you'll find this chess pro

gram a willing and challenging opponent. The

intelligence routines are written entirely in ma

chine language, and other functions are written

in compiled BASIC. It has multiple skill levels,

checking for illegal moves, one- and two-player

modes, reverse moving, and many other fea

tures. The program runs on any IBM PC, XT,

AT, or compatible with at least 128K RAM and

a color/graphics adapter.

A computer chess game is great for those who can't

always find a human opponent. But "Chess" is more

than just a substitute for a live player. You might call

it a "chess processor." It processes chess positions as

easily as a word processor manipulates text. It con

tains almost every feature a chess player could want.

Its thinking routines are written entirely in machine

language for greater speed, and they use basic princi

ples of artificial intelligence to simulate a human chess

player.

You'll find two programs on this issue's magazine

disk for Chess. CHESS.EXE is the main program, writ

ten in BASIC and compiled with Microsoft Quick

BASIC, and CHESS.BLD is a data file which contains

the machine language intelligence routines. To play

chess, simply run CHESS.EXE by typing CHESS at

the DOS prompt. (Be sure that the Caps Lock key is

off before you run the program. If you start Chess

with Caps Lock on, it will not respond properly to the

command keys.) CHESS.EXE automatically loads the

data found in CHESS.BLD. Therefore, make sure

CHESS.EXE and CHESS.BLD are located in the same

directory when you copy them to another disk.

After running Chess, you'll see a title screen for a

few seconds while the computer prepares itself. Press

any key to cut this display short and proceed to the

game board. The board is displayed with the pieces in

their starting positions. You're in command of the

white pieces at the bottom of the board versus the

computer's black pieces at the top. When started,

Chess is set for skill level 1, the easiest level. You

should see a frame around the square in the lower left
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"Chess" is a challenging computer opponent for

beginning to intermediate chess players.

corner of the board. This is the cursor which takes the

place of your hand for moving and capturing pieces.

Use the cursor keys to move the frame cursor

atop the piece you wish to move. Press and release

the Enter key. Now move the cursor to the square on

which you want to place the piece and hit Enter

again. Your piece moves to the new square, and the

computer responds instantly with a countermove.

Sorry, No Cheating

One of the most valuable features of Chess is that it

checks for illegal moves. If you try to make an illegal

move, the computer buzzes and keeps your piece on

its square.

This feature is not perfect, however. It won't

catch illegal moves involving castling or en passant

captures. But it will catch 99 percent of all illegal

moves, including those that put your king in check, as

well as the more obvious ones such as moving a

pawn backward. If the computer accepts your move,

it's probably legal, but not necessarily so. If the com

puter rejects your move, however, you can be sure

that it is illegal.

If you're a beginner at chess, you'll find the

move-checking feature especially valuable. Just by try

ing various moves and noting which ones the com

puter accepts, you can get a good idea of the way

each piece can move.

Information about the current game is displayed

at the top of the screen. Move# indicates the number

of the move currently being made, counting from the

start of the game. In chess, a move by both sides is

considered one complete move. So, the move number

is changed only after both sides have moved.

To Move indicates which side has the move. W

means it is white's turn, and B means it is black's.

Normally after you move, the computer automati

cally makes the next move. This can be turned off by

pressing the T key to switch to two-player mode.

Now you can play against another person with the

computer acting as referee to check for illegal moves.

To switch back to one-player mode, press T again.

You can also let the computer make moves for

you by pressing the M key. The side that the com

puter plays depends on whose turn it is. By repeated

ly pressing M, you can watch the computer play itself.

Five Skill Levels

One of the advantages of a computer opponent over a

human is that you can tell the computer exactly how

hard you want it to try to beat you, and it obediently

plays at that level of difficulty. This is important

because it's no fun if you always lose or always win

effortlessly.

Level shows the current skill level from 1 to 5.

You can change the level at any time by pressing keys

1 through 5. The difference between levels is the

number of moves ahead that the computer looks. On

level 1, for example, it looks ahead one full move or

two half-moves (its move and your reply). Each suc

ceeding level looks ahead one more half-move than

the previous level.

Alas, the smarter play on the higher levels

doesn't come without a price. The further ahead the

computer looks, the more moves it must examine and,

hence, the longer it thinks. Here's a rundown of the

five levels:

Level 1: Beginner. Thinking time: one second.

Look-ahead: two half-moves. Fast but dumb.

Level 2: Intermediate. Thinking time: five sec

onds. Look-ahead: three half-moves. Provides a rea

sonable challenge for impatient players.

Level 3: Tournament. Thinking time: two min

utes. Look-ahead: four half-moves. Since the usual

time limit for tournament play is 40 moves in two

hours, an average of three minutes per move, this

level is best suited for serious players.

Level 4: Mate in two. Thinking time: 20 minutes.

Look-ahead: five half-moves. Capable of solving most

mate-in-two problems.

Level 5: Postal chess. Thinking time: two hours.

Look-ahead: six half-moves. Simulates chess by mail

where there is no time limit. Can avoid checkmate in

two moves.

These thinking times are averages. The actual

thinking time varies greatly depending on the posi

tion. For example, level 5 takes only five seconds per

move with just two kings on the board, Also, these

times are for a standard IBM PC or XT running at 4.77

megahertz. Since the PCjr runs at about two-thirds

the speed of the IBM PC, the thinking times for the

PCjr are greater than the values shown above. On the

other hand, if you have a PC compatible with a turbo

mode, or an AT compatible, you'll enjoy much better

performance.
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A Spectacular Blunder

It happens to everyone. It's inevitable. You've played

for an hour, somehow managing to maneuver into a

superior position in what you consider to be the best

game of your life—only to throw it all away in a sin

gle, spectacular blunder.

Don't panic. You can take back the last half-move

by pressing the B key. If you're in one-player mode,

you need to press B again to take back the computer's

reply, In fact, you can press B repeatedly to take back

moves until you reach the starting position. This is

possible because the computer records every move

made in the game.

Another use for this feature is to allow the com

puter to suggest a move for you. If you don't have a

good idea of where to move next, press M and the

computer will move for you. If you like that move,

press M again to continue with the computer's next

move. But if you think you've found a better move,

press B to take back the suggested move and make

your own move.

Pressing the F key does the opposite of B. It

moves forward through the move list up to the most

advanced position. Note that every time a new move

is made, the resulting position becomes the most ad

vanced. So if you use B to backtrack to a previous

position, and then make a new move, all subsequent

stored moves are erased because they are no longer

relevant.

To conserve memory, Chess can record a maxi

mum of 120 moves. This shouldn't be a serious limi

tation, since chess games rarely involve that many

moves. (As mentioned, tournament play is usually

limited to 40 moves.) However, beginners playing at

the lower skill levels may reach this limit. If you en

counter a message telling you that the move limit has

been reached, use the B key to back up through the

past 15 or 20 moves then try again to conclude the

game. If you have only a couple of pieces chasing

each other aimlessly about the board, you may want

to simply begin a new game by pressing N or I, as

will be explained in a moment.

If you have a printer, you can print the current

move list by pressing the P key. The list appears in

three columns: the move numbers, white's moves,

and black's moves. Each move is indicated by the

square the piece moved from followed by the square

it moved to. Each square is specified by its coordinates

according to the numbers along the left side of the

board and letters along the bottom.

You can also use the built-in screen dump feature

of DOS to print an image of the playing board on the

printer. This will allow you to generate a hardcopy of

a particularly interesting position. Before loading

Chess, place your working copy of the DOS master

disk in the drive and type the command GRAPHICS

at a DOS prompt. This loads the DOS utility which
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supports graphics screen dumps. Then run Chess as

usual. Whenever you want to print the board, make

sure that the printer is turned on, then press Shift-

PrtSc (Fn-PrtSc on the PCjr). You should be aware,

however, that the GRAPHICS utility was designed to

support the IBM Graphics Printer. This technique

works only if your printer has compatible graphics

capabilities.

Checkmate

The computer thinks by analyzing thousands of possi

ble moves and countermoves and choosing what it

considers to be the best move based on the relative

value of the pieces. Most positions don't have just one

best move but several which are equally good, in

which case the computer chooses among them at ran

dom. This random factor insures that every game will

be different, and makes for varied and interesting play.

The computer announces checkmate when it oc

curs. However, there are a few quirks in the way the

computer evaluates a checkmate. On levels 3-5, it

may announce checkmate prematurely. When this

happens, the computer has determined that it's im

possible to avoid checkmate on the next move or

two—assuming both sides make the best moves.

Also, the computer doesn't know the subtle dif

ference between checkmate and stalemate. Conse

quently, when a game is stalemated, the computer

announces checkmate even though the game is a

draw. Since the computer tries as hard as it can to

checkmate its opponent, it also tries to achieve stale

mate, possibly forcing a draw when it could have

won. Fortunately, this rarely happens, because a stale

mate requires unusual circumstances, such as when

one side has only the king remaining.

You can start a new game at any time by pressing

the N key. This sets up the pieces in the starting posi

tion with white on the bottom. If you want to play

the black pieces, you can press the I key to invert the

board, so you still play from the bottom. However, it's

a rule of chess that white moves first, so if you want

to play with the black pieces you should begin by

pressing the M key to make the computer take the

first move. After that, it will respond automatically to

your moves in the one-player mode.

As with the N command, I resets the board to the

starting position. However, the N and I commands

both retain the move list from the previous game.

This allows you to replay the game using the F com

mand. When replaying a game, be sure to reset the

board by pressing I if the game was originally played

in the inverted mode, or N if normal mode was used.

You can end Chess and exit to DOS at any time

by pressing the X key. To prevent an accidental exit,

you'll be asked to confirm this decision. Press the Y

key to exit, or any other key to resume play.



Set Up Any Position

You don't have to begin a game from the starting po

sition. You can set up any position and begin playing

from that point. If you want, you can first clear the

board by pressing the C key. To add a piece or

change a piece to a different one, move the cursor to

the appropriate square, hold down either Shift or Ctrl,

and press P, N, B, R, Q, or K for pawn, knight, bish

op, rook, queen, or king, respectively. Holding down

Shift adds one of the lower player's pieces, and Ctrl

adds one of the upper player's pieces. (Just remember

that Ctrl is above Shift on the standard IBM PC key

board.) A piece can be removed from the board by

pressing the space bar when the frame is on the piece

to be removed. Note that these changes are not stored

in the move list.

These commands allow you to experiment with

hypothetical or downright ridiculous positions. The

position doesn't even have to be legal. Live out your

fantasy by giving yourself ten queens versus the com

puter's lone king. Or invent your own type of chess

by giving each side two kings, for example (although

in this case the computer might get confused trying to

determine a checkmate).

You can also set up a problem for the computer to

solve, such as the mate-in-two problems published in

many newspapers. To solve a mate-in-two problem,

press C to clear the board, set up the position, press 4

to select level 4, and press M to start the computer

thinking. After several minutes of deep thought, the

computer will make a move (the solution) and an

nounce checkmate. The only mate-in-two problems

that the computer cannot solve are those which involve

castling, en passant captures, or pawn promotion.

Special Moves

The computer never castles or captures en passant be

cause, due to their complexity, these moves are not

included in its thinking routines. But you can make

these special moves. To castle, move the king two

squares to the left or right. The rook moves automati

cally. To capture en passant, move your pawn diago

nally to the proper square, The opponent's pawn is

removed automatically. Remember, the computer

doesn't check for illegal moves involving castling or

en passant captures, so if you're a beginner, you

should familiarize yourself with the rules on these

special moves.

When a pawn reaches the opposite side of the

board, it's automatically promoted to a queen. In the

rare event that you would rather promote to a knight,

bishop, or rook, you can easily make the change by

positioning the cursor over the new queen and press

ing N, B, or R with Shift or Ctrl. Note, however, that

underpromotions are not stored in the move list.

Chess Commands

B

C

F

1

L

M

N

P

S

T

X

1-5

Cursor keys

Enter

Space bar

Shift-P

Shift-N

Shift-B

Shift-R

Shift-Q

Shift-K

Ctrl-P

Ctrl-N

Ctrl-B

Ctrl-R

Ctrl-Q

Ctrl-K

Move backward

Clear board

Move forward

New game (inverted)

Load game from disk

Computer's move

New game

Print move list

Save game to disk

Two players

End game

Level

Move cursor

Your move

Remove piece

Lower player's pawn

Lower player's knight

Lower player's bishop

Lower player's rook

Lower player's queen

Lower player's king

Upper player's pawn

Upper player's knight

Upper player's bishop

Upper player's rook

Upper player's queen

Upper player's king

Saving A Game

If you want to stop the present game and continue

later, you can save the game on disk by pressing the S

key. You'll see the prompt Save:. Type in a filename

for your game and press Enter. The filename can be

up to eight characters long. Don't type an extender;

.CHS is added automatically. If a file on the disk al

ready has the same name, it will be replaced without

warning. If you want the game file to be stored some

where other than in the default directory, prefix a

drive or path specification to the filename.

To load a previously saved game, press the L key.

Answer the Load: prompt with the name of a previ

ously stored game and press Enter. Don't type the

.CHS extender; it will be added automatically. And re

member to add a drive or path specification if the

game file is not in the current directory. The L com

mand restores the game exactly as it was when it was

saved. Not only the position is restored, but also the

move list and even the position of the cursor.

Besides allowing you to continue a game at a later

time, the S and L commands can be used to create a

library of your best games. To do this, press N or I just

before saving to reset the board to its starting layout.

The game will come up in the starting position when

reloaded, and can be replayed using the F command.

PC
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Front & Back Hardcopy
Patrick Del'Era

PC Version By Tim Midkiff, Editorial Programmer

the paper if you want. This makes it possible to gen

erate documents suitable for binding into a folder or

looseleaf notebook.

Everyone has text files; letters, reports, docu

mentation for programs, source code. If you

need hardcopy, you want a quick and easy way

to format and print these files. Here's a pro

gram that does the job with aplomb. You can

even print on both sides of the paper to make a

convenient, readable document for binding into

folders and notebooks. The program works on

any IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible with DOS

2.0 or higher, and a printer.

Perhaps you'd like a hardcopy of the README file

that came with your latest software purchase. Or may

be you need a quick listing of the source code for the

latest program you're writing. Or how about an extra

copy of that report for the boss?

DOS provides a few ways to print out text files—

but they're all rather unremarkable. Whether you

TYPE a file and redirect output to the printer, use the

PRINT program, or COPY the file to the printer,

you'll get a plain-Jane printout that doesn't skip page

perforations, has fixed margins and page lengths, and

omits headers and page numbers. None of these op

tions allows you to manually feed single sheets of pa

per into the printer, either.

One way to get a better printout is to use a word

processor to load and print the text file—but this can

be a bother. It's time-consuming, and you have to add

word-processor commands to the text to achieve the

desired formatting.

"Front & Back Hardcopy" is an easy solution to

the problem. You can quickly load it, specify how you

want your printout to look, and get a neatly formatted

hardcopy in minutes. You can specify the left, top,

and bottom margins, set the number of lines per page,

start each page with a header, include page numbers

in headers, specify a starting page number, and print

either continuous forms or single sheets. You can also

print every page in the text file, a few pages, or just

one page. This allows you to fix mistakes without

having to reprint the whole file.

Perhaps the most innovative feature in Front &

Back Hardcopy is that you can print on both sides of

Getting Started

You'll find Front & Back Hardcopy on the magazine

disk in a file named FNB.EXE. You can run it from

DOS or from the magazine menu program. To run it

from DOS, simply type FNB at the DOS prompt.

Front & Back Hardcopy was originally written in

Personal Pascal for Atari ST-series computers. The PC

version is written in Lattice C. For those interested in

programming, a file called FNB.C on the magazine disk

contains the C source code for FNB.EXE. This file isn't

needed to use Front & Back Hardcopy—it's provided

for those who wish to study or modify the program.

When you run Front & Back Hardcopy, you'll see

a screenful of boxes for entering information (see fig

ure). Press the Tab key to move the cursor from one

box to another. You'll notice that Tab moves you

through the boxes in a circular path—when the cursor

gets to the last box, another press of the Tab key

moves it back to the first box. You can also use Shift-

Tab to move through the boxes in the opposite direc

tion, so you can back up to a previous box without

having to make a complete loop. This makes it easy to

enter corrections. Don't press the Enter key unless

you're ready to print or exit to DOS.

Use the left and right cursor keys to move about

inside a box. The Insert and Delete keys are inactive

while entering information, but you can correct typing

mistakes with the Backspace key or the spacebar.

Notice that certain settings are highlighted in the

three boxes on the right side of the screen. You can

change the settings by moving to the box with the

Tab key, then pressing the up and down cursor keys

to make the selection. When you make a selection, it

flashes on the screen. Use Tab to exit the box.

Preparing The Printout

The first box (labeled File) is where you type the file

name of the text file you want to print. If the filename

you enter isn't on the disk in the current drive, Front

& Back Hardcopy returns the cursor to this box when

you attempt to print the file. One restriction applies

when entering the filename: Because the program uses

the underscore (_) character in the prompt within the
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box, you cannot explicitly type filenames that include

that character. To get around this, you can type the

question mark wildcard character in place of the un

derscore. For example, to print a program named RE-

PORT_1.TXT you should enter REPORT71.TXT in the

filename box.

The second box (Header) is where you enter the

optional page header. Anything entered here is print

ed at the top of every page. If you want a page num

ber included in the header, type the commercial at

symbol (@) anywhere on the line; Front & Back Hard-

copy prints the page number at that position in the

header. For example, the entry

Budget Report/Smith/Page @

would generate the following header at the top of

every page:

Budget Report/Smith/Page 1

(Of course, the page numbers are incremented

automatically.)

If you don't want a header, leave this box blank.

Just press Tab to go on to the next box.

The third box (Start Header Page Numbering) lets

you indicate at what number you want page number

ing to begin—assuming, of course, that you've used

the @ symbol somewhere in the header. You'll notice

that the page number is already set for page 1, which

is where you'll usually begin, but you can start num

bering at any other number, if you like.

The next box (Lines Per Page) is where you indi

cate how many lines will fit on a page. Most printers

fit 66 lines on an 8V2 X 11 inch page, so this setting is

the default. If your printer prints more than 66 lines

per page (European or legal size, for instance), adjust

this figure accordingly.

The following two boxes (Starting Pg and Ending

Page) determine which pages of the file you want to

print. Usually, you'll start at page 1 and print to the

end, which is what the default settings do. But you

can start printing on page 6 and end on page 8, for

example. If you want to print just one page, use the

same page number for both entries. This option al

lows you to reprint any page or pages you've changed

without reprinting the whole document.

Setting Margins

The purposes of the next three boxes (Left Margin,

Top Margin, and Bottom Margin) are pretty obvious—

they allow you to set margins. They require a bit of

care, however. If you've entered a header, be sure to

specify a top margin of at least 3 to leave room for it;

otherwise, the header won't print.

Be careful with the left margin setting, too. If

there are long lines in your text file that, when added

to the left margin, are wider than your printer car

riage, a mess will ensue. For example, if a left margin

of 10 is added to a 75-character line, the total is 85

characters wide. That's wider than the 80-character-

wide capacity of most printers, so the extra five char-

Selecting options is easy with "Front & Back

Hardcopy."

FileiMYTEXT.TXT

Header:Historv of America Paqe f»

Start Header Paqe Numberinq At:l

Lines Per Page:66_

Startinq Pq:l

Ending Page:32767

Left Margin:5_

Top Margin:5_

Bottom Margin:5_

FRONT PAGES

BACK PAGES

ALL PAGES

CONTINUOUS

PAGE WAIT

PRINT

EXIT

acters will wrap around to the next line. If you can't

avoid this kind of overflow problem, set your printer

for condensed type.

If you plan to bind the finished pages into a fold

er or looseleaf notebook, use an extra-wide left mar

gin to leave room for the punched holes and rings.

Ready To Print

In the top box on the right side of the screen, you can

choose whether to print on only one side of the page

or both. Note that to use the front-and-back feature, a

sheet-fed printer is desirable so you can insert the

sheets backward after one side is printed. A printer

that has tractor feed only is a little clumsier to handle

because you're dealing with a long strip of continuous

forms.

If you want to print a standard one-sided docu

ment, select the All Pages option. Then, press the Tab

key to move the cursor to the next box. Here, choose

the Continuous option to print continuous forms, or

Page Wait for single sheets. If you choose Page Wait,

Front & Back Hardcopy prints a page and then waits

for a keypress before continuing. This gives you time

to insert the next sheet into the printer.

To actually begin printing, move the cursor to the

bottom box and select Print.

If you want to print on both sides of the paper,

first choose the Front Pages option. Then select either

Continuous or Page Wait, and begin printing. When

the printout is done, select the Back Pages option, and

feed the paper into the printer backward. Be sure the

first page you feed backward is the first page in the

document, because the next page to be printed will be

the second page in the document. This method works

by first printing all the odd-numbered pages, and

when you've turned the paper over, the even-

numbered pages.

When you've finished your printouts, select Exit

in the bottom box to return to DOS.

Note: Be sure the file you print is a plain ASCII

text file. If the file contains special control codes from

your word processor—such as codes for underlining,

italics, centering, and so forth—you should remove

them before printing the file with Front & Back Hard-

copy. Most word processors allow you to save a file in

plain ASCII format, which strips away all of these

codes. Sometimes this is called "printing to disk." Con

sult your word processor manual if you aren't sure. PC
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Personal Calendar
Guy Davis

PC Version By William Chin, Editorial Programmer

Never miss an important appointment, birthday,

or anniversary again. With this valuable appli

cation, you can create an appointment calendar

for any month of any year, or even keep a diary.

It works on any IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible

with DOS 2.0 or higher. Printer optional.

Elephants and computers may never forget (at least

while the power's on), but people do. Forgotten ap

pointments and events can lead to disaster, discord,

and divorce. Were you supposed to have lunch with

Marty this Tuesday or next Thursday? Is Uncle Ben's

birthday on September 7 or September 17? When is

the next loan payment due? And is your wedding an

niversary creeping up again?

If you use your computer frequently—either at

the office or at home—an appointment calendar pro

gram may help you keep up with important events.

Ideally, the program should be easy and quick to use,

allow you to schedule events days or weeks ahead of

time, and let you jot down short notes to jog your

memory about important dates and appointments.

"Personal Calendar" lets you do all this and

more. And if you want to see a calendar for a month

in 2001 or 1857, you can do that, too.

of disk space for data files, and there isn't enough

room for them on the magazine disk. If you have a

hard disk drive, you can copy Personal Calendar to a

subdirectory on the disk.

Be sure the system date and time are correct

before running Personal Calendar. If the computer

you're using has a battery-powered realtime clock, the

date and time is set for you automatically. If your

computer doesn't have such a clock, use the com

mands DATE and TIME at the DOS prompt to set the

clock as described in your DOS manual. Personal Cal

endar must have this information to operate correctly.

To run Personal Calendar, type CALENDAR at

the DOS prompt. The first time you run the program,

it asks you to create the data files it needs to store its

information. There are two data files, called Cyi/yy.MAI

and Cyyyy.DAT, where yyyy is the current year. Per

sonal Calendar retrieves the year from the system

date; the data files for 1987, for instance, would be

C1987.MAI and C1987.DAT.

When you run Personal Calendar in the future,

you'll see this screen only if the program can't find

these data files. For now, press C, and after a mo

ment, the files are created. Afterward, you'll find

yourself at the main menu, shown in Figure 1.

Getting Started

On this issue's disk you'll find two files for Personal

Calendar, CALENDAR.COM and CALENDAR.PAS.

The CALENDAR.COM file is the Personal Calendar

program itself. CALENDAR.PAS is the source code

file, mainly of interest to programmers. (Personal Cal

endar was originally written for Atari ST-series com

puters in Personal Pascal and rewritten for PC

computers in Turbo Pascal.) CALENDAR.PAS is not

required to run the program.

Before running Personal Calendar, copy CALEN

DAR.COM to another disk. Don't run it from the

magazine disk, because Personal Calendar uses a lot
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Creating A Calendar

At the main menu, press F3 to display a page from

the calendar. First, of course, you'll have to choose

the month to be displayed. You do that from the next

menu, which is shown in Figure 2. You'll notice that

the last three months of the year are selected with the

0, minus ( —) , and equals ( = ) keys. These are the

next three keys to the right of the numeric keys in the

top row on an IBM keyboard. This makes it easy to

enter a number for months 10, 11, and 12. Make a

month selection, and you'll see the calendar page for

the month you've picked. An example is shown in

Figure 3.



Figure 1: "Personal Calendar" main menu.

Use function keys to make a selection

OR move cursor next to choice and press RETURN

Fl Create a new calendar file on your disk (erases old file)

F2 Convert an existing calendar file to another year

F3 Select month for display and edit

F4 Set date for edit

F5 Look at month that is not in this year

F6 Change year (this loads in files for that year)

F7 or <esc> Quit Personal Calendar and return to system

Figure 2: Choosing a month to be displayed.

Select month by pressing the key displayed in the left column

OR by moving the cursor next to your choice and pressing ENTER

1 January

2 February

3 March

4 April

5 Hay

6 June

7 July

8 August

9 September

0 October

November

= December

Figure 3: A calendar page showing an asterisk and a headline.

November 1987

Sunday

1

8

15

22

29

Monday

2

9

16

23

30

Tuesday

3

10

17

24

Wednesday

4

11

*

18

25

Thursday

5

12

19

26

No School

Friday

6

13

20

27

Saturday

7

14

21

28

You can easily flip the pages of the calendar to

earlier or later months with the PgUp and PgDn keys.

Notice that you have an entire year at your fingertips.

You can use a page on your Personal Calendar pro

gram in the same way that you use a page on a large

wall calendar—there's room to write notes for every

day of the year. To leave a calendar page, press the

Esc key, and you return to the main menu.

A calendar page is where you do most of your

business with Personal Calendar. Here you select the

days for which you want to keep memos—such as

"Mom's birthday" on February 22, or "Take the dog

to the vet at 9:45" on February 10. There's plenty of

space for writing notes in the slot for each day.
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Lyco Computer
Marketing & Consultants

Lyco Means Total Service. COMMODORE SOFTWARE

Mark 'Mac" Bows

I would personally like to thank all of our past customers lor helping to

make Lyco Computer one of the largest mail order companies and a

leader In Ihe Industry. Also. I would like lo emend my personal invitation to

all computer enlhusiasis who have not experienced the services lhat we pro
vide Please call our trained sales stall at our loll-free number lo inquire

about our diverse product line and weekly specials

First and foremost our philosophy Is lo keep abreast of the changing

market so lhat we can provide you with not only lactory-tresh merchandise

bul also the newest models offered by Ihe manufacturers at the absolute oest

possible prices We ctfer me widest selection of computer hardware, soft

ware and accessories

Feel free to call Lyco if you want lo know more about a particular Item,

can't stress enough thai our toll-tree number is nol just for orders Many

cc-mpanies have a loll-free number lor ordering, but if you just want lo ask a

Question about a product, you have lo make a loll call Nol al Lyco Our
trained sales staff >s knowledgeable about all ihe products we stock and is
happy lo answer any questions you may have We wilt do our best to make

sure thai the product you select will lit your application We also have Satur
day hours — one more reason 10 call us tor all your computer needs

Once you've placed your order with Lyco. we don I forgei about you.

Our friendly, professional customer service representatives will find answers
to your Questions about me siaius of an order, warranties, product availabili

ty, or prices

Lyco Computer stocks a multlmlillon dollar inventory of factory-fresh

merchandise. Chances are we have exactly what you want right in our ware

house And that means you'll get it fast In fact, oroers are normally shipped

wilhin 24 hours. Shipping on prepaid cash orders is free in ihe U S . and

there is no deposit required on C 0 0 orders Air Ireight or UPS Blue'Red

Label shipping is available, loo And all products carry the lull manfaclurers'

warranties

I can't see why anyone would shop anywhere else Selection from our huge

in-stock inventory, besl price, service lhal can't bo beat—we've gol il all here
al Lyco Computer

TO ORDER. CALL TOLL-FREE: 1-800-233-8760
In PA: 1-717-494-1030

Hours- 9AM lo 8PM. Mon ■ Thurs.

9AM to 6PM. Friday — 10AM lo 6PM. Saturday

For Customer Service, call 1 -717-494-1670.

9AM to 5PM. Mon. ■ Fn.

Or write Lyco Computer, Inc

P.O. Box 508S. Jersey Shore. PA 17740

osOir e*rm • *PO FPO

-■»«*■ CWVVC* Or wunll

price guahamtce

. ■

Activlsion:

Aliens S22.95

Champion. Basketball. $22 95

Hacker S9.50

Hacker 2 ...... S22 95

Labyrinth S1B.95

Music Studo S22 95

Tass Times S1B95

Titanic $14.95

Leather Goddesses .... $24.95

Stationfal $24 95

Lurking Honor S24.95

Top Fuel Eliminator S19.95

Broo>rbund:

Bank St. Writer 12BK .. S27 95

Carmen San Diego S22.95

Graphic Lit). I, II, 111 $15.95

Karateka $12.95

Print Shop S25.95

Print Shop Compan S22-95

Print Shop Paper . .. . S12.95

Access:

Leader Board $24 95

Famous Courses 01 . S13.95

Famous Courses #2. S13.95

Mach 5 S23.95

Mach-126 S29 95

10th Frame S24 95

Exec. Tournament $13.95

Tournament #1 S13.95

Triple Pack $13.95

Wld. Cl. Leader Btd. .. S24.95

Timeworks:

Partner C54 $29.95

Partner 128 S34.95

Strategic Simulation;-

Gemstone Healer

Gettysbuig

Karrtpfgruppe

Phanlas* II

Phantasw III

Ring of ZeHm

Road War 2000

Shard oi Speng

Wizards Crown

War m the S Pacific .

Wargame Constr

Bafflecruiser

Gemstone Warrior

Battle of Antehem

Colonial Conquest

Computer Ambush ....

B-24

Microleaguo:

Microleag. Baseball

General Manager

Slai Disk

'86 Team Disk

Microleag. Wrestling

Subloglcr

Flight Simulator II . .

Jet Simulator

Night Mission Pintail

Scenery Disk

$13 95

$35.95

$35.95

S24.95

S24 95

$24.95

$24.95

$24 95

$24.95

$35.95

$18.95

$35.95

$14.95

S32.95

S24.95

S35.9S

$22.95

S24.95

$18.95

SI 5 95

S13.95

. SNew

Flrohlrd:

Colossus Chess IV . .. SI 9 95

Elite S19.9S

Golden Path S22 95

Guild ol Thieves S24.95

Pawn S22.95

Talking Teacher S22 95

Tracker S22.95

StarglxJer S19.95

Sentry S22.95

Mlcroprose:

F-15Stnke Eagle S22.95

Gunship S22 95

Kennedy Approach $15.95

Silent Service $22.95

Solo Flight S1B.95

Top Gunner S15.95

Berkeley So ftworks:

Geos S35.95

Deskpak I $2? 95

Fontpak I $18 95

Geodex $24.95

Geofile $29.95

Writers Workshop S29.95

Action Sort;

Up Periscope

Thunder Chopper ....

Learning Company:

Reader RabOit

S31.95

S25.95

S21.95

SI 5.95

$18.95

SNEW

S24.95

Springboard:

iwwuom

Certificate Maker ...

Clip Art Vol. #1

Chp An Vol. #2 ... .

Clip Art Vol. #3

Graphics Expander

S31.95

S31.95

H8 95

$2495

$1895

S32.95

Epyx:

Create A Calendar $17.95

Destroyer S22-95

Monitors Modems

Thomson:

230 Amt>er TTL 12" $85

450 Amber TTL15" $148

980 While TTL'20" $695

4120 CGA Special

4160 CGA S289

4460 EGA S359

4375 UltraScan $525

Panasonic:

1320

1361

THOMSON

4120 Monitor
• 14'HGBIvidoo

composite;analog

• Compalible with IBM

and Commodore

• RGB data cable

included

$369

$459

Zenith:

ZVM 1220 $89

I ZVM 1230 $B9
NEC:

Multisync (549

Avalex:

12001 $99

i200hc Modem $99.95

2400 $219

2400i $CALL

Hayes:

Smarlmodem 300 S125

Smanmodem 1200 $369

Smarlmodem 2400 $559

SKC T120 VHS

Video Tape:

each S4.49

3 pack S12.75

10 pack S39.90

1-800-233-8760



100 cps

25 NLQ

Panasonic

1080i

120 cps Draft

24 cps NLQ

95

PRINTERS

SEIKOSHA
180VC

• 100 cps

• 20 NLQ

• Direct

Connect

C-64 128

.IL
■■..

NP-10 'SPECIAL

NX-10 S144.9S

NX-10C w interlace S165.95

NL-10 $195.95

NX-15 S279.95

NO-10 $249.95

ND-15 S375.95

NR-15 S409.95

NB-15 S699.95

NB24-10 S409.95

NB24-15 S549.95

SD-10 $229

SD-15 $345

SR-10 $369

SH-15 $429

DIABLO
D25 $499

635 $779

Printer ribbons available

Pricad from S4 <*9

Panasonic
lOBOi Special

1O91I S165.95

1092i 5295

1592 $379

1595 $419

3131 $259

3151 $399

KXP 4450 Lasof SCALL

NEW
Panasonic IO8O1 Mod. 2 . S'54.95

Panasonic 109H Mod. 2 ... 174.95

Okmato 20 $119

Plug N Play Carl SCALL

120 S189.95

180 S219.95

182 S229.95

592- S309.95

193- S449.95

292 v»: interface $449.95

293 w intorface S5B9 95

294 w intBftace S839.95

393 S989.95

SEIKOSHA
SP 1B0Ai S124.95

SP 180VC S124.95

SP 1000VC S135.95

SP 1200VC S144.95

SP 1200Ai . S1S5.95

SP 12CXJAS RS232 1155.95

SL 80Aj S295.95

MP1300A, S299.95

MP5300AI S375.95

MP5420AI S879.95

SP Series Ribbon S7.95

SK3000 Ai $349

SK3005 AI $429

BROTHER
M11M S195

M1409 $299

M1509 $365

M1709 $475

Twinwnler 6 Doi & Daisy . S899

2024 Letter Quality $665

HR40 $579

HR60 S709.95

EPSON
LXBOO S169.95

FXB6E S289.95

FX286E S415.95

EX800 S349.95

EX1000 $469.95

LO800 $419.95

LO1000 $589.95

LQ2500 $834.95

GO3500 $LOW

SILVER REED
EXP 420P $199

EXP 600P SCALL

EXP 8O0P S649

#CITIZEN
120 D S164.95

MSP-10 S259.95

MSP-20 S289.95

MSP-15 S324.95

MSP-25 S3fl9.95

MSP-50 SCALL

MSP-55 $CALL

Premiere 35 $464.95

Tnbute 224 S624.95

COMMODORE PC 10-1
A ready-to-use

package of

computing power

and versatile

graphics!

Commodore 1902

monitor optional

COMMODORE

128 D System

/ New & Improved

COMMODORE
HARDWARE

1541 C Oisk Drive S168.95

1571 Disk Drive S219 95

1581 Disk Drive $199.95

Indus GT C-64 Drive S169.95

Blue Chip 64C Dnve SCALL

Blue Chip C 128 Drive SCALL

1802C Monitor S189.95

1902A Monitor S239

2002 Monitor $249.95

1901 Monitor SCALL

64 C Computer S149 95

128D Computer Drive $459 95

1670 Modem SCALL

C-1351 Mouse $32.95

1700 FIAM S109.95

C-1750 RAM S169.9S

1764 RAM C64 S124.95

8PSeagate
#20 meg $275.95

*30 mag S315.95

• 40 meg S489.95

Drives include controller

40 meg wo controller S425.95

COMMODORE PC 10 2
Flexible "open

architecture"

design (or easy

installation of

variety of options

640 K RAM and

two 5'A" drives

$589

COMMODORE C'^M,
Computer



To make notes, use the cursor keys to move

around the calendar page to select a day. Then press

the Enter key. This takes you to the memo-pad page

for the day you've selected. There's a memo-pad page

for every day of the year. Here's where you jot the

notes you want displayed for a single day. When you

leave the memo-pad page (you'll learn how to do this

below), you always come back to the calendar page

you left. When you return, you'll see that any day for

which you've made notes is marked on the calendar

with an asterisk. (You can see how this looks in Fig

ure 3. Notice the asterisk on Wednesday, November

11.) This way you can easily read or write entries for

any day. Just use the cursor keys to locate the day,

then press Enter.

If you haven't done so already, cursor around a cal

endar page to select a date; then press Enter so you can

examine the memo-pad page for that date in more de

tail. An example of such a page is shown in Figure 4.

The Memo Pad

The memo pad is used like a mini word processor.

You can make an entry and correct it by using the in

sert, Backspace, and cursor keys. There are some spe

cial commands for editing and performing other

functions here, too. These commands are explained

when you press F10 (the help key), which pops up a

window at the bottom of the screen.

Use Control-Y (press Control and Y at the same

time) to delete an entire line, and Control-N to insert

one. The Esc key takes you back to the calendar page,

but don't press it yet—there are some special features of

Personal Calendar that you access from the memo pad.

One such feature is the headline. Press Fl to en

ter a headline, which is simply a brief entry that ap

pears on the calendar screen in a date box. For

example, one such headline could be "No School."

This feature allows more important days to show

prominently on the calendar screen. (If your headline

is longer than ten characters, it's shortened so that it

fits inside the day box on the calendar).

Special Events

If Personal Calendar did nothing but what is de

scribed above, it would already be a useful program.

But it also has the ability to alert you ahead of time to

special events that are particularly important.

To record a special event, press F2 while in the

memo-pad screen. Then you can enter any number

from 1 to 366 to indicate how many days in advance

you want to be alerted to the event. For example, if

you enter a 10, Personal Calendar will automatically

display the memo pad for that day up to 10 days

ahead of time. The alarm-set memo-pad page will pop

up whenever you press the Esc key to leave the

memo-pad screen, but you'll also see any such special

memo-pad pages when you start up the program.
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For example, if you set the alarm 10 days before

"Mom's birthday," you'll be reminded of it every time

you start Personal Calendar, up to the day of the big

event.

This is an extremely valuable feature. As long as

you run Personal Calendar daily, or nearly so, you'll

always be alerted to any special event in the upcom

ing year. Remember, any number from 1 to 366 days

can be entered to trigger the alarm.

Note that the memo-pad page that tells you of

alarm events can't be changed when it pops up to

alert you. But it can be changed if you go to the cal

endar page where it's found. Go to the memo-pad en

try for that particular day, to make any changes.

More Options

Wherever you are in the program, you can press the

Esc key to get back to the main menu, where addi

tional functions are available.

Pressing F4 is a shortcut. If you know the month

and day of a note you want to read, press this key. You

can then enter the date with either month-number/

day-number or month-name day-number. For example:

8/24

or

August 24

Either entry takes you directly to the memo-pad page

for August 24 without having to call a calendar page

first. This option saves time if you know the date you

want to view.

Pressing F5 lets you call a calendar for any month

in any year. Type in any date you can think of, and

Personal Calendar calculates the calendar for that month

of that year and displays it on the screen. You can see

how this appears in Figure 5. You might be curious, for

example, about what day of the week you were born

on. Was it Monday, like mother said? Call up the calen

dar for the month and year of your birth, and you'll

know. Unlike the current calendar, however, you can't

use the PgUp and PgDn keys to flip through the

months of the year. Nor can you use this function to

make memo pad notes for a day. This function is for

reference only.

Pressing F6 lets you load the files for some previ

ous year. You must have the files on the current drive

to do this, of course. Preserving files from an earlier

year requires some care, however, as we'll see in a

moment.

Converting Files

The year's about over, and the time has come to pre

pare Personal Calendar to keep next year's notes. You

can do this by pressing F2 at the main menu. This op

tion lets you convert this year's files to next year's

files without going to the trouble of entering all the

special events again.



Figure 4: A memo pad page,

November 26 * No School * alarm:0 330 day of the year

This is Thanksgiving Day. No School today.

Summary of editing commands

control-Y delete a line Fl enter headline

control-N insert a line F2 enter alarm

insert toggles insert mode F3 F4 enter both headline, alarm

esc exit editing F10 help messages on/off

Figure 5: "Personal Calendar" lets you display a calendar for any year in the past or future.

December 2001

Sunday

2

9

16

23

30

Monday

3

10

17

24

31

Tuesday

4

11

18

25

Wednesday

5

12

19

26

Thursday

6

13

20

27

Friday

7

14

21

28

Saturday

1

8

15

22

29

Figure 6: These options make it easy to update a yearly calendar for the upcoming new year.

November 26 * No School * alarm:0 330 day of the year

This is Thanksgiving Day. No School today.

INSTRUCTIONS

1 to keep entire contents for this date

2 to keep headline and alarm

3 to keep note, get rid of alarm and use an asterisk headline

4 to delete all three: headline, alarm, note

9 to keep all the rest of the days
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When you choose this option, Personal Calendar

displays in sequence each note in the memo pad of

the current year. You can choose to preserve the en

tire entry in next year's calendar, or you can keep

only certain parts of the memo. See Figure 6, which

shows all the options. If you choose option 9, the new

calendar file is compiled from the changes you've

made up to this point. But the remainder stays the

same as the previous year's.

Using this option requires some care. The updat

ing procedure erases all the old data files from the

disk in order to make room for the new files. If you

perform the update on December 1, all of the data for

the remainder of December will be erased. It's best to

first make a copy of the data files on a blank, format

ted disk in order to save them. Then use this option

to update the files for next year. Use the old data files

until the end of the year, and the new files for the up

coming year.

Special Notes

You can also use Personal Calendar to keep a short

diary. Just go to a calendar page and press Enter to

make a memo-pad entry for each day. There's enough

room on a memo-pad page for a chronicle of impor

tant events.

You can't set the alarm for events in the upcom

ing year from the current year's calendar. For ex

ample, if it's December and you need to set an alarm

for January 20, you must set the alarm on next year's

calendar.

If you want, you can keep separate calendar

files—perhaps one for personal events and another

for business appointments. You can't, however, keep

two calendar files on the same floppy disk, because

there isn't enough room. Use separate disks for sepa

rate calendars. Copy the program file CALENDAR-

.COM on each disk, and proceed as described above.

You can easily make a paper copy of any calen

dar by pressing Shift-PrtScr. Be sure the printer is set

up and online.

Personal Calendar computes all of its dates using

the Gregorian calendar system. By papal decree, the

Gregorian calendar replaced the old Julian calendar in

1752. Although Personal Calendar can display months

before this year, the program displays the month as it

would have appeared if the Gregorian calendar were in

effect at that time. Therefore, the calendar screen won't

reflect the actual arrangement of days as they fell un

der the old calendar. For example, Personal Calendar

can display the month of December 0001, but it ap

pears as that month would have looked if the Gregori

an calendar had been adopted in the year 0001. PC

BLACKSHIP TRADING CO.
IBM SHAREWARE $4.°°/DISK

2000 - PC-WRITE
the most popular word processor ever

written

2001 - N.Y. WORD
split-screen editing, very powerful

2002 - PC DESKTEAM
calcuialor. calendar, notepad, more

2003-2006 - ENABLE READER
speech synthesis (set of 4| S20.00 set

2007 - HOST-HI
unattended telecommunications

2008 - PC-SELL
point ol sale program (or retailers

2009 - PR0C0MM
best communications program available

2010 - XLSIP
obieci oriented programming language

2011 - PC-OUTLINE
outline and planner

2012 - FREECOPY
better than Diskcopy. very fast

2013 - EBL
extended batch language adds functions

tor batch files

2014 - CURVEFIT
fit x, y to 25 equations

2015 - SIDE WRITER
print text fies sideways

385 OYSTER POINT BLVD. #70

2016-2017 - SST
statistics for market surveys (set o( 2)

SI0OO

2018 - ALAN'S EDITOR
full screen ASCII editor

2019-2020 - KWIKSTAT
graphics oriented statistical analysis (set
r-t ii tin fin
Oi I) 51U UU

2021 - EZ FORMS
create and print any type ol lorm

2022 - SOFT-TOUCH
user defined macros

2023 - QUECALC
64 • 64 * 64 spreadsheet

2024 - STOCK TRADER
menu driven stock trading program

2025-2027 - FREEWAY PAYROLL
complete payroll system (set of 3) S15.00

2028 - INSTANT RECALL
memory resident database

2029 - MASTER KEY
li-e utilities, unerase erased file

2030 - BONZOWARE
adult games

2031 - VISIBLE PASCAL
Pascal compiler

2032 - HDM-II
DOS shell with 10 page menu of macros

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94080

Call or write

2033 - GANTT
scheduling and proiect management

2034 - TSHELL
excellent visible DOS shell

2035-2038 - DANCAD 3D
3-dimensional dialling (set of 4) S20 00

2039 - IMAGEPRINT
produce high Quality print on dot matrix

printers

2040-2041 - DATAB0SS
database program (set of 2) S10.00

2042 - PC PAYROLL
menu driven payroll system

2043-2046 - RB8S
remole bulletin board system (set of 4)

S20 00

2047 - DBS-KAT
diskette cataloging for use with hard disk

2048 - RELIANCE MAILING LIST
mailing lists and mail merge

2049 - SLEUTH
detective game

2050-2051 - GRAPHT1ME II
graph data Irom DBASE. Lotus. Multiplan

(set of 2) S10 00

2052 - TURBO SPRITES'

ANIMATION
create animated graphics

for our free catalog.

2053 - PDS QUOTE
prepare proiect quotations

2054 - HI-RES RAINBOW
640 x 200 hi-res color paint program

2055 - AMY'S FIRST PRIMER
games to teacn basic skills to kids

2056 - PIANOMAN
compose play edit piano music

2058 - RESICALC
memory resident calculator

2059.2060 - BUDGETRAK
encumbrance accounting 2 disk set

2061 - BACKGAMMON
challenge your computer

2062 - PC PROMPT
supplies DOS syntax as you type

2063/2064 - DRAFTSMAN
graphics from 1-2-3, Symphony. Visicalc

2 disk set

2065 - FREEFILE
relalional database managemeni

2066 - FREECALC
fantastic spreadsheet

2067 - FREEW0RD
menu driven word processor

2068 - PC ART
color graphics drawing

NATIONAL: 1-800-431-6249 IN CALIFORNIA CALL: 1 -800-654-7955
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Screen Saver
Claude C. Jones

This short memory-resident program helps pro

tect your video monitor from burn-in damage

caused by leaving the computer unattended for

an extended period of time. It works on any

IBM PC, XT, AT, and most compatibles with

DOS 2.0 or higher.

You've probably seen a video monitor that has an im

age burned into its screen. When a screen display re

mains static for a long time, the phosphor coating on

the inside of the picture tube can become permanently

etched with the image, particularly if the brightness

and contrast controls are cranked up. The burned-in

image appears as a dark shadow on the screen, and

it's most visible when the display changes or when

the monitor is switched off.

The effect was noticed when home videogames

first became popular in the late 1970s. Someone

would leave a videogame on the TV all day, only to

discover a shadow image of the game remaining

when the channel was changed. Videogame manufac

turers soon modified their machines to cycle through

a series of colors whenever the screen displayed a

static playfield.

Video monitors for computers are designed to be

less susceptible to this kind of damage than ordinary

TV sets, but occasionally, burn-in still occurs. In nor

mal use, the screen display is constantly changing as

text is scrolled, different screens are called up, and so

on, but if you leave the computer unattended for a

while, or if you forget to turn it off before leaving the

office or retiring for the night, the screen may burn in.

Wouldn't it be nice if the monitor could turn itself off

when you're not using it?

In effect, that's what "Screen Saver" does for you.

Although it doesn't actually switch off the monitor's

power, it does blank out the screen after a certain peri

od of inactivity. You don't need to turn any knobs,

flick any switches, or remember to do anything. If you

don't use the keyboard for three minutes, Screen Saver

turns off the display automatically. When you return to

the keyboard, just touch any key—Screen Saver turns

the display back on. It's that simple.

Using Screen Saver
You'll find the program on this issue's magazine disk

in a file called SAVESCRN.COM. You can run it from

DOS by typing SAVESCRN at the DOS prompt, or

you can run it from the magazine menu program as

described in the "How to Use the Disk" section found

elsewhere in this issue.

Either way, you won't see anything that shows

you Screen Saver has gone to work. It's a routine that

runs in the background while you're busy doing other

tasks. With Screen Saver in memory, you can run

your favorite word processor or game, or perform any

other task on the computer. As you work, Screen Sav

er watches for you to leave the keyboard for a while.

If you don't press any keys for three minutes, Screen

Saver blanks out the display until the next time you

press a key. It remains on the job until you turn off or

reset the computer.

If you want, you can modify Screen Saver to

change the amount of time it waits before blanking

out the display. See the instructions in the next

section.

Memory-resident utilities such as Screen Saver are

so handy, it's often desirable to have them available

every time you use the computer. This is easily done

by including them in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file to

save yourself the trouble of installing them manually.

To make Screen Saver install itself automatically

whenever you boot up or reset the computer, simply

include the command SAVESCRN as a separate line

in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file. If you aren't familiar

with AUTOEXEC.BAT files, see the article "Getting

Started With Batch Files" elsewhere in this issue, or

consult your DOS manual.

There's one precaution to observe before using

Screen Saver. The MS-DOS operating system used by

IBM PCs and compatibles was not really designed

with memory-resident programs in mind. These pro-
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grams rely on programming tricks to install them

selves in memory and respond to a keypress. Because

of this, there are sometimes conflicts between memo

ry-resident utilities and application programs, or be

tween two or more memory-resident utilities that are

installed simultaneously. For technical reasons ex

plained in detail below, Screen Saver may not work

properly with certain versions of BASIC, some tele

communications software, and some PC compatibles

with nonstandard video adapters.

To avoid problems, you should test Screen Saver

on your system with your application software and

other memory-resident utilities before doing any im

portant work. It's a wise idea to take this precaution

when using any new memory-resident program on

your system for the first time.

Changing The Waiting Period

You can change the amount of time that Screen Saver

waits to receive a keypress before it turns off the dis

play. To do this, you must change a few values in a

BASIC program, which then creates a new version of

Screen Saver for you.

The BASIC program is found on the

magazine disk under the filename

SAVESCRN.BAS. Before loading it, you

must first run BASIC. Then load

SAVESCRN.BAS with the command

LOAD "SAVESCRN".

When the BASIC program is loaded,

type LIST 140 and press Enter. You'll see

the following line:

1002 DATA 2E,81,3E,O0,Ol,CD,0C,73,01,CF,777

To modify Screen Saver's waiting pe

riod, change the values CD,0C to a value

selected from the accompanying table. For

example, if you'd rather have Screen Sav

er turn off the display after five minutes

instead of three, look in the table for the

five-minute entry and you'll find the val

ue 55,15. Replace CD,0C in line 140 with

55,15 and remember to press Enter on the

line after making the change. If you type

LIST 140 again, the edited line will look

like this:

1002 DATA 2E,81,3E,00,01,55,15,73,01,CF,777

After making the change, type RUN.

The BASIC program creates a new version

of SAVESCRN.COM on the disk. (If the

old version of SAVESCRN.COM was on

the same disk and in the same directory,

it will be replaced.)

If you want to save a copy of the

modified BASIC program without erasing

the original version, save it on disk with a

new filename. While still in BASIC, enter

SAVE "filename.ext"
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where filename.ext is any valid filename of up to eight

characters with an optional extender of up to three

characters. This leaves the old version of SAVESCRN

.BAS unchanged on the disk, just in case the new ver

sion doesn't work the way you want it to.

To use the modified version of Screen Saver, re

boot or reset the computer and type SAVESCRN at

the DOS prompt, just as you did before. (Make sure

the disk with the modified version of SAVESCRN

.COM is in the drive.) This installs the new version of

Screen Saver with the new time value.

How It Works

For the technically inclined, the magazine disk con

tains the machine language source code for Screen

Saver in a file called SAVESCRN.ASM. Here's how

the program works.

Screen Saver first determines whether your moni

tor is monochrome or color by using service Fh of in

terrupt lOh. Next, the program adds short routines to

the timer-tick interrupt (INT ICh), the keyboard inter

rupt (INT 09h), and the computer video interrupt

(INT lOh).

Timer

Minutes

.25

.50

.75

1.00

1.25

1.50

1.75

2.00

2.25

2.50

2.75

3.00

3.25

3.50

3.75

4.00

4.25

4.50

4.75

5.00

5.25

5.50

5.75

6.00

6.25

6.50

6.75

7.00

7.25

7.50

7.75

8.00

8.25

8.50

8.75

9.00

9.25

9.50

9.75

10.00

Countdown

Value

11,01

22,02

33,03

44,04

55,05

66,06

77,07

89,08

9A,09

AB.0A

BC,0B

CD.0C

DE,0D

EF.OE

00,10

11,11

22,12

33,13

44,14

55,15

66,16

89,18

9A,19

AB,1A

BC1B

CD,1C

DE,1D

EF,1E

00,20

11,21

22,22

33,23

44,24

55,25

66,26

77,27

88,28

89,28

9A,29

AB.2A

Values

Minutes

10.25

10.50

10.75

11.00

11.25

11.50

11.75

12.00

12.25

12.50

12.75

13.00

13.25

13.50

13.75

14.00

14.25

14.50

14.75

15.00

15.25

15.50

15.75

16.00

16.25

16.50

16.75

17.00

17.25

17.50

17.75

18.00

18.25

18.50

18.75

19.00

19.25

19.50

19.75

20.00

in 15-Second Increments

Value

BC,2B

CD,2C

DE,2D

EF.2E

00,30

11,31

22,32

33,33

44,34

55,35

66,36

77,37

89,38

9A,39

AB,3A

BC3B

CD,3C

DE,3D

EF,3K

00,40

11,41

22,42

33,43

44.44

55,45

66,46

77,47

89,48

9A.49

AB,4A

BC.4B

CD,4C

DE,4D

EF,4E

00,50

11,51

22,52

33,53

44,54

55,55

Minutes

20.25

20.50

20.75

21.00

21.25

21.50

21.75

22.00

22.25

22.50

22.75

23.00

23.25

23.50

23.75

24.00

24.25

24.50

24.75

25.00

25.25

25.50

25.75

26.00

26.25

26.50

26.75

27.00

27.25

27.50

27.75

28.00

28.25

28.50

28.75

29.00

29.25

29.50

29.75

30.00

Value

66,56

77,57

89,58

9A,59

AB,5A

BC.5B

CD,5C

DE,5D

EF.5E

00,60

11,61

22,62

33,63

44,64

55,65

66,66

77,67

89,68

9A,69

AB,6A

BC,6B

CD,6C

DE,6D

EF,6E

00,70

11,71

22,72

33,73

44,74

55,75

66,76

77,77

89,78

9A,79

AB,7A

BC,7B

CD,7C

DE,7D

EF,7E

00,80



COMPUTER CREATIONS INC.

COMPARISON SHOPPING? STOP

MOST FEATURES FOR THE BEST PRICE

CONNEXION

Personal Computer

Systems

BUSINESS SYSTEM - MINI AT PERSONAL SYSTEM - XT

$699 $399
80236 CPU-6M0MHZ

1BM Motherboard at 120NS (512K Installed)
Mini AT Style Case w/Keylock Protection

Power & Hard Disk Indication LEDS

Hardware Beset Button

Clock/Calendar w/Battery Back-Up

84 Key AT Style Keyboard

Elghl Slots: Six 16 Bit/Two S Bit

180 Watt Power Supply
Monochrome (Hercules Compatible) or Color Graphics Card

Fully Compatible BIOS Installed
Optional 80287 Math Co-Processor Socket

Ready for Network Interlace

Speaker (or Audio Use

Systems Manual

Guaranteed to Operate Commercial Software
Assembled and Fully Tested

One Year Warranty - Parts 8 Labor

Turbo 8088-2 CPU - 4.77/8 MHZ
640K Ram Motherboard (256K Installed)

One DS/DD 360K Floppy Drive

Floppy Drive Controller
Monochrome (Hercules Compatible) or Color Graphics Card
Heavy Duty 150 Watt Power Supply

84 Key AT Style Keyboard
Eight Expansion Slots

Slide Metal Case
Full/Compatible BIOS Installed

Optional 8087-2 Math Co-Processor Socket
ReaCy for Network Interface
Speaker for Audio Use

Guaranteed to Operate Commercial Software

Assembled and Fully Tested
One Year Warranty - Parts 8 Labor

ADD THESE ITEMS TO ENHANCE YOUR SYSTEM

AT OPTIONS
Additional Memory Up to 1MB $ 59

1.2MB DS/DD Floppy Drive $ 99
1.ZMB/360K Floppy Drive Controller S 65

360K DS/DD Floppy Drive S 79
354 Inch 720K DS/DD Floppy Drive S129

Seagate 20 Meg Hard Drive $249

Seagate 40 Meg Hard Drive $469
Seagate 80 Meg Hard Drive S999

Floppy/Hard Drive Controller $139

Serial/Parallel Card $ 59
Multi I/O Card O/K Memory $1B9

12 MHZ Motherboard S 49

0 wait State $ 79

Tape Back-Up 60 Meg $599
80287 Math Co-Processor $219

XT or AT OPTIONS
104 Key Enhanced Keyboard

Internal 300/1200 Baud Modem
Internal 2400 Baud Modem

EGAGraphicsCard(HerculesComp-)
TTL Green Monitor

TTL Amber Monitor

Color RGB (640 X 200} Monitor

Color EGA Monitor

MS-DOS 3.21 &GW Basic

MS-DOS Joystick
MS-DOS Mouse

Vertical CPU Stand

Keyboard Slideaway
AC Center Surge Pad

S 20

S 89

S199
$149

S 89

S 69

$269

S399
89

$ 24

$ 49

$ 29

$ 35

S 39

X/T OPTIONS
Additional Memory to G40K $ 49

Multi I/O Card Includes
Clock/Calendar w/Battery Back-up $ 39

Parallel/Serial/Game Ports
Second 360K DS/DD Floppy Drive $ 79

1.2MB/360K DS/DD Floppy Drive $ 99

1.2MB Floppy Drive Controller $ 65

3Vi Inch 720K DS/DD Floppy Drive S129

Seagate20 Meg Hard Disk & Controller S299
SeagateSO Meg Hard Disk & Controller $359

10 MHZ Motherboard $ 29

Mini AT Style Case $ 19

8087-2 Math Co-Processor $169

Serial Card $ 25
V-208MHZChip $ 12

PORTABLE AT

$999
80386 CPU-6/10 MHZ

IBM Motherboard at 120NS (512K Installed)
Keylock Protection

Power 8 Hard Disk Indication LEDS
Hardware Beset Button

Clock/Calandar w/Battery Back-Up
AT Style Keyboard
Six Slots: Five 16 Sit/One 3 Bit
180 Watt Power Supply

Monochrome (Hercules Compatible)
Fully Compatible BIOS Installed

Optional 80287 Math Co-Processor Socket
Speaker for Audio Use

Systems Manual

TTL Amber Monitor

PORTABLE XT

$699
Turbo 8088-2 CPU - 4.77/8 MHZ

640K Ram Motherboard (265K Installed)

Keylock Protection

One Ds/DD 360K Floppy Drive

Floppy Drive Controller

Monochrome (Hercules Compatible)
Heavy Duty 150 Watt Power Supply

AT Style Keyboard
Six Expansion Slots

Fully Compatible BIOS Installed
Optional 8087-2 Math Co-Processor Socket

Speaker for Audio Use
TTL Amber Monitor

COMPUTER CREATIONS, INC.
P.O. Box 493 - Dayton, Ohio 45459

For information, order inquires, or for Ohio orders (513J 435-6868

Order linesOpen9:00a.m. Io8:00 p.m.Mon-Frl; 10:00a.m. to4:00p.m. Sat [EasternStendard Time). Prices
and spool fie 01 Ions ore sublect to change without notice. Call loll tree number lo verify prices and availably.
Include 4% shipping on all hardware outers. No extra charge lor Visa or Mastercard. We ship C O.D. lo

Continental U.S. addresses ony. Actual freight will be charged outside U.S. lo include Canada. Alaska,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico BndAPO. Ohio residents add 6*t sales tax. All foreign orders, please add 15% lor shipping,
handling and insurance. For Immediate delivery send cashier's check, money order or direct bank transfers.
Personal and company checks allow 3 weeks lo clear. Corporate and university purchase orders are
welcome. Due to our low prices, all sales are final. NO CREDITS. All detective returns must have a return
authorisation number. Please call (513) 435-6368 to obtain an RAH or your return will not be accepted lor
replacement or repair. FOR YOUR PROTECTION. WE CHECK FOR CREDIT CARD FRAUD.

15 DAY

MONEY BACK

GUARANTEE
We want you to be happy with

our computer system. Call us If a

problem exists. If not satisfied,
let us know within 15 days ol

receipt and. upon return, we will

give you a refund (less shipping,

handling end insurance)-

Dealer and Quantity Discounts

Available

VISA

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-824-7506



ROM BIOS executes the timer-tick interrupt (INT

ICh) 18.2 times per second. Each time INT ICh is ex

ecuted, the timer-tick routine is executed. The INT

ICh routine determines how long it has been since

the keyboard or video monitor has been used. If it has

been longer than OCCDh (3277) timer ticks (three

minutes), the video-enable bit is turned off and sent

to port address 03B8 for monochrome, or 03D8 for

color. Then a logical flag is set. Each time a key is

pressed or output is sent to the screen, the keyboard-

and video-interrupt extensions check for the flag. If

the flag is set it's then reset, and the video-enable bit

is turned back on and sent to the monitor port ad

dress. This turns the screen back on.

Some versions of BASIC take over the ICh inter

rupt for sound generation timing, and you may find

that Screen Saver won't work with these versions. In

terrupt ICh is also used for timing in modem software

(such as PC-Talk), and this software may not work

properly with the added ICh routine in place.

This program assumes the address of your 6845

video controller is in low-memory address 463h, and

the current CRT mode setting is in low-memory ad

dress 465h. The 6845 video-controller address deter

mines whether the monitor is monochrome or color,

and the video disable/enable command is sent to the

appropriate port (3b8 or 3d8). The timer-tick exten

sion retrieves the current CRT mode setting and resets

bit 3 to 0, which disables the video monitor. The key

board- and video-interrupt extensions retrieve the cur

rent CRT mode settings and set bit 3 to 1, which

enables the video monitor.

SAVESCRN.COM initially occupies 228 bytes of

memory. As soon as the interrupt extensions are

added, the routine trims itself to 127 bytes. PC

Attention Programmers

COMPUTEI's PC Magazine is looking for the

very best original software to publish on

our disk. We welcome every kind of soft

ware: full-scale applications for home or

office, DOS utilities, programming utilities,

educational programs for youngsters, tele

communications programs, memory-

resident accessories, games. We pay $200

to $2000 upon acceptance. Submit pro

grams on disk with source code and docu

mentation to: Submissions Reviewer,

COMPUTED PC Magazine, P.O. Box 5406,

Greensboro, NC 27403. For more details,

write for a free copy of our Author's

Guide.

SPORTS FANS...THE SPORTS SIMULATIONS YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR ARE HERE!

3 IN 1 FOOTBALL

• with Stats Compiler for each player and team • you choose from 14 offensive plays and 6 defensive formations • includes 180 college

teams, the 28 NFL teams and 12 '74 WFL teams from the '86 season PLUS 174 great college and 189 great pro teams of the past

FINAL FOUR COLLEGE BASKETBALL & BASKETBALL: THE PRO GAME

• each player contributes as they did in real life • Stats Compiler • you determine starling lineup, substitutions, shot selection, passing,

offensive and defensive styles of play and more • the College game includes 292 teams from the *86-'87 season plus 70 all-time greats

• the Pro game features the 23 NBA teams from '86-'87 and more than 125 great teams of the past

FULL COUNT BASEBALL

• Includes all 26 teams from the most recent and 52 great National and American League teams from the past • 29 man rosiers • Ball

park effects • Stats Compiler automatically keeps all player and learn stats as well as past schedule results. • Complete boxscore to

screen and/or printer after each game. • One player vs. computer manager, two-player, and auto-play oplions. • Input your own

teams, draft or trade players from teams already included. • You choose the starting lineups, batting order, relief pitchers, plus game

decisions like when to hit away, bunt for a hit, sacrifice, steal, hit & run, bring in the corners or the entire infield, take an extra base. DH

option and more!

OTHER PASTSEASONS'TEAMS DISKS AVAILABLE AND NEWSEASONS'READY PRIOR TO PLAYOFFS FOR ALL GAMES

CHECK YOUR LOCAL DEALER
OR

Send check or money order for S39.99 each. Visa and MasterCard accepted on phone orders only.

Please add $2.00 for postage and handling.

P.O. Box 100594 • Nashville, TN • 37210 • 615/242-2617

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
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with Flight Simulator

SIMULATOR

ADVENTURES

This collection of flight guidebooks helps you get the

most out of flight simulation software. Designed to be

used with Flight Simulator, Flight Simulator II, F-15 Strike

Eagle, and other fighter-jet simulations, these books

contain scores of scenarios that lead you across the

U.S., around the world, into battle, and back to your

favorite landing strips.

Flying on Instruments with

Flight Simulator

Jonathan M. Slern 251 pages

Here's fascinating hands-on instruction on fly

ing with instruments in Flight Simulator and

Flight Simulator tl. How to fly in all kinds of

weather—when the cloud ceiling is low or the

visibility is reduced. How to read and fly the in

strument cpproach charts that instrument-

rated pilots use. How to take o(f, fly to

another airport, and land—all while the clouds

are a mere 200 feet off the ground. And how

to navigate by using the impressive in

struments available in Flight Simulator and

Flight Simulator II. Wore than 130 actual in

strument approach procedure charts. For all

versions of Flight Simulator and Flight Simu

lator II (Apple. Amiga. Atari, Atari ST. Com

modore. IBM PC and compatibles, Macintosh).

Flight Simulator or Flight Simulator il required.

Perfect-bojnd edition:

$9.95 IS3N 0-87455-091-2
Split-wire-bound edition:

$12.95 ;S8N 0-87455-103-X

COMPUTEI's Flight Simulator Adventures

tor the Macintosh, Amiga, and Atari ST
David Florence, Tom R. Halfhlll, and Philip I

Nelson 227 pages

Fly through mists into mystery. This collection

of 48 exciting, new. customized simulator

scenarios for the Macintosh, Commodore

Amiga, and Atari ST personal computers puts

you in the pilot's seat. The new generation of

Flight Simulator and Flight Simulator II otters

better graphics, easier-to-use controls, and

more airports. With this book, you'll experience

hair-raising rescue missions, dangerous night

landings, sightseeing side trips, and one-of-a-

kind (lights of fancy. Make COMPUTEI's Flight

Simulator Adventures your copilot and thrill to

hours of flight.

Flight Simulator or Flight Simulator II required.

$12.95 ISBN 0-87455-100-5

Learning to Fly with Flight Simulator

John Rafferty

Learn to fly like a simulator expert in the

imaginary world of Flight Simulator and Flight

Simulator II. You'll learn all the fun

damentals—from takeoffs to landings—in a

single, detailed flight. Then you'll deve'op

those flying skills by practicing standard rate

turns, executing a flight plan, navigating from

point A to point B, and more. Learn how to

make precision landings and use the more

advanced instruments in your aircraft. To cap

your training—and turn you into a professional

simulator pilot—you'll learn how to read and

use the actual FAA approach charts commer

cial pilots fly with. This complete flight-instruc

tion tutorial was written by a professional pilot.

$12.95 ISBN 0-87455-115-3

40 Great Flight Simulator Adventures

Charles Gulick 152 pages

This bestselling volume offers 40 exciting, cus

tomized flight simulator scenarios for Flight

Simulator and Flight Simulator II on the Apple

II, IBM, Commodore 64, and Atari personal

computers.

$10.95 ISBN 0-87455-022-X

40 More Great Flight Simulator

Adventures

Charles Gulick 236 pages

Forty more challenging flight simulator scenar

ios for Microsoft's Flight Simulator and

SubLOGIC's Flight Simulator II. Explore the

world from the air. For the Apple II. IBM. Com

modore 64, and Atari personal computers.

$12.95 ISBN 0-87455-043-2

Jet Fighter School: Air Combat

Simulator Tactics and Maneuvers

Richard G. Sheffield 177 pages

Learn actual combat maneuvers and much

more with this hands-on book tor popular jet-

combat simulators like F-15 Strike Eagle. Jet.

and Ace. information about jet fighter pilots

and their aircraft, especially the F-15, provides

an excellent introduction to the subject.

There's even detailed data about the weap

ons available to jet-combat simulator pilots.

The heart of the book demonstrates, step-by-

step, numerous offensive and defensive com

bat flight maneuvers, from the Hi Yo-Yo to the

Defensive Spiral Drive. Tactical tips on f-15

Strike Eagle scenarios round out the book. F-

15 Strike Eagle or other jet-combat flight simu

lator required.

Perfect-bound edition:

$9.95 ISBN 0-87455-W2-0
Split-wire-bound edition:

$ 12.95 ISBN 0-87455-104-8

Ask for COMPUTE! Books at your local book or computer store.

To order direct, call toll free 800-346-6767 (in N.Y. call 212-887-8525) or write COMPUTE! Books, P.O. Box

5038. F.D.R. Station, New York, NY 10019.

Customer Service hours are 10:00 am-12:30 pm and 1:30 pm-3:00 pm EST.

Please include $2.00 shipping and handling in the U.S. or S5.00 airmail. NC residents add 5 percent sales tax and NY

residents add 8.25 percent sales tax. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

COMPUTE! Publicationsjnc®
fry! c' AflC Ccajjiw WjpOQjn&i nc

COMPUTE! books are available outside tne United Slates from subsidiaries of

McGraw-Hill International Book Company.



$15,000.00
Programming Contest!

COMPUTE!'s PC Magazine
For IBM PCs & Compatibles

First Prize $7,500.00 Second Prize $2,500.00

Five Honorable Mentions $1,000.00 each

COMPUTE! Publications, Inc., a longtime leader in personal computer publishing, is launching a new maga

zine this summer: COMPUTEI's PC Magazine for IBM PCs & Compatibles. Each bimonthly issue will include a

floppy disk filled with programs, source code, and other useful information. We're looking for the very best

original software for IBM PCs, XTs, and compatibles, and are sponsoring a programming contest with a total of

$15,000.00 in prize money for the top six winners. That's $7,500.00 for First Prize; $2,500.00 for Second Prize;

and five Honorable Mentions at $1,000.00 each. In addition, the winners will receive our standard purchase

fees for publication in our magazine and royalties if republished in COMPUTE! books.

Even if your contest entry doesn't win a prize, you will still earn purchase fees if we accept your program

for publication.

Interested? If so, read these rules:

1. Entries must be your original work, previously unpublished in

any form. All those whose programs are accepted will be required
to affirm this in writing.

2. You can submit as many entries as you want, but we cannot

consider programs which have been either entered in other con
tests or submitted for publication elsewhere at the same time.

3. The contest deadline is October 31, 1987. All entries must be

received at our offices by this date. Programs submitted after this

date will still be considered for publication, but will not be entered

in the contest. If we purchase an entry for publication before the

deadline, the entry is still eligible to win.

4. Entries are allowed (and encouraged) in virtually all software

categories: home and business applications, education, recreation,

telecommunications, graphics, sound and music, and utilities.

5. Entries may be written in any programming language—includ

ing BASIC, C, machine language, Pascal, and Modula-2—as lone

as they meet two requirements. First, if you're using a compiled

language, the compiled object or runtime code must be a self-stand

ing program that can be run by someone who doesn't own a copy

of the language. (Interpreted BASIC is an exception. It can be

assumed that nearly everyone owns a copy of BAS1CA or GW-

BASIC.) Second, we must be able to legally distribute the program
without incurring licensing fees or other obligations to the maker of

the language. If you're not sure whether a certain language quali

fies, contact its maker for clarification.

Every contest entry must include this signed form:

6. Entries must be submitted on 5'A-inch floppy disks. If your pro

gram is written in a compiled language, you must submit both the

runtime code and all of the source code required to compile the

program.

7. Entries must be accompanied by an article which explains how

to use the program and what it does. If vour program employs any

new or unusual techniques that you think will be of interest to
other programmers, you can also describe how the program works.
(If you feel that writing is not your strong point, please do not hesi

tate to enter; this is a programming contest and the entries will be
judged solely on the basis of the programs submitted.)

8. Submissions which do not win a prize and are not accepted for

publication will be returned only if accompanied by a self-
addressed, stamped mailer.

9. The staff of COMPUTE! Publications, Inc., will judge the con

test, and all decisions regarding contest entries and acceptances

will be solely at the discretion of COMPUTE! Publications, Inc. All

decisions are final. This includes decisions regarding creativity,

similarity among entries, and general suitability.

10. Winners will be announced by COMPUTE! Publications, Inc.,

in early 1988.

11. This contest is void where prohibited bylaw. Full-time, part-

time, and previous employees of COMPUTE! Publications, Inc.

and Capital Cities/American Broadcasting Corporation are ineli

gible for the contest, but may still submit work for publication at

standard rates.

I warrant that the program presently entitled is my own original work and

that the work has not been submitted for consideration elsewhere, nor has it been previously published in any form. If my work is

accepted by you, 1 understand that your decision as to the selection of winners and awarding of prizes is final and without recourse

on my part. Should you select my submission, I understand that I will receive no payments until I sign your standard contract,

which includes assignment of the copyright of the program to COMPUTE! Publications, Inc., and that you may use my name and

image in promotional materials and other forms. (// you are under age 18, your parent or legal guardian must sign for you.)

Signature:

Address entries to: Programming

MPUTE! PubliCOMPUTE!

P.O. Box 5406

Greensboro, NC 27403

ications, Inc. COMPUTE! Publicationsjnc©
Part c( ABC CwiijTiof Mooomes. ine ^^^^Part c( ABC C

One Of tr>e ABC Publsn-ng C



An extraordinary new publication for users of IBM PCs and compatibles:

COMPUTED
PC magazine
FOR IBM PCs AND COMPATIBLES

A bimonthly magazine devoted exclusively to PC enthusiasts. It includes a disk

containing all of the programs found in each issue.

The IBM PC has long been a recognized standard in the

business community. But recently, something amazing

has been happening: Low-priced PC/MS-DOS

compatibles and clones are moving into homes, schools,

and small businesses as never before. According to sur

veys, they're being used for just about everything: tak

ing work home from the office, running small

businesses, word processing, spreadsheet budgeting,

telecommunications, education, and entertainment.

That's why COMPUTE! Publications is announcing a

new magazine specially designed for PC users: COM-

PUTEl's PC Magazine. It's a magazine for everyone—not

just corporate data-processing managers or Fortune 500

executives. Whether you've got an IBM PC, XT, AT, or

Model 30, a mid-priced compatible, or a low-cost im

ported clone, you'll find many valuable applications,

ideas, and entertaining programs in every issue of COM-

PUTEl's PC Magazine:

• Top-quality programs. First and foremost, COM-

PUTEI's PC Magazine will bring you a disk full of orig

inal, previously unpublished software. Application

programs for home and business. Educational programs

for youngsters. Utilities. Games, And since all of the

programs are on disk, there are few limitations on

length or language.

• The best of the boards. In addition to original soft

ware, each disk also includes an outstanding program

picked from the thousands of files available on bulletin

board systems all over the nation. We make sure you

get the latest available revision, fully tested and veri

fied, with improved, easy-to-understand documentation.

• Source code. If you're a programmer—or would like

to be one—you'll appreciate the source code for our

programs included on every disk. You can examine

valuable routines in a variety of languages, and even

customize our programs for your own use.

• Regular columns. Take a look at our "PC News &

Notes" section to learn about the major events through

out the PC community. Hear all the inside gossip and

rumors with "The Ear." Use your PC more efficiently

with help from our "Getting Down To Business" col

umn. And send your questions and hints to "Readers'

Feedback."

• Reviews. You'll see honest evaluations of the most in

teresting software and hardware for PCs and

compatibles.

• New Products. Highlights of hundreds of new pro

grams, peripherals, expansion boards, and other prod

ucts that are released for PCs every month.

• And more. Interviews with newsmakers, reports from

industry trade shows, and overviews of significant new

product introductions. Plus, in 1988, COMPUTED PC

Magazine will begin publishing the winning programs

from our $15,000 PC Programming Contest!

COMPUTED
PC magazine
FOR IBM FCl AND CO

Starting with the September 1987 issue (available

August 1), COMPUTERS PC Magazine will be on news

stands nationwide for only $12.95 per copy, including a

5Vi-inch disk bound right into the magazine. Or it can

be delivered directly to your mailbox six times a year

for only $59.95—a savings of over 20 percent.

Subscribers even get a choice of receiving a standard

5'/4-inch disk or the new 3'/2-inch disk with their

magazine.

As a special bonus, if you order a prepaid

subscription before October 1, you'll get the first

issue absolutely free! That's seven issues for $59.95!

To order, call TOLL FREE 1-800-727-6937. Or send

check or money order to:

COMPUTED PC Magazine

P.O. Box 10767

Des Moines, IA 50340

COMPUTE! Publicationsjnc.
Part of ABC Consume' Magazines." Inc.

One of Ihe ABC Publishing Companies
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Sooner or later, it happens to every

one: An important disk goes bad, and

you don't have a backup. Here are

some hints, tips, and last-ditch tricks

to try when your disk drive stubbornly

refuses to read a disk. The techniques

apply to any IBM PC, XT, AT, or

compatible with DOS 2.0 or higher

and BASIC.

Losing valuable data because of a

bad disk can be a traumatic expe

rience. One day you insert the disk

which has served you faithfully

and well for months or years, and

out of the blue comes the message:

Read error drive A:. Or worse, Gen

eral disk failure drive A:. Your ex

pensive software package, your

spreadsheet, or the report or pro

gram you've worked on for weeks

seems gone for good.

This isn't a problem if you reg

ularly make backups. But not ev

eryone is so careful, and even those

who are careful can get caught.

Perhaps something distracted you

as you were preparing to back up

the disk and you forgot to com

plete the task, or maybe the backup

disk has failed, too.

Fortunately, all's not lost.

There are some methods for salvag

ing bad disks. Depending on how

desperate you are and how valu

able the lost data is, these may be

well worth your time and trouble,

and the techniques are as readily

employed by beginners as by

experts.

E BAD DISKS John Klein
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Why Bad Things Happen

To Good Disks

One common cause of disk failure,

particularly with 5V4-inch disks, is

fingerprints. If you grab the wrong

end of a disk and touch the ex

posed magnetic surface through the

head access window, you can leave

fingerprints that attract dust and

dirt. You can sometimes see these

fingerprints by rotating the disk in

side its protective envelope under a

strong light. The 3V2-inch micro

floppies used with laptops and the

IBM PS/2 computers are almost

immune to this problem—their

head access window is protected by

a metal cover that automatically

slides into place when the disk is

removed from the drive.

Magnetic fields are especially

hazardous to disks because they

don't just obscure the data recorded

on the magnetic surface, they actu

ally erase it. All video monitors and

electric motors create magnetic

fields, and so do power supplies,

loudspeakers, and ringing tele

phones. While these aren't usually

strong enough to damage disks,

you can head off trouble by storing

your disks far away from magnetic

sources.

Still another cause of disk fail

ure is the sudden interruption of a

disk access, either because of a

power outage or operator careless

ness (for instance, failing to heed

the busy light and popping open

the drive door before the drive has

finished writing). Also, floppy disks

can just plain wear out from hard

use. The read/write head of a flop

py disk drive is always in physical

contact with the magnetic disk sur

face, while the read/write head of

a hard disk floats just above the

disk on a cushion of air.

Most of the time, you probably

won't know what made the disk

fail. You'll just stick it in the drive

one day, try to read it, and get an

error message.

Diagnosing The Trouble

Whatever the cause, the disk has

most likely become unusable for

two reasons—which cure to use de

pends on the reason.

One malady is a corrupted di

rectory. When this happens, you

can't get a proper directory listing

when you type the DIR command,

or you get a File not found message

when you attempt to load a file

which appears in the directory.

The other problem is a bad

FAT (File Allocation Table). The

FAT contains a list of the disk areas

where the data for each file is

stored. By checking the FAT, the

disk drive knows not to store new

information in areas where current

information is already kept. The

FAT itself can be damaged, or it can

refer to a part of the disk which is

worn out, scratched, or fingerprint

ed. When this happens, you can't

copy a file from one disk to another,

or you get a Read error message

when you try to load a file.

When disk trouble strikes, the

first thing to do is copy the flawed

disk to a good blank disk, if you

can. Use either the DISKCOPY or

COPY command:

DISKCOPY A: B:

or

COPY A:V B:/V

Using the /V switch with the

COPY command above lets you

view the name of each file as it is

copied. If there are any error mes

sages, note which files are being

copied when the error occurs.

Sometimes, if you're lucky,

copying the disk is all that needs to

be done if the copy proceeds with

out error messages. Disk areas con

taining frequently used programs,

such as word processors or BASIC,

often become worn from hard use,

and just a fresh copy on a new disk

solves the problem.

Above all, once you suspect

disk problems, don't write any

more files to the flawed disk. If you

do, you may lose the new files, and

you may overwrite important data

in existing files.

The Road To Recovery

If the disk copy didn't succeed

without error messages, you'll have

to begin rescue operations. The first

step is to use the CHKDSK com

mand to analyze the disk. If you

have the DOS disk in drive A and

the problem disk in drive B, type

CHKDSK B:/V

Again, the /V switch lets you view

the filenames as the files are

examined.

At the end of the process,

CHKDSK reports how many lost

clusters are in the file, and you'll be

asked if you want these lost clus

ters turned into files. (A cluster is

the minimum amount of disk space

that a file can use.) Type N for No.

If there are lost clusters, they may

contain important data; but if you

turn them into files at this point,

you may cause even more damage

to a problem disk.

If the disk isn't bad, you can

call CHKDSK again with /F (for

Fix) added at the end of the com

mand. The lost clusters will be con

verted to files named FILEnnnn

.CHK, where nnnn is a consecutive

number to distinguish the files. You

can use a word processor or text

editor to read these files and see if

they contain valuable data. Usually

they don't and can be safely de

leted. But don't use CHKDSK with

the /F option if you're trying to re

cover a bad disk.

After you've run CHKDSK, the

next step is to call a directory of the

bad disk with the DIR command. If

you get an error message when the

directory is listed on the screen, the

error is in the directory. If this hap

pens, it's time to use the RECOVER

program which is included on your

DOS disk.

RECOVER uses the infor

mation in the FAT to build a new

directory with new filenames. If

your DOS disk is in drive A and

the problem disk is in drive B, type

RECOVER B:

When RECOVER is finished,

all files on the disk are renamed

YlLEnnnn.REC, where nnnn is a

consecutive number to distinguish

the files. Copy these files to a

blank, formatted disk, and don't

use the bad disk again. You must

then begin what can be the difficult

task of examining each file and re-
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storing its original filename. If the

recovered files are text files, you

can use a word processor to load

them, examine them, and recom-

bine them, if necessary (sometimes

a large file will be broken into

pieces when recovered), Data files

and program files are more difficult

to identify and reconstruct.

Directory corruption often oc

curs when the drive is interrupted

while writing a file. Normally, the

directory is updated when the drive

has finished writing the file. When

the update doesn't happen, a direc

tory listing shows the file length is

zero bytes, even if the file occupies

a substantial amount of disk space.

To regain this material, use the

CHKDSK program with /F added

to the end. The recovered files are

named FILE>mn«.CHK (not .REC).

Again, use a word processor to ex

amine these files for what's valu

able, and recombine the files if you

need to.

Dealing With FAT Foibles

If the directory seems alright, and

all the files on a disk are usable ex

cept one or two, the FAT is proba

bly damaged, or an entry in the

FAT refers to a damaged area on

the disk. You can determine this by

attempting to copy the bad disk to

a blank, formatted disk. With the

DOS disk in drive A and the prob

lem disk in drive B, enter

DISKCOPY B:

Or you can put the bad disk in

drive B and a blank, formatted disk

in drive A and enter

COPY B:V A:/V

Again, the /V option displays

each filename as it is copied, and

when the damaged file is reached,

there is an error message. In addi

tion to seeing error messages on

the screen, you may also hear the

drive make repeated attempts to

read a disturbed file. When this

happens, the drive makes a telltale

razzing sound.

You may also receive this mes

sage: Error—(A)bort, (l)gnore, (R)etry.

If so, continue to press I for Ignore.

This forces DOS to copy the bad

part of the disk to the new disk. If

you keep receiving the error mes

sage, choose the Abort option to re

turn to DOS. Then copy the

remaining files one by one, if you

can.

Next, use the RECOVER pro

gram, but instead of recovering the

entire disk, use it to recover the

bad files. Enter

RECOVER x:filettame

where x: is the drive specifier (such

as A: or B:) and filename is the

name of the bad file. For example,

if the bad file is named MESSED-

UP.FIL and is found on the disk in

drive B, type

RECOVER B:MESSEDUP.FIL

This rebuilds the FAT for the

flawed file, and if any part of the

disk used by the file is spoiled, that

part of the file is left out. This

doesn't regain the whole file, but

part of a file is better than none. If

it's a text file, the missing part can

be retyped with a word processor.

When All Else Fails

If there are still significant amounts

of missing data, the following last-

ditch method may salvage what's

left. However, it involves some

work, and it's only practical with

text files or data files that can be

examined and reconstructed with a

word processor.

First, back up the corrupted

disk with DISKCOPY (not COPY),

if you haven't already. Then use

the CHKDSK program with the /F

option on the backup disk and ex

amine any resulting files for impor

tant data.

Next, you need to put the re

maining, seemingly empty disk

space into files of manageable size

and examine them for data. To do

this, load your BASIC interpreter

(such as BASICA or GW-BASIC)

and run the following BASIC

program:

10 OPEN "FIXI.FRE" AS #1 LEN = 1

20 FIELD #1,1 AS AS

30 LSET A$= ""

40 PUT #1,10000

50 CLOSE

(The program is also found on the

magazine disk under the filename

LASTHOPE.BAS.)

This program builds a file

called FIXI.FRE containing 10,000

bytes of the free disk area. Using a

word processor, you can examine

this file for missing material.

You need to repeat this process

as many times as necessary until no

free space is left on the disk. Each

time you run the program, change

the filename in line 10 so it doesn't

erase the previous file (Example:

FIX2.FRE, FIX3.FRE, and so on). Use

the FILES command each time you

run the program to see how much

space remains on the disk. When

the amount of free space is less than

10,000 bytes, change the number

10,000 in line 40 to equal the

amount of free space remaining.

When all the free space on the

disk is collected into the files

named FIXn.FRE, copy them one

by one onto a good disk with

COPY. Then, using a word proces

sor, reconstruct the files, if neces

sary. It is important that you

recombine all the files on a good

disk—not the bad disk or its back

up—because some files may use

the same cluster for data storage. If

you change this sector in one file,

the data in the second will also be

changed. Combining the files on a

good disk avoids this nightmare.

The Floppy Graveyard

If a disk goes bad from fingerprints

or dirt, throw it away. Dirt spreads

on a disk surface when the drive

heads move over it, and more areas

may become contaminated. The dirt

also isn't good for the drive heads.

You can try to reformat disks

which have no apparent physical

defects. During formatting, DOS

marks all bad sectors to prevent

them from being used. However,

disks with bad sectors shouldn't be

used as target disks with the DISK-

COPY command, because DISK-

COPY ignores bad-sector flags, and

the copy will be flawed.

With today's low disk prices,

perhaps the best policy is to dis

pose of all bad disks to avoid future

headaches. PC
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COMPUTE!'s PC Magazine
For IBM PCs 8c Compatibles

Author's Guide

Most of the following suggestions serve to improve the

speed and accuracy of publication. We are much more

concerned with the content of an article than with its

style, but articles should be clear and well-explained.

The guidelines below will permit your good ideas and

programs to be more easily edited and published.

1. The upper left corner of the first page of your

article should contain your name, address, daytime

telephone number, and the date of submission.

2. The following information should appear in

the upper right corner of the first page: the language

in which your program was written and the maker of

that language, if applicable (for example, if your pro

gram was written in C, which compiler was used); the

size, in kilobytes, of both your source code and exe

cutable object code; and any special requirements for

your program (memory size, color or monochrome

display card, hard disk, printer, modem, and so on).

3. The underlined title of the article should be

placed about % of the way down the first page.

4. Following pages should be typed normally,

except that in the upper right corner there should be

an abbreviation of the title, your last name, and the

page number—for example: Memory Map / Smith / 2.

5. All lines within the text of the article must be

double- or triple-spaced. A one-inch margin should be

left at the right, left, top, and bottom of each page. No

words should be divided at the ends of lines. And

please do not right-justify. Leave the lines ragged.

6. Please use standard typing paper (no eras

able, onionskin, or other thin paper), and type on one

side of the paper only (upper- and lowercase).

7. Sheets should be attached with a paper clip,

not stapled.

8. If you are submitting more than one article,

send each one in a separate mailer with its own disk.

9. Short programs (under 20 lines) can be in

cluded within the text. Longer programs should be

stored twice on disk and submitted with the article.

For compiled programs or machine language, include

the executable object code, source code, and any files

needed to recompile the program. Compiled object

code must be a self-standing runtime file that can be

used by readers who do not own a copy of the lan

guage in which the program was written. In addition,

we must be able to legally distribute the runtime code

without incurring licensing fees or other obligations to

the maker of the language. Check with the maker if

you aren't sure about licensing fees. If your article was

written with a word processor, we also appreciate a

copy of the ASCII text file on the disk. The disk

should be labeled with both your name and the title

of the article. For their safety, disks should be en

closed within plastic or cardboard mailers (available at

photography, stationery, or computer supply stores).

10. For greater clarity, use all capitals when refer

ring to language commands (LIST, RND, GOTO,

CASE OF) and languages which are acronyms (such

as BASIC, PILOT, and FORTRAN, but not Forth, Pas

cal, or Logo). Headlines and subheads should, how

ever, be initial caps only. Do not capitalize words for

emphasis; instead, underline words you wish to

emphasize, thus indicating italics.

11. Articles can be of any length—from a single-

line routine to a multiple-issue series. The average

article is four to eight double-spaced, typed pages.

12. If you want to include photographs, they

should be either color slides or 5 X 7 black-and-white

glossies.

13. We do not consider articles which are submit

ted simultaneously to other publishers. If you wish to

send an article to another magazine for consideration,

please do not submit it to us.

14. COMPUTED PC Magazine pays between $200

and $2,000 for published program articles. Payment is

made upon acceptance. Following submission (to Sub

missions Reviewer, COMPUTEl's PC Magazine, P.O. Box

5406, Greensboro, NC 27403), allow four to eight

weeks for a reply. If your work is accepted, you will

be notified by a letter which will include a contract for

you to sign and return. Rejected manuscripts are re

turned only to authors who enclose a self-addressed,

stamped envelope.

15. If your article is accepted and you sub

sequently make improvements to the program, please

submit an entirely new disk and a new copy of the

article reflecting the update. Send the revised version

as if it were a new submission entirely, but be sure to

indicate that your submission is a revised version by

writing Revision on both the envelope and the article.

16. COMPUTEi's PC Magazine does not accept un

solicited product reviews.
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COMPUTED PC Magazine

Readership Survey
What do you like about COMPUTED PC Magazine?

What don't you like? What kind of PC system do

you use, and what are you interested in doing with

your PC?

We want to make COMPUTED PC Magazine as

valuable to you as possible. Our goal is to make

COMPUTERS PC Magazine the top publication in its

field.

Please take a moment to fill out and mail this

questionnaire (photocopies are fine). Although this

isn't a scientific survey, it will allow us to draw some

general conclusions about you, our readers.

Several of the questions may require you to

check more than one answer (for example, if you

have both a monochrome and a color/graphics video

adapter). Also, we're interested in hearing from you

even if you don't own a PC or compatible; perhaps

you're reading the magazine because you're thinking

about buying a PC, or maybe you use one at your

office or school.

Please mail the questionnaire to Readership Sur

vey, COMPUTED PC Magazine, P.O. Box 5406,

Greensboro, NC 27403. We'll publish the results in

an upcoming issue.

Which computer do you own or use?

D IBM PC or XT

D IBM PCjr

D IBM AT

a IBM PS/2 Model 30

Q Tandy PC compatible

□ Leading Edge PC compatible

D PC's Limited compatible

Q Epson PC compatible

□ Compaq PC compatible

D Other PC compatible/clone:

D I don't own or use a PC yet

If you own a PC or compatible, is il your first

computer?

DYes

DNo

If you previously owned (or still own) a com

puter that is not a PC compatible, what kind is

it?

D Commodore

Q Apple II series

D Apple Macintosh

D Atari

D Tandy/Radio Shack

□ Texas Instruments

□ Other:

Which video display adapter is in your I'C

compatible?

D Monochrome display adapter (MDA)

D Hercules graphics card (HGC)

□ Color/graphics adapter (CGA)

□ Enhanced graphics adapter (EGA)

□ Multicolor graphics array (MCGA)

□ Other: .

What kind of monitor do you own or use?

G Monochrome

□ RGB color

□ Composite color

□ TV

Which peripherals do you own or use with your

PC?

□ Dot-matrix printer

D Letter-quality printer

D Color printer

□ Laser printer

D 300-bps modem

Q 1200-bps modem

□ 2400-bps modem

□ Mouse

D Joystick

□ Graphics tablet

□ Other:

Which disk drives do you own or use?

D 5Vl-inch floppy

□ 3V:-inch floppy

□ Hard disk

D Two or more disk drives

Where do you primarily use your PC system?

D At work

D At home

□ At school

Which types of PC software have you

purchased?

D Word processor

□ Spreadsheet

D Database management

D Telecommunications

D Programming language'

□ Games/entertainment

□ Graphics design

□ Educational

D Other:

D None

In which languages do you program on the PC?

D BASIC

□ Pascal

D Assembly/machine language

□ COBOL

D FORTRAN

D LISP

a Forth

D Prolog

DC

D Other:

□ I don't program on the PC

Which types of articles and programs would you

like to see in this magazine?

□ General-purpose home applications

□ Business applications

□ Genera! utilities

D Utilities for programmers

D DOS utilities

□ Using printers

□ Telecommunications

D Programming explanations and tutorials

D Educational programs for youngsters

D Game/entertainment programs

D Graphics

D Sound and music

□ Hardware modifications and projects

□ General-interest feature articles and interviews

D New products

□ News and rumors

D Other:

Which types of new product reviews would you

like to see in this magazine?

D Home applications

D Business applications

□ Educational software

P Games/entertainment

D Programming languages

D Utilities

D Hardware

D Other:

Which article in this issue do you like best?

Which article in this issue do you like least?

If you saw our first issue, which article did you

like best?

If you saw our first issue, which article did you

like least?

Do you think the inclusion of program source

code on the disk is useful?

□ Yes

DNo

□ No opinion

Do you like the idea of a Flight Simulator

adventure in each issue?

DYes

DNo

D No opinion

What other things would you like to see on the

disk?

How did you happen to see this issue of COM-

PUTEi's I'C Magazine?

D 1 subscribe

D 1 bought the issue from a newsstand or a dealer

□ 1 borrowed Ihe issue

What is your age?

Additional comments:

PC
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We Won't Be UNDERSOLD

1st In Price, 1st In Support, 1st In Warranty
15 Day Free Trial • 90 Pay Immediate Replacement Policy • Free Catalogs

Call before you order, our prices may be lower • All sale prices expire 10-31-87

IBM® PC, XT Compatible, 80 Column, 8'A" Printer
Big Blue Printer

We Liked this

Printer so much

Wo Bought Owl

Hm Factory

• Dot Matrix

• Heat Transfer

• Upper Case

• Lower Case

• Underline

• Enlarged

• Graphics

No One Sells This

Printer For Less!

Sale $9A
List $199 ^ «

95

(Add $7.50 Shipping*)

RS-232 Adapter ... Sale $9.95

• Plus Much More (specify male or female)

This printer was made by Canon n for IBM. The Big Blue printer comes ready to hook up to the serial port of the IBM®PC jr. XT, AT & Compatibles.

Paper (2 Rolls) List SI9.95 Sale S 5.95 Single Sheel Paper (Qty. 500). Lisl $29.95 Sale $12.95

BM Apple Canon. Commodore Alan & Laier ate reg<iTer#d 'rodemorVi i Machines Apple Computer. Canon Inc Commodore Bunntu V. 2 :?',-■ r. At an Inc. & Video Technologi

5Va" Floppy Disk Sale
Double-Sided • Double-Density • 100% Certified 24* each

*1 Box of 100 — $24.00

(24C each)

Paper Economy Sleeves (100) — $5.00

Hi-Speed (160-180 CPS) Printer

NLQ-180 Printer Near Letter

Quality

No One Sells This

Printer For Less!

Lifetime List $499

Warranty *

Sale$|VA95
List £499 : ■ M

(Add S10.00 Shipping*)

• Near Letter Quality Selectable From Front Panel Controls • High Speed Dot Matrix

• Letter Quality Modes • 8K Buffer frees up computer 4-times faster • Super Graphics

• Pica, Elite, Italics, Condensed • Business or Personal • Tractor/Friction • 15 Day Free Trial

• Lifetime Warranty on Print Head* • 6 Month Immediate Replacement Policy •

INTERFACES

IBM $24.95 Apple II $44.95 Laser 128 $19.95 Commodore $29.95 Atari $39.95 Macintosh $49.95

COMPUTER DIRECT (A Division of PROTECTO)
22292 N. Pepper Rd., Barrington, IL. 60010

312/382-5050 or 312/382-5244
We Love Our Customers

' Illinois residents add b'A'A solos tax. All orders mull be In U.S. Dollars.

We ship lo all poinli in the U.S., CANADA. PUERTO RICO S APO-FPO.

Please toll for charges outside continental U.S. or C.O.D. MAIL O«W»5

enclose cashier check, money order or personal check. Allow 14 day*

delivery, 7 to 7 (or phone orders and I doy express mail. Price! and

ovailability subject to chongii without notice. (Monitors only shipped in

VISA — MASTERCARD — C.O.D.



We Won't Be UNDERSOLD
15 Day Free Trial • 90 Day Immediate Replacement Policy • Free Catalogs

Call before you order, our prices may be lower • Sale prices expire 10-31*87

Pro Turbo IBM® XT Compatible System
INCLUDES: Computer, Drive, Monitor, Printer & Software

No One Sells This System For Less!

Sale $649List S2495 ^^P^ ^M ^W

• 512K Professional Turbo XT Computer

4.77 & 8 MHz - AT style keyboard

Parallel & serial printer ports

Includes clock / calendar S game port

• 3.2 MS DOS & G.W. Basic

• Hi-Res 12" Monochrome Monitor

• Big Blue 81 /' Printer with interface and paper

• Software Package: word processor,

spreadsheet & data base

20 MB Sea Gate Hard Drive with Controller Sale $299.95

(Add $35.00 Shipping*)

160-180 CPS Hi-Speed Printer Option

(with Near Letter Quality)

Plus Color Monitor Options Available

IBM ■ i] the regntored trademark o< International Business Machines. Ir

Sale

14" RGB & Composite

Color Monitor

No One Sells

This Monitor

For Less!

Sale

'237
I

-

In i.

(Add $14.50 Shipping*) List $399

Monochrome Monitor
12" Screen • 80 Column

No One Sells

This Monitor

For Less!

Sale

(Add S10.00 Shipping*) List $249

Call

13121 382-
For IBM & Apple

(312) 382-
For Atari & Commodore Mail

COMPUTER DIRECT
22292 N. Pepper Road

Barrington, 1L. 60010

We Love Our Customers



Getting Started With

Batch Files
George Campbell

One of the main reasons for using a computer is to minimize

the need to perform tedious, repetitive work. But if you find

yourself repeatedly typing the same DOS commands at the sys

tem prompt, here's an easy way to make the computer save you

even more time.

What happens when you switch on

your PC? If all you see is a request

for the date and time, or just the

familiar DOS prompt A>, this arti

cle is just what you need. There is

a simple and easy way to make

your PC do so much more. Your

computer can automatically carry

out a series of predetermined DOS

commands, load your favorite pro

gram, or even present you with a

customized menu of programs to

choose from.

The secret is a batch file. If

you've heard about batch files but

aren't sure what they do or how

they work, you might be surprised

to discover how easy they are to

create and use. You'll also be

amazed at the tricks that batch files

can perform and how much repeti

tive typing they can save you.

Let's start with a definition: A

batch file is simply a text file on

disk that consists of a series of

DOS commands. Any DOS com

mand that you can type at the DOS

prompt—DIR, COPY, TYPE, and

so forth—can be included in a
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batch file. Using a word processor

or text editor, you just type each

DOS command, followed by a car

riage return, on a separate line, and

then save the file on disk. (For

more details, see the accompanying

article, "Creating a Batch File.")

From then on, whenever you enter

this filename at the DOS prompt,

DOS reads the commands in the

file and carries them out in se

quence—just as if you had typed

the commands yourself on the

keyboard.

In effect, a batch file makes it

possible for the computer to practi

cally run itself, although it's really

just following a script that you've

written.

But how can you predict exact

ly which sequence of DOS com

mands you need to type? Some

times you can't, of course. Most

people, however, find that they is

sue a certain series of DOS com

mands each time they switch on

the computer. For example, you

might always type DIR to look at

the disk directory, WP to run a

word processor, or DB to run a

database program. If so, you're a

prime candidate for a special type

of batch file called AUTOEXEC.BAT.

Wake-Up Call

Whenever you switch on your PC,

it looks for a batch file named

AUTOEXEC.BAT on the startup

disk. If the file exists, the computer

carries out the DOS commands

found in the file. In the process, the

date and time requests that usually

appear on the screen are bypassed.

Let's start with the simplest

type of AUTOEXEC.BAT. If you

have a floppy disk system, you

probably boot up with your PC-

DOS or MS-DOS disk (the one

with COMMAND.COM) in drive

A. Here is a batch file that auto

mates something you probably do

manually:

DIR/W

This simple, one-line batch file,

when saved on your DOS disk un

der the filename AUTOEXEC.BAT,

will start your computer and load

DOS as usual; then it will show

you a directory of the files on the

disk, arranged in columns. This is

accomplished by the DOS com

mand DIR/W, which is simply DIR

accompanied by the /W option to

arrange the files in a wide format

of columns across the screen.



BIG SAVINGS ON HIGH-TECH COMPUTER ACCESSORIES

DOT-MATRIX PRINTER
This Model P1O1 correspondence-quality Xerox Printer

was discontinued due to slight design changes.

• Bi-directional printing at 80 characters per second.

• 96 character ASCII character set. 256 symbols and

controls. Adapts to print IBM® character set and 8

foreign alphabets. • Full IBM® graphics. • 8" line

length. 80 characters per line at 10 characters per inch.

• 80 column built-in tractor feed and friction feed.

Bottom, back, and front loading slots. Single sheet or

continuous. • Parallel Centronics interface. • 1400

bytes buffer capacity. • 7.5K bytes per second data

transfer rate. • 2,000,000 character black cartridge

ribbon. • 120 volt AC input power. • 110 watts max.

power consumption. U.L listed. 6Vz"H x 16'/4"W x

12'/2"D. Wt.: 20-5 lbs. Operator's Manual and Service

Guide Included.

One-Year Limited Mfr's. Warranty.

*899.00Ust

Liquidation Priced At ....

Item H-2646-7198-641 Ship, hand: $12.00 ea.

XEROX Is a trademark c! Xerox Corporation. lilM It a

trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

KYOCERA MODEM SURGE PROTECTOR
Extend the power of your personal computer with

this advanced KM1200S Modem. A closeout means

great savings and data as near as your phone.

Simple to set up and operate. FCC registered.

• Full or Half Duplex Modes. • Variable Data Rate:

110, 300 or 1200 Baud. • Auto-Dial/Redial. Auto

Answer, Auto Monitor. • Bell 103,212A Compatible.

Two-Year Limited Factory Warranty.

Safeguard sensitive equipment and valuable data

from power surges and spikes!

• Guards Computer Hardware/Audio Systems

from Voltage Fluctuations. • 2-Stage Protection

(Diodes and MOVs). • Capable of Instant Re

sponse. • Up to 6000 Volts Protection. • 4 Outlets,

Reset Switch, LED Indicator.

Two-Year Limited Factory Warranty.

Ust. *299.95

$79
Ust. $119.95

Uquidation Priced At . .

Item H-2646-7201-874 S/H: $4.50 ea.

*39Uquidation Priced At . .

Item H-2646-7121-734 S/H: $4.00 ea.

MEMORY

EXPANSION

BOARD
Increase your computer's

memory! If you own a Xerox

6064 or other IBM® com

patible, you can expand the

memory to 640K. That's an

additional 348K of RAM!

'249.00Mfr. Usb

A Great

Value

At $129
Item H-2646-7128-978

Ship, hand: S3.50 ea.

TOLL-FREE: 1-800-328-0609
SEND ME THE ITEMS I HAVE LISTED BELOW

Sales outside the 48 contiguous states

are subject to special conditions. Please

call or write lo inquire.

Credit card customers can order by

phone, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Hem No.

H-264E-719B-641

H-2646-72D1-B74

H-2636-7121-734

H-2646-7128-97B

Hem Description

Dol-Matrix Prinlsr

Kyocefa Modem

Surge Protector

Expanlion Boaid

Qiy. Price Ea.

£343

S79

S39

S129

Tol. Price S/K: Ea.

S12.00

S4.50

S4.M

$3.50

Tolal

TOTAL (Products plus ship, handling)

SEND TO: "em H-2646

HHGGDirect Marketing Corp.
1405 Xenium Lane N/Minneapolis, MN 5S441-4494

Send ilems indicated al left. (Minnesota residents add 6% sates tax Sorry, no C.O.D.]

D My check or money order is enclosed. (No delays in processing orders

paid by check.)

please ._, ;^»i _ '""■, >' _ «rfl n9
CHECK □ "" □ "~""' □ ^9 ■- E^.

Acct. No.

Name.

Address.

City State.

-Apt. #-

.ZIP_

Phone

Sign Here.



The results are the same as if

you had typed DIR/W yourself at

the DOS prompt after starting up

the computer. In fact, if you watch

closely when this batch file runs,

you'll see the DIR/W command ap

pear at the DOS prompt, as if by

magic.

All of the sample batch files in

this article are on the disk included

with this issue of COMPUTEI's PC

Magazine. The file above is called

AUTOEXEC.l. To use it, just copy

the file to your DOS disk and re

name it AUTOEXEC.BAT. Then

make sure this disk is inserted in

drive A, turn off the computer, and

then switch it on again. (You can

also simultaneously press the Con

trol, Alt, and Delete keys to restart

the computer instead of turning the

power off and on.)

Run Programs

Automatically

The next sample file, called AUTO

EXEC.2, is designed to automatical

ly run a program when you start

the computer. You can use a text

editor or word processor to modify

this batch file for your own needs.

For this example, we'll assume that

you want to automatically run a

word processor and that the word

processing program is saved on

your startup disk under the file

name WORD.

ECHO OFF

CLS

WORD

Here's a line-by-line

explanation:

ECHO OFF This command, pure

ly for cosmetic reasons, tells DOS

not to display the following com

mands on the screen as they are

executed from the batch file.

CLS Again, just for looks, this

command clears the screen.

WORD This is the filename of

the word processing program we're

automatically running. When exe

cuted from the batch file, it runs

the program, just as if you had

typed the command at the DOS

prompt.

In the third line, of course, you

would substitute the filename of

whatever program you want to run.

Again, for this to work, your

startup disk must contain a copy of

the DOS command processor (the

file C0MMAND.COM), the file

shown above (saved with the name

AUTOEXEC.BAT), and the program

you're automatically running.

What if there's no room on

your DOS disk for the program, or

if the program is copy-protected

and can't be transferred to your

DOS disk? Simple: Just change the

third line above to something like

B:WORD—for example, to run the

program from a disk in drive B. Re

member, a batch file may contain

any DOS command that you'd nor

mally type at a DOS prompt.

Pick A Program

Let's move on to another AUTO

EXEC.BAT file. This sample, called

AUTOEXEC.3 on the magazine

disk, presents you with a choice of

several programs to run.

To begin, copy the programs

you use regularly to your startup

disk. For the purposes of this ex

ample, we'll assume that all the

programs have either a .COM or

.EXE file extension. Here is the

AUTOEXEC.3 file:

ECHO OFF

CLS

DIR \COM/W

DIR '.EXE/W

ECHO Type the name of the program

and press Enter

Be sure to save this file on

your startup disk under the file

name AUTOEXEC.BAT. When you

start your computer with this disk,

it will clear the screen and display

two directories, one for each file ex

tension (.COM and .EXE). Below

the directories, the following mes

sage will appear on the screen:

Type the name of the program and press

Enter

followed by the usual A> prompt.

This demonstrates that whenever

you enter a line of text following

an ECHO command, that text will

be displayed on your monitor when

the batch file executes.

This batch file makes it easier

to select and run a program from a

disk full of programs when you

can't remember the exact filename.

The directories are displayed right

on the screen, so you can pick the

file you want and simply type the

filename at the DOS prompt. Of

course, you can customize the DIR

commands in the batch file to dis

play just the type of directory you

want.

Advanced AUTOEXEC Files
As you become more experienced

with batch files, you can create

more complicated AUTOEXEC.BAT

sequences. The next example,

stored on the magazine disk as

AUT0EXEC.4, demonstrates the

power of these files. It prints a

menu on your screen when you

start your PC. Using the menu, you

can call up any of the programs on

your disk. This batch file is espe

cially appropriate for hard drives,

where many different programs are

stored on the same disk.

AUTOEXEC.4 uses the ECHO

command to print the menu on the

screen. Here's how it looks:

ECHO OFF

CLS

ECHO Which program do you want to

use?

ECHO 1) Word Processor

ECHO 2) Database

ECHO 3) Spreadsheet

ECHO 4) Communications

ECHO 5) Exit to DOS

ECHO Type a number and press Enter

The menu automatically ap

pears on the screen when you boot

up your PC. For the menu to work,

you must create a separate batch

file for each menu selection. These

files will be named l.BAT for menu

choice 1, 2.BAT for menu choice 2,

and so on. As an example, l.BAT is

included on the magazine disk.

Any batch file called from the

menu will carry out the commands

contained in that file.

Here is l.BAT:

ECHO OFF

CLS

CD \WP (Changes to the \WP

subdirectory.)

WORD (Calls the word processing

program named WORD.)

CD \ (Changes back to the root di

rectory when you exit the

word processor.)

AUTOEXEC (Returns to the menu.)
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SOFTWARE DISCOUNTERS^

^^ i" *» ■ " Li»lv/A • pree shipping on orders

For Orders Only —1-800-225-7638 over $100 in continental USA

S.D. of A.

PA Orders-1-800-223-7784

Customer Service 412-361-5291

No Surcharge for VISA/MasterCard

Your card is not charged until we ship

ACCESS
Software incorporated

Get out that shirt,

put on your shoes

& get ready to roll.

10th Frame

List Price $44.95

Our Discount Price S29.

ACCESS

10th Frame Bowling. . .529

ACCOLADE

Mean18Golf S30

Mean 1B Famous

Corns* Disk-2 ., S14

Mean 1B Famous Course

Disks O44 S23

ACTIVISION

Hacker S9.8B

Hacker 1 $24

Porlal $27

Shanghai $23

Tass Times S23

ARTWORX

Bridge 5.0 S19

Sliip Poker S2S

Data Disk >1 Female $14

Data Disk'2 Male $14

Data Disk'3 Female SI4

Linkword Languages:

Dutch . .S19

French S19

German . S19

Italian $19

Russian S19

Spanish S19

AVALON HILL

Dr. Ruth's Came $19

Super Bowl Sunday S21

S.B.S. Champs Disk . .114

S.B.S.'85 Team Disk S14

S.B.S.'8fa Team Disk. ..$14

BAUDEVILLE

French Paper Pack . $9.88

Video Vega* S23

BETTER WORKING

One Minute Manager

BLUE CHIP

Millionaire 2

BRODERBUND

Ancient Art of War

Ancient Art of

Wat at Sea

Bank St Writer Plus

Carmen Sandiego

USA

World

Kiratriu

Lodcrunner

Memory Male .

Print Shop

P.S. Companion

P.S. Graphics

Holiday Edition

P.S. Graphics

Library »1 or -2

P.S. Paper Pack

Toy Shop

Toy Shop Refill

Type!

COA

America Cooks Series

. .$37

$49

. $29

$2S

. . $21

$23

$44

.$36

$32

...$21

$21 Ea.

. $14

$32

. $19

$30

American

Chinese

French

Italian

Meiican ..

CENTRAL POINT

Copy 2

PC Option Boaid

PC Tools . . .

19.88

S9.88

f9.as

*9.B8

ts.sa

$23

..$79

$23

ELECTRONIC ARTS'

The most far-

reaching

outerspace adven

ture ever.

Starflight

List $49.95

Our Discount Price $32

req. 256K; CGA

DAC

Dac Easy Accounting 2.0S44

Dae Eaiy Payroll 2.0 $32

DATA EAST

Commando S24

Tag Team Wrestling. . .$24

DAVIDSON

Algeblaiter S30

Grammar Gremlins . .$30

Math Blatter $30

Spell II S30

WordAtlack . $30

ELECTRONIC ARTS

Software Classic Series:

Archon $9.88

Mind Mirror $9.88

Music Conit. Set $9.88

Oneon-One $9.88

PinballConil. Set . S9.88

Seven Cities Gold $9.88

Super Boulder Dash .$9.88

ELECTRONIC ARTS

$19

$23

$26

Party Ware $9.88

INFOCOM

Bureaucracy $24

Hitchhikers Guide .. $19

Hollywood Hijini $24

Leather Goddesses ... .$24

Stationfall $24

The Lurking Horror . S24

Zorki $24

Zork Trilogy . . $44

MASTERTRONIC

Five a Side Soccer . . .$6.88

Ninja $6.88

ProGolf $6.88

Shogun $6.88

MECA

Andrew Tobias: Managing

Your Money 2.0 $129

MICROIEAGUE

Amnesia

Arctic Fo!

Chessmaster 2000.

Chuck Yeager's Advanced

FlightSimulalor $26

Baseball

■General Mgr.(Owner

•1986 Team Disk

'Add-on programs!

M1CROPROSE

f 15 Strike Eagle

Gunship

Silent Seivice . .

S14

$19

$13

$21

$32

$21

The Ultimate

Joystick

500 XJ Joystick List $39.95

Our discount Price $29

(for right-handed players only)

For IBM & compatibles

Empire $32

$39

...$23

$26

$32 ia.

Grand Slam Bridge

Marble Madness .

Scrabble

SlarileeM or 2

Slarilighi . . .$32

WorldTourGoll $32

Era

Create A Calendar $19

Pitslop2 . $9.88

P.S. Graphics Scrapbook:

MINDSCAPE

Balance ol Power . . . .$30

Bop&Wreslle $19

Crossword Magic $30

Defender of Ihe Crown $24

Infiltrator $19

Perfect Score SAT $44

Super Star Ice Hockey $24

MONOGRAM

•1 Sporls

•2 Oil Ihe Wall

'3 School

Sub Battle Simulator

Summer Games 2

World Games

FIREBIRD

Slarglider

GAMtSTAR

Champ. Baieball

Champ. Basketball

Chimp. Golf

GFlCh. football

HI-TECH EXPRESSIONS

.$16

.$16

$16

.$24

.$24

$24

.$24

$24

$24

$24

DollarsASense

PERSONAL CHOICE

Term Paper Writer

SHARE DATA

Family Feud

|eopardy ... .

Wheel of Fortune

SIERRA

Black Cauldron

King's Quest

1,2. or 3

Leisure Suit Larry

Smart Money

Space Quest

SIMON A SHUSTER

siot

$8.88

$8.88

$8.88

$24

Award Ware

Card Ware

Heart Ware

S9.88

Sb.BB

ihB8

Chem lab

Stn Trek: Kobayj

Alternative

$30 Ea.

...$24

$49

$30

$24

$24

Epyx

Design your own

daily, weekly,

monthly and annual

calendars.

CREATE A

CALENDAR

List $29.95

Our Discount Price $19 256K; CGA

Webiters:

SpellingChecker . .$»

Theiauruf $44

WineCellar $44

SIR-TECH

Wizardry

Knight of Diamonds $32

Legacy ol llylgamyn $32

Proving Grounds $39

SPECTRUM HOLOBYTt

falcon $12

Gato $23

Space Shuttle Orbiter $30

SPINNAKER

T-Shirt Shop $30

T-Shirl Arl*1 $14

SPRINGBOARD

Certificate Maker $16

CM. library'1 $21

Early Garnet $21

Eaiy ai ABC $24

Newsroom Pro $89

N.R.CIipArt'1 Or'3 $19Ea.

N.R.ClipArl'2 $24

P.S. Graphics Eipander $24

SSI

Battle ol Antietam $30

Gettyiburg $36

Kamplgruppc $36

PkinUsie $24

Kingsof Zilfin. $24

Roadwai2000 $24

Shard of Spring . .$24

Wizard's Crown .... $24

SUB LOGIC

Jel $32

THUNDER MOUNTAIN

Top Gun $6-88

TIMEWORKS

'Data Manager $39

Evelyn Wood Reader . S39

Partner $39
■SwiflcalcwfSideways $39

Sylvia Porter's Financial

Planner $S9

■WordWfiler $39

•All 3 in 1 Power Pack$79

UNISON WORLD

Fond* Borders

Newimaster ..

Print master Plus ..

Art Gallery 1 or2 .

WEEKLY READER

$23

.$59

....$36

$19 Ea.

StickybearMalh S23

Stickybear Numbers $23

Slickybear Reading S23

Stickybear Spellgrabber S23

Stickybear Typing $23

W1NDHAM CLASSICS

Treasure Island . $9.88

Wizard of Oz S9.B8

ACCESSORIES

BonutSS.DD $4.99 Bi.

Bonus DS, DD $6.99 B».

CompuServe Starter Kit

(aS25UiageCredil) $19

Disk Cate [Holds 75} $9

Disk Drive Cleaner $9

Panasonic Printers... .Call

Suncom TAC 1 •

Analog loystick $21

Universal Printer Sland S14
Wico Analog joystick $24

nelhean Prophecy $24

iff W i>i

i ifrccBIr?C!

Air to air & air to

ground combat

flight simulation.

256K; CGA ■ tUuTOK)

Starglider List Price $44.95

Our Discount Price $29.

P.O. BOX 111327-DEPT. CPC- BLAWNOX, PA 15238

"Please Read The Following Ordering Terms & Conditions Carefully Belore Placing Your Order: Orders wilh cashiers check or money older shipped immediately on in stock items.

Personal * Company checki. allow ] weeks clearance. No COD s! Shipping: Continental U.S.A.-Orden under S10O add $3: free shipping on orden over $100. AH. HI. FPO,

APO—add $5 on all orders. Canada & Puedo Rico —add $10 on all orders. Sorry, no other International orders accepted! PA residents add 6% tale* taion Ihe total amount of order

including ihipping charges' REASONS FOR CALLING CUSTOMER SERVICE-412-361-5291 (I) Slatui of order or back order (2) tf any merchandise purchased within 60 days from S.D.

of A. is defective, please call (or a return auihoiirition number. Defective merchandise will be replaced wilh the same merchandise only. Other returm subject 10 a 15% restocking

charge. After 60 dayi please refer to the manufacturers warranty included wilh the merchandise & return directly to Ihe manufacturer. Customer setvicc will not accept collect call* or

calls on S.D. OF A.'s 800' order linei! Have you seen our on line catalog ol 1000 software lilies for Commodore. Alari. Apple. IBM and Amigal It's on CompuServe's Electronic Mall-

just type GO SDA and shopping for sofrware will never b* Ihe Mme again! HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9AM-5:30 PM, Sal. 10AM-4PM Eastern Time. Because this ad had to be written 2-3 mos.

before it was published, prices t availability are subject to change! New titles are arriving daily! Please call for more information!



Creating A Batch File

vou can use almost any word pro

cessor or text editor to create

AUTOEXEC.BAT or any other

batch file. Most word processors,

however, save files which contain

special formatting characters that

are not allowed in batch files. To

eliminate these characters, save

the file in straight text or ASCII

format. For batch files, you must

save the text in a pure ASCII for

mat. Refer to the manual that

came with the program if you're

not sure how to do this.

When creating a batch file,

put only one DOS command on

each line, and end each line with

a carriage return. The DOS com

mands can be typed in either up

per- or lowercase letters.

Short AUTOEXEC.BAT files

can be created with the DOS

COPY command instead of with a

word processor. For instance, to

create the AUTOEXEC. 1 example

shown in the main article on a

disk in floppy drive A, enter the

following commands at the DOS

prompt:

COPY CON A:AUTOEXECBAT DIR/

W {F6}

Enter a carriage return follow

ing each line. The {F6} at the end

of the final line of the file means to

press the F6 function key. (This

will show up on the screen as "Z.)

If you make a typing error

when using COPY CON to create a

batch file, you can press the Back

space key to delete characters on

the current line. Once you press

Enter and proceed to the next line,

however, you can no longer edit

previous lines. You have to load

the batch file into a text editor or

word processor to make further

changes.

Notice again that the com

mands in the batch file are the

same ones you would use to call

the program if you typed them at

the DOS prompt. Of course, you

can easily customize this menu by

changing the commands and alter

ing the ECHO lines in the AUTO

EXEC.BAT file. Important: The

AUTOEXEC.BAT file and the other

batch files must be on the root

directory of your hard disk—not in

a subdirectory.

Item 5 on the menu, which al

lows you to exit to DOS, calls the

file 5.BAT, which looks like this:

ECHO OFF

CLS

PROMPT $P$G

Only the last line is unfamiliar.

The PROMPT command allows

you to customize your DOS

prompt. Instead of the usual DOS

prompt, the line shown here dis

plays the path you have selected.

If, for example, drive C is the cur

rent drive and you change to the

\WP subdirectory, the prompt will

look like this:

C: \WP>

You can also enter text follow

ing the PROMPT command in a

batch file. You can do this to re

mind yourself to back up files or

something else.

To insert blank lines in your

menu, use the ECHO command

followed by a space, then hold

down the Alt key while you type

the number 255 on the numeric

keypad. (Note: Not all word pro

cessors allow this.)

You can also use batch files to

remind you of important tasks, like

backing up data files after exiting a

program. Just insert an ECHO com

mand with your message following

the command which called the

program.

Experiment with AUTOEXEC

.BAT and other batch files. Just re

member that any command you

can enter at the system prompt can

be included in AUTOEXEC.BAT or

any other batch file.

AUTOEXEC.BAT File Tips

1. Certain characters cannot be

used in ECHO statements. The >

and < characters have a special

meaning to DOS, and will trigger

an error message.

2. Some DOS commands print

messages on the screen, which you

may want to avoid. A good ex

ample is the COPY command.

When you include this command in

an AUTOEXEC.BAT file, this mes

sage normally appears after each

file is copied:

1 file(s) copied

To avoid this, enter COPY com

mands this way:

COPY rf.HLENAME.EXT rf:FILENAME

.EXT >NUL

where d: is the optional drive iden

tifier. This format uses the > char

acter to redirect the screen message

to the NUL device, effectively

sending it into oblivion.

3. If you get a File not found mes

sage when running an AUTOEXEC

.BAT file, check your ECHO state

ments. You must leave a space be

tween the ECHO command and the

text which follows it.

4. If you use an AUTOEXEC.BAT

file to load a few memory-resident

programs such as Sidekick, be sure

to construct the file so the pro

grams are loaded in the correct or

der. (Some memory-resident

programs insist on being loaded in

a certain order if used with other

memory-resident programs.) PC

Attention

Programmers

COMPUTEI's PC Magazine

is looking for the very

best original software to

publish on our disk. We

pay $200 to $2000 upon

acceptance. Submit pro

grams on disk with docu

mentation to:

Submissions Reviewer

COMPUTED PC Magazine

P.O. Box 5406

Greensboro, NC 27403.

For more details, write for

a free copy of our

Author's Guide.
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A funny thing happened on the way to the Red Sea...

Old Testament Adventure #1

Approach the burning bush...

Part the Red Sea...

And have fun doing it.

Experience the gripping story of Moses in a way never before possible. The

world of Moses' time will come alive in this lighthearted but historically

accurate text adventure game. After just a few minutes you'll agree that

Sunday School was never like this!

Available for the IBM PC, Tandy, Commodore 64, Apple II series and

Atari XL computers.

An Adventure of Historic Proportions

Three Rivers

Software One Windsor Road, B6 • Pittsburgh. PA 15239 • (412) 733-7034



REVIEWS

Ventura Publisher

Tom Campbell

Requirements: Any IBM PC, XT, AT,

or compatible with at least 512K

RAM, a graphics monitor, two floppy-

disk drives or a hard disk (recom

mended), mouse controller, and DOS

2.1 or higher.

The desktop-publishing market for

PC compatibles has quickly mush

roomed into a pitched battle domi

nated by two major combatants:

Aldus PageMaker, which runs under

Microsoft Windows', and Ventura

Publisher, which runs under Digital

Research's GEM (Graphics Environ

ment Manager) desktop environ

ment. Both are extremely capable

programs, but they're really aimed

at two different submarkets.

PageMaker, as its name implies,

is best suited for short documents

(see review in COMPUTERS PC Maga

zine, September 1987). Ventura Pub

lisher, on the other hand, was

designed from the ground up to

handle documents of enormous

length. It boasts such features as

stylesheets and the ability to auto

matically generate tables of contents

and indices—features missing from

the current version of PageMaker.

Ventura Publisher's full official

name is Xerox Desktop Publishing

Series: Ventura Publisher Edition, but

users invariably call it Ventura Pub

lisher. It comes in a package that

includes 11 disks and two manuals.

The manuals—a training guide and

a reference guide—are standard

IBM-size looseleaf binders and are

apparently reproduced from laser-

printer output. Unlike the Page

Maker documentation, the Ventura

manuals aren't strikingly beautiful

examples of the unbridled power of

desktop publishing. Rather, they
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look as if they were put together by

a writer who happened to have a

good layout package at his dispos

al—namely, Ventura Publisher.

Thanks to the manuals and

previous experience with similar

programs, I found Ventura easy to

learn. However, a coworker who

had no experience with stylesheets

or desktop-publishing software had

difficulties. If you've used style

sheets with a word processor such

as Microsoft Word, and if you're fa

miliar with the concepts of desktop

publishing, you'll probably do just

fine. On the other hand, if you're a

complete novice, you may have

trouble learning Ventura Publisher

from the current manuals—despite

the Macintosh-like appearance of

the software. This isn't a package

for rank beginners.

Faster Than PageMaker

Ease of learning, of course, is quite

different from ease of use. Because

Ventura is optimized for creating

large documents, in the hands of

an experienced user, it's matchless.

To begin with, Ventura is fast,

mainly because GEM is much faster

than Windows (Ventura comes with

a runtime version of GEM, in case

you don't own a copy). In fact,

Ventura runs so much faster under

GEM, that while PageMaker requires

an AT-class computer, Ventura

works surprisingly well on a PC

XT. On an AT-class machine, it

positively sings.

Another reason for Ventura's

speed is that, wherever possible, it

uses "pointers" to documents in

stead of incorporating the docu

ments themselves. In other words,

most of the text and images in a

Ventura chapter come from outside

sources. (A chapter is what most

word processors would call a docu

ment; Ventura chapters can be

ganged together into a special enti

ty called a publication.) For ex

ample, I used Word and Borland

International's Sidekick to compose

the text for a manual and a newslet

ter I assembled with Ventura, and I

used Zenographics' Mirage to create

the images. Ventura cleverly appears

to import the word-processor text

into its own chapters, but in fact, it

only sets up a pointer to your docu

ment. When you delete a word with

Ventura's simple text editor, it disap

pears from the original text file.

To make Ventura even easier to

use, almost all aspects of a docu

ment can be controlled from either

the drop-down menus or the text

files. For example, to boldface a

word in Ventura, you can simply

select it and choose bold from a

menu, just as you would on a Mac

intosh, or you can insert special

formatting codes into the original

document. In this case, you'd add

<B> to the beginning of the word

you want to appear in boldface,

and <D> at the end of the word.

When Ventura displays the word, it

knows not to print the <B>; in

stead, it starts boldfacing, and it

stops when it encounters the <D>.

Some people might think this

is a hideous leap backward—after

all, why was the desktop-style in

terface invented in the first place?

In actual use, it proves to be a real

plus. Less advanced users will al

ways have the menus available,

and power users and fast typists

gain both the speed of being able

to do things their way and the

convenience of onscreen preview.

Ventura, at its best, gets high marks

on ease of use for both the timid

and the adventuresome. It would

be even better with more complete

documentation.



The Miracle

of Near Laser Printing
FROM A DOT MATRIX PRINTER

ff

Typesetter PC <TS)

allows you to do much

of what is available on

laser printers, but on a

dot matrix printer* f

Computer Digest

"The font capabilities

will amaze you"

PC Publishing

"This program really is

good and deserves to

be shown off a bit"

Computer Digest

CHOICE OF

VECTORIZED (STROKll

FONTS AND BIT

MAPPED FONTS

"We feel Typesetter PC

has set the standard for

output that other

trailing edge programs

of this genre will have

trouble in trying to

equal "

PC Publishing

"This can be lots of

fun"

Computer Digest

"The font production is

unequaled in any other

package of this price

range* *

PC Publishing

Why spend thousands of dollars on expensive software and hardware or purchase a

new computer just to create effective page layouts, newsletters and flyers?

Typesetter PC can replace expensive publishing systems. . .

Every PC user with a compatible dot matrix printer will benefil from

Typesetter PC. Typesetter PC is designed to be a powerful design and

layout tool for creating labels, flyers, newsletters, ads and more. Not only

is Typesetter PC easy to use. it's fun to use-

Typesetter PC is a complete font and graphics generation tool

with high resolution output. . .

Typesetter PC provides a complete graphics environment plus the

capability to import graphics from most popular graphics programs.

There are far too many features in Typesetter PC to describe here.

However. PC Publishing stated that the "Font capabilities will amaze

you" and that the graphics capabilities are "quite impressive."

Typesetter PC is better than the competition.

Typesetter PC is a new. exciting, innovative software

package that allows even people with miniscule

publishing budgets to create near typeset

quality output from their IBM or compatible

computer and dot matrix printer that looks as

if it was produced on an expensive publishing

system. Typesetter PC produces pages with a

resolution of 240 X 145 dots per inch. This is

four times the output of most other dot matrix

printing packages which produce only 72 X 72 dots

per inch.

PC Publishing refers to the results of Typesetter PC as "the miracle of

what XLENT calls Near Laser Printing." No other software product can

honestly claim to acheive higher resolution results from Epson FX. IBM.

C. Itoh. Gemini I0X and compatible printers.

Typesetter PC is the "missing link" for your publishing

needs...

All you need to create what PC Publishing called "impressive output to

a dot matrix printer that will astound the user with its resolution" is an

IBM compatible computer with 512KB (640KB for the Hercules and EGA

versions) and a compatible dot matrix printer. Typesetter PC is only

$79.95. Additional font disks are available for $15.00 each. If PC

Publishing, a magazine dedicated to Document Design and Delivery (D3)

productivity was impressed with Typesetter PC, you will surely be

impressed too.

XLEnt Software is dedicated to providing XLEnt products and XLEnl
support. Please add S3.00 for snipping & handling in the U.S. and
Canada. Please add $10.00 for shipping to foreign addresses. Virginia
residents, add 4.5% tax. Check or money order accepted. Call for COD.

CITY/STATEJZIP PHONI

m'tsiTTER pc S7795 plea* ipccilj

font pxkjpr i siso =cca wnlcn(rcq sizkbi

tangngePackageJ SiiOO IJHercui«miion( tO
_;EGA version (req.64UKB|

P.O. BOX 847

Springfield, VA 22150

Tech ?'s (703) 569-8881

Orders (7031 644-8881



No Import Tariffs

The purpose of a desktop-publishing

system is to assemble text files and

images into an integrated document

or publication. Ventura does a fine

job of importing text from many

word processors, and images from

a wide variety of painting and

drawing programs. Text files can be

imported from all of the biggies:

Word, Wordstar, MultiMate, Word

Perfect, and many more. Text attri

butes such as italics and boldface

are retained, but document/para

graph attributes like multiple col

umns, stylesheet information, and

decimal tabs are lost.

Ventura is compatible with Lo

tus PIC image files, and graphics

created with AutoCAD, PC Paint

brush, CGM, various Macintosh pro

grams, and lots of others. Colors

are translated into shades of gray

for output on laser printers, and a

wide variety of editable patterns is

also available. Ventura had no trou

ble accepting CGM and Lotus PIC

images that PageMaker balked at.

When Ventura imports a text

file, it hyphenates the text at every

possible syllable, then hides the hy

phens until they're needed. This

trick makes it possible for Ventura to

manipulate the text file much more

quickly. Some other programs hy

phenate words as they appear on

the screen, then discard the hy

phens when the words scroll off,

thus creating a lot of extra work for

themselves. Ventura's method re

sults in speedier performance, which

adds to the appeal of the package.

This extra speed is also readily

apparent when generating tables of

contents, indices, tables, and fig

ures. Ventura is astoundingly fast;

however, the entire chapter you're

manipulating must be stored in

RAM. The largest chapter tested

was 64 pages long, and there was

never a major loss of performance.

Book-Sized Projects

If you need to tackle even larger pro

jects, Ventura allows you to chain

documents together; the program

can handle up to 128 chapters and

automatically numbers up to 10,000
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pages. You can tell one file to start

numbering where a previous file left

off. There are several numbering and

renumbering schemes to choose

from. For instance, you can precede

page, table, and figure numbers with

a chapter number, such as 6-14 or

21-2. All of this is handled automati

cally. No competing package has this

kind of flexibility.

Stylesheets are both a boon

and a curse—a boon, because they

make life a great deal easier in

cases where standardization and

maintenance are important—a

curse, because new users have a

tough time understanding them. A

stylesheet is a separate file contain

ing "canned" formatting infor

mation. In Ventura's case, the

stylesheet works only on para

graphs. Paragraph tags (individual

styles) contain directions for type

fonts, line breaks, paragraph spac

ing, special effects, horizontal and

vertical rules, and so on.

For example, one paragraph

style might be for a chapter title.

You enter paragraph mode, select

the line you want to use for the

title, and apply the Chapter Title

stylesheet to it. The stylesheet

might immediately set the line in

24-point type, position it two inch

es down from the top margin, draw

a horizontal rule underneath it to

the opposite margin, and insert two

lines of space below. A stylesheet

called Bullet might automatically

draw a filled circle next to the first

line, indent the circle, and italicize

all following text automatically.

All of these features make style

sheets ideal for such jobs as creating

a manual, where several writers

may be writing different chapters

that will eventually have a uniform

appearance. However, stylesheets

also make the creation of a short

newsletter a bit troublesome for be

ginners. Ventura makes it extra

tough because every paragraph must

have a style. If you want only one

line in the whole chapter to be cen

tered, too bad—you can't just center

a single line. Instead, because cen

tering is a paragraph attribute, you

must create a centered-line style

sheet for that sole occurrence.

Manuals Need Improvement

Curiously, the manuals accompany

ing this powerful program are thor

ough in some areas and frustrat-

ingly incomplete in others. The

training manual is more than 100

pages long and does a good job of

leading the user, step by step,

through typical work sessions, but

it leaves out some key concepts. It

doesn't cover several issues which

must be understood to create and

maintain large documents. It also

doesn't satisfactorily explain the

underlying concepts of desktop

publishing in general, as well as

many concepts unique to Ventura.

Unfortunately, the reference

manual doesn't elucidate these top

ics (more on this later). On the oth

er hand, it does a spectacular job

explaining the use of software-

based fonts for laser printers, and

how to connect your printer—even

to the point of showing you how to

make a cable.

Here's an example of one short

coming in the documentation that

was revealed during actual use.

Ventura Publisher views all elements

(whether text- or graphics-oriented)

in terms of frames. Briefly, a frame is

a rectangle that contains the ele

ment. When you want to add an

image to a document, you create a

frame by drawing it on the screen,

making it the size you want, then

loading the image into it. If you're

putting together a newsletter, the

best approach is to put each article

into a frame (or several frames—text

flows naturally from one frame to

the next). A blank document is actu

ally a special kind of frame called

an underlying page, acting as a sort

of master frame.

The basic concept of frames is

explained quite well in the docu

mentation. However, when Ventura

was used to create a 150-page man

ual, it was discovered that many

characteristics of frames are not

well explained. For instance, a

frame stays where it is, no matter

what. This seems to make sense

until you decide to insert several

pages into a chapter. Since frames

stay put, an illustration that was

correctly positioned a moment ago



TtiE one STop shop
ORDERS ONLY

call toll free

1-800-CALL TRU
(1-800-225-5878)

ORDER STATUS, INFORMATION, R.AJs

CALL 1-313-595-0788

$569 Includes

MS-DOS!

BLC PC512/1100% IBM PC-
XT compatibility and 512 K

RAM. Includes 5'A" 360 KB

floppy disk drive, low profile

keyboard, high resolution

output (720x350 pixels),
Centronics parallel and RS232
printer ports, six expansion

slots. Includes abbreviated

MS-DOS.

DATA CASE SPECIAL

50 DS/DD DI5KETTES

PACKED IN A FLIP TOP

DATA CASE WITH

SLEEVES, LABELS 6

WRITE PROTECTS

All Just $24* 574

FREE CATALOG/

Panasonic Dot

KXP-10801 $179

KXP-10911 $219 (160 CPS)

Matrix Printer

(120 CPS) FREE STARTER KIT
• $50.00 value
• IBM-ST cable

• 200 pack paper

• Heavy duty metal
printer stand

• Vinyl dust cover

SUPER SPECIAL SEAGATE

PC-XT HARD DRIVE KIT

$049 %
Complete with

western Digital Controller

and Mounting Hardware

WITH ANY $10.00 PURCHASE-COMPLETE WITH PICTURES, DESCRIPTIONS

AND MORE. THOUSANDS OF ITEMS AT LOW. LOW PRICES!

1200 BAUD MODEM KIT

Access Bulletin Boards & Information Services

ALL JUST

• AVATEX 1200 HC

• PC-TALK SOFTWARE

• COMPUSERVE STARTER KIT

• RS-232 CABLE MF

• PHONE CORD

5T Disk Drive

Head Cleaners

$4.99

Boca Research

E.G.A. Card

$149

COLOR PAPER
BLUE, YELLOW, GREEN. PINK

WHITE. SALMONS GOLD

500 Sheets (Any Color)

201 LZCirt. 9,5x11 6.95

Rainbow Pack #1 (P-Y-B).... 6.95

Rainbow Pack n (Gr-S-Go) . 6.95

CONTINUOUS CARD STOCK

3x5 4.99

4x6 7.99

5x7 ... 9.99

CONTINUOUS LABELS

AudkiC»t«1a. White 9.99

Disk|2.75«2|250Whrle 4.99

Fila Folder (3V.x5/fl) 750 9.99

Mail (3V,x 15/16) 1000 6.99

CABLES.INTERFACES
AB Switch Boi Parallel

AB Switch Bat RS-232

AB-X Crossover Box Par

IBM STPrinier Cable 10'

IBM ST Printer Cable E"

Mkrosturfw

HS-232FF6' ....

HS-232MF10'

RS-23ZMF61

RS-232 MM 6'

39.95

39.95

49.95

9 95

6 95

59.95

9.95

12.95

9,95

9.95

DISKETTES
Bitlk3.5"SS0D

Bulk3.5"DS0D

Bulk 5.25" DSDD

BASF3.5-SSDD

BASF 3.5" DSDD

BASF 5.25" DSOD

BASF5.25"DSHD

Maxell 3 5" SS 00

Maiell 3 5" DS OD

MaieH5.25~SSD0

Maie!l5.25"0SDQ

Maxell 5.25"OS HO

Sony 3.5" SS DD

Sony 3.5" DSDD

Sony 5.25" SSDD

Sony 5.25" OS DO

Sony 5.2S" DSHD

3M 3.5" SSDD

3M 3.5"DSOD

3M5.25~SSD0

3M 5.25"DSOD

3M5.25"DSHD

.99

1.29

.39

13.95

19.95

9.95

19.95

14.95

22.95

1D.95

11.95

23.95

14.95

22.95

B.95

9.95

22.95

15.95

22.95

10.95

11.95

29.95

IBM HARDWARE
PC-XT

1200 Baud Internal Modem 119.00

20 Meg Seagate Kit 389.00

C.G.V.Card 59.95

Color Graphic Printer Card 75.95

Disk Orrve Card. 35.95

DSOD 1/2 H1.360K Drive 89.95

E.G.A. Card . 299.00

Game Controller Port 29.95

Hard Disk Conlroi 110.00

10 Plus II Card 75.95

Keyboard - AT Style 75.00

Keyboard-RTStyte 95.00

Keyboard-XTStyle 54.00

MainBcard-Turbo 149.00

Main Board 116.OD

Mon og ra p h ic s Ca rd 75.95

MultHunction Card lor PC-XT 75.95

MultilOCard SE.95

Printer Card 29.95

RS-232 Card 38.95

IBM SOFTWARE

DISK STORAGE

MISCELLANEOUS
ACCESSORIES

14" Twill -N -Tlfl

5.25" Disk Notcher

Amariy Printer Stand

Mouse Houm

Mouse Mat .."

Printer Stand 2-Ft.

Six Outlet Surge Strip

TAC-10IBM&APPLE

14.95

7.95

14.95

4.95

7.95

12.95

14.95

27.95

Disk OirectDry (3.5"|

Disk Fife 40-3.5"

Disk File 60-5.25"

Library Caie-3 (5.25")

Library Caw-5 (3.5") .

Pocket Pack [3.5")...

RIBBONS
Epson FX MX HX-BO

IBM Pro printer

Panasonic 1060 90i

Star Dkidala

XMMB01 Legend BMC ...

EMM 804

22.99

6.99

6.99

.99

.99

14.99

5.99

9.95

9.99

2.99

7.99

7.99

THOMSON MONITORS
4160 CGA Color 339.00

45DAMonochrome-132CLM 159.00

4350 EGA Dual Scan 469.00

4375M Uttrj Scan 629.00

TTLMonliof 119.00

2170. . 299.00

PRINTERS

Panasonic KX-P10a0i

Panasonic KX-P10911

Panasonic KX-P1092i

Panasonic KX-P159Z

Panasonic KX-P1595

Panasonic KX-P3151

Panasonic KX-P3131

199.00

259.OG

335.00

399.00

4B9.00

399.00

255.00

DUST COVERS
Gemini 10 . ... 6.95

IBM PC Keyboard E.95

IBM PC System 23.95

Panasonic 1080 90 91 6.95

Alternate BeaHty. City

Archofl

Balance ot Powsr

Black Cauldron ... .

Champion snip Lode Run nor

CtiassmastBr 2000.

Clip Art Vol. 1-Newsroom

Clip Art Vol. 2-Hewsroom

Clip Art Vol. 3-Hewsroom

Crosstalk

Ddase II

DQase III Pius . .

Dollars & Janso w/Foricasi

Donald Duck's Playground .

F-15 Strike Eagle

Flight Simulator

Galo

Graphics Library I oi II

I.S.Talk .,

Jet

Karaieka

King's OvmU. II or III . .

Lotus 1-2-3

Mark Williams C.,.

Mastertype

MathBnjstw

Mean 18

Newsroom

Pawn

Print Shop

Print Shop Companion . ..

Radio Ba ss ball

Sargon III...

Shanghai ,

Sidekick

Silent Service

Space Quest

Summer Games II

Symphony

Temple ol Apshal Trilogy

Ultima III

Winnio The Pooh. . .

Winter Gjmss

Wizardry Proving Grounds

Word Attack

Word Perfect

Hhrdstari 2000

World Games

Zork Trilogy

26.95

10.95

33.95

26.95

23.95

27.95

19.95

26.95

19.95

129.95

333.95

466.95

12D.95

19.95

23.95

33.95

26.95

23.95

39.95

33 95

23.95

33.95

333.95

333.95

26.95

33.95

26.95

40.95

29.95

40.95

33.95

27.95

26.95

29.95

43.95

23.95

33.95

26.95

466.95

26.95

39 95

16.95

26.95

40.95

33.95

330.95

396.95

26.95

46.95

No surcharge for MasterCard or Visa
All orders are cons I dared verbal contracts and adhere to all laws as set by the Federal Trade Commission. All order cancellations will be charged 5%. Ordering Information: Cradlt Card -

Have number, expiration date, shipping address and DAY phone number ready with order. Personal and company chacka: Call order In - you will receive an order numbBr. Send order

number and check to the P.O. Bon listed. Allow 14 Business Days lor check to clear. Monay Ordara: Call order In - you will receive an order number. Send number with money order to

P.O. Box listed. Shipping: Continental USA - All Ordars add 3V minimum S3.OO. HI. AK, Canada add 5%. minimum JS.OO. All other order areas add 15%, minimum S10.00. No C.O.D.'s over

1100.00. add an additional S3 00 shipping charge for C.O.D. All areas not serviced by U.P.S. will be shipped first class Insured mall. All shipping charges in excess ol the above items will be

added. All orders are shipped on a first come llrsl served basis and are usually shipped immediately. Please allow 2-3 weeks delivery time. All goods are new and include factory warranty.

All daractlvasmuathava a raturn authorization numbar. Please call {313)595-0788 to ob!ain an H.AJ or return will not be accepted. Prices and availability subject to change without notice.

All correspondence should be sent to P.O. Box 75 - Wayne. Ml 48184. "SATISFACTION REFUND - IS LESS SHIPPING & HANDLING - Call for Details.

Not responsible for typographical errors.



suddenly becomes irrelevant in its

current location.

The solution is to anchor the

image frame to the text frame so it

moves right along with the text in

which it's referenced. But anchored

frames don't automatically move

with the text. You have to issue an

explicit re-anchor frames command.

If you make extensive changes to a

document and print it without re-

anchoring the frames, images end

up scattered all over the document.

Anchors are an extremely pow

erful concept (PageMaker doesn't

have them at all), but they may be

useless to some people without a

better explanation. Nor is this an

isolated example: Another confus

ing area is the discussion on line

breaks, a critical aspect of style

sheets that gets little more coverage

than to refer the user to a picture of

the menu. On the whole, Ventura's

documentation is not for the timid

and should be better for the price.

No program is perfect, but ver

sion 1.1 of this extremely complex

piece of software is remarkably sta

ble. I fed it documents that were too

long, ran it with only marginally ac

ceptable amounts of memory, and

in general, tried to be a pain in the

neck. Much to its credit, Ventura al

ways responded with sensible error

messages. Its error-handling during

actual use was equally impressive.

If you do run into problems,

Xerox provides technical assistance

over the telephone. This assistance

is free to registered users, although

the call isn't toll-free. It's important

to register your copy of Ventura

Publisher because Xerox does indeed

keep track of serial numbers. The

technical-assistance line was tested

several times with some pretty

tough questions, and satisfactory an

swers were received each time.

Even with this help, be pre

pared to spend a lot of time learn

ing Ventura. If you've acquired

stylesheet experience with another

desktop-publishing program or a

word processor, you have a leg up

on those who haven't. But you'll

still need to experiment a lot, be

cause some things simply aren't

covered in the manual as well as

they should be. Finally, keep in

mind that Ventura is probably bet

ter suited for creating and main

taining large documents than for

printing out the occasional church

newsletter.

Acknowledging those caveats,

Ventura Publisher has no peer. No

competing package, for example,

can create an index for a 2000-page

document. No other package offers

its speed, multichapter dynamic

page-numbering, and automatic

generation of tables of contents, ta

ble and figure numbers, and indi

ces. This is all in addition to

standard desktop publishing fea

tures like page layout and onscreen

preview. In the hands of the right

user, Ventura Publisher is an incred

ibly powerful piece of software.

Ventura Publisher

Xerox

1301 Ridgeview Dr.

Lewisville, TX 75067

$895

Be the TRAIN Available for:

IBM PC, XT, AT& jr.
(Color Graphics Card Required)

TRAIN DISPATCHER

$25.00
TRACK BUILDER

$15.00
+ postage and handling

send to:

SIGNAL Computer Consultants

P.O. Box 18222. Dept. 15

Pittsburgh. PA 15236

(412)655-7727

Adapted for personal com

puters by designers of control

systems for major railroads, TRAIN DISPATCHER faithfully simulates

operations in a centralized traffic control office. In an accelerated 8

hour shift you must move trains in both directions through a 1 50 mile

territory-throwing switches and clearing signals to limit train delays.

Use TRACK BUILDER, to design your own territories for use with

the IBM PC version of the TRAIN DISPATCHER simulator. This al

lows you to simulate actual railroad territories and build an entire rail

road library.

Versions of TRAIN DISPATCHER are also available for Commodore,

Apple and Atari computers. Please inquire.

TO OUR CUSTOMERS: We appreciate the many complimentary

letters we have received and will be translating our other railroad

simulations to the IBM PC.

U S.A. 6 Canada add S2.50 postage and handling (S4 00 foreign) fo' each game ordered All

checks or money orders must be in U S A funds, all foreign payments musi be against U.S.A.

banks. PA residents add 6% stale sales lax Visa, Mastercard also accepted, show card number

expiration date and signature We guarantee and support our products.

You'll score
a grand slam

with Bridge 5.0

for the IBM.
Examine Artworx' unique line of software lor the IBM and all compalibles:

BRIDGE 5.0—our popular bridge playing program now has improved

bidding and play plus many new features and refinements including

auto-play and being able to request an opening hand. Only $29.95

CDMPUBRIDGE is our bridge tutorial. Learn to play bridge the easy way

with 10 text chapters and 8 random quizzes Only 524.95

INTERNATIONAL HOCKEY brings the excitement of the rink into your own

home. Complete with passing, fights and penalty shots! Only $29.95

MINIGOLF lets you relax with a fun game of miniature golf on any of

three challenging courses. Only $29.95

STRIP POKER is the classic computer program. Play against Suzi and

Melissa; the more you win. the more they take off Oily $39.95

LINKWORO LANGUAGES te! you learn a foreign language last! Available for

Spanish, French, German. Italian. Russian. Dutch. Greek and

Portuguese. All languages come wilh audio tape Only $29.95 each.

LIGHTNING LEARNING has 9 sections that provide techniques to belter

understand and improve your memory. Only $29.95

Artworx Software Co. !x. 1844 Ptnfielfl Road. Pwfidd. NY M526 (716| 3B5-6C0 I8COB2&&73



PC-Desk
Buddy Cooper

System requirements: IBM PC, XT,

AT, or compatible with at least 128K

of memory for stand-alone execution,

or 192K for memory-resident execu

tion. Autodial modem and printer

recommended.

Pop-up utility programs have been

showing up everywhere during the

past few years—thanks, largely, to

the instant popularity of Borland

International's Sidekick—and

they've been growing ever larger

and more sophisticated.

Software Studios' PC-Desk (not

to be confused with a shareware

disk called PC-Desk) is a huge pro

gram that includes an address

book, Rolodex card printer, auto

matic file and retrieve, a calendar/

reminder system, clock/alarm,

client-billing log, telephone-usage

log, autodialer, mail merge, DOS

functions, word processor, printing

calculator, label-and-envelope

printer, and file encryptor. If it

seems that PC-Desk includes every

thing you need to operate a small

office, you're not far from right.

This is a fairly complete piece of

software, suitable for a small busi

ness or the home.

If PC-Desk has a weak point,

it's not a lack of features. Rather,

it's the unusual way you must in

stall the program. You have a

choice of running PC-Desk as a

conventional application or as a

memory-resident program—except

it's not memory-resident in the

generally accepted sense. If your

computer has at least 192K of

RAM, PC-Desk divides the memory

into two partitions called Desk #1

and Desk #2. PC-Desk itself resides

in Desk #1, using 192K, while any

other program can be loaded into

the remaining memory of Desk #2.

You can switch back and forth be

tween PC-Desk in Desk #1 and

anything else in Desk #2 by press

ing the Alt-Esc key combination.

This arrangement is very

touchy, however. I found that if

you exit PC-Desk, you can't reenter

it without rebooting the whole sys

tem. If you try to reenter PC-Desk

with the partitioning command PC-

DESK, or try to run it as a nonresi

dent program with the regular

command DESK, you get an error

message that reads, Switchola al

ready loaded, type Alt-Esc to switch

consoles—but it doesn't work. Dur

ing one attempt, my printer inexpli

cably began grinding out copy after

copy of the main menu screen.

Typing Ctrl-C and making other at

tempts to break in had no effect.

In other ways, PC-Desk is more

sturdy than advertised. For example,

while the manual admonishes you

not to use PC-Desk in concert with

any other (truly) memory-resident

programs, I ran Sidekick in Desk #2

and it worked fine. I managed to re

vise a letter, exit Sidekick, and print

the letter with PC-Desk in Desk #1

without problems.

Built-in Reminders

Let's take a look at the numerous

functions that PC-Desk has to offer,

starting with the address database.

In addition to the usual func

tions expected in an address book,

PC-Desk has several features to

help you generate special mailings

or keep track of important events.

If you're using the address book to

build a client list, for instance, you

could send welcome letters to all

clients entered on a certain day.

Entries can be coded to record

birthdays, anniversaries, call-back

dates, and the like, so that when

you run PC-Desk on that date, the

program automatically displays a

reminder screen with a calendar, a

things-to-do list, and that day's

special events.

Entering names and addresses

requires nothing more than filling

in the blanks on a preformatted

screen. While the screen is fairly

well thought-out, there are no sep

arate fields for middle names, titles

or degrees (M.D., Jr., Ill, and so

on). Middle initials must be includ

ed with first names, and presum

ably, other necessary abbreviations

must be tacked onto last names.

Oddly, there isn't a separate field

Above: Picking a function from the PC-

Desk main menu, Below: Entering a

record into the database.

dth fcsifc.1 htsitat IflfpkmcHHlHJ

SrMu.1 Sliiiis, Ik.

ttml nit hmtek, fritt IN

tauaiilr, Illfilll

.. 3 aniM noawMiK i k-ki t«nut

for the state, either. States are in

cluded with cities. The incomple-

tion of the name field is not as

bothersome as the lack of a state

field; many people sort their ad

dresses by state.

The manual indicates that PC-

Desk is designed for "about 200 full

records with data in each field."

That might seem like a small num

ber of records for a database, but

you can maintain multiple files and,

while it's not specifically stated, the

implication is clear that each file

may contain up to 200 full records.

You might keep one file for friends,

one for clients, one for vendors, one

for tenants in a particular apartment

building, and so forth.

You can search a database by

the person's name, the name of the

person's company, or the record

number. The manual indicates that

record numbers change as entries

, are deleted, although that didn't

seem to happen when I deleted en

tries. When searching by names or

company names, it's not necessary

to enter the full name. Of course,

the more letters you enter, the

more accurate the search will be.
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Also, the search is not case-sensi

tive—it's not necessary to enter up

percase and lowercase letters

exactly as they appear in the field

(for example, a search for Smith

would find SMITH).

You can sort a database by any

field or combination of fields. You

can even use the sort function to

locate a particular record if you

know only part of the information

you need. Let's say, for instance,

you have a client nicknamed Buddy

who lives in Atlantic Beach, North

Carolina, but you can't remember

his real name or the name of his

company. You could possibly find

the record by sorting the database

according to the salutation you use

when writing letters (Buddy) or the

city and state (Atlantic Beach,

North Carolina).

One minor inconvenience is

that the results of a sort aren't dis

played automatically. The program

returns you to the main menu,

where you must select the display

option to view the sorted

information.

Easy Word Processing

Why do you need to sort your

database of names and addresses in

the first place? So you can send let

ters to your friends or invoices to

your clients. Enter the word

processor.

PC-Desk claims its word proces

sor is "full featured." It's not, of

course, but it is remarkably well-ap

pointed. It's also easy enough for a

beginner to use. Merely by pressing

a function key or Alt-function key

combination, you can move to the

top or bottom of a document; insert

or delete a line; load, save, or print

a file; set or clear margins, tabs, and

paragraph indentions; reform a

paragraph; center text; force a page

break; search for strings; mark text

for moving, copying, or deleting;

delete or merge files; and encrypt or

decrypt files for security purposes.

The Home key moves the cur

sor to the beginning of a line, the

End key moves it to the end of a

line, and the PgUp and PgDn keys

scroll the document up and down

the screen. The Esc key exits the

word processor.

If you need to tote up some

quick figures, the PC-Desk calculator

is available from within the word

processor. Another interesting fea

ture makes it easy to generate cus

tomized form letters. There are 16

two-letter variables which can be

embedded in the body of a letter to

extract information from a database

record and insert it at that point in

the text. That way, personalized let

ters can be sent to various members

of a subset of a searched or sorted

database. These variables include

names, company names, addresses,

notes, salutations (or familiar greet

ings), and the current date.

A real weakness, however, is

that the program does not adjust

the length of a line or wrap words

to the next line when replacing

these variables with the infor

mation from the database record.

The result can sometimes be rag

ged-looking lines of text within

your document. To get around this,

you can resort to tricks like embed

ding a variable on the last (short)

line of a paragraph. Otherwise, the

uneven line lengths will give away

that the document was created as a

form letter.

Printing Functions

After you've written a letter, PC-

Desk can print a single copy for an

individual or multiple copies for

groups of people, sorted by any

combination of fields in the data

base. PC-Desk also prints a nice-

looking envelope with a return

address. For less personalized

work, PC-Desk can print peel-and-

stick labels with addresses or return

addresses.

Simple commands let you

specify boldface and underlining,

but the symbols required for these

commands leave blank spaces that

separate the emphasized word(s)

from the surrounding text. This

looks unprofessional and makes it

impossible to use certain punctua

tion correctly.

There are other limitations as

well. PC-Desk always prints a colon

after the salutation in a letter,

which is more suited to business

letters than personal letters. There

is no left tab, and at least once,

while wrapping words to the next

line, PC-Desk moved the indention

of the first line of a paragraph one

space to the right.

For some reason, PC-Desk

wouldn't center the name in the

letterhead during my testing. All

other lines of the letterhead were

centered correctly, but the name

had to be centered by inserting

blank spaces. There may have been

some misunderstanding between

PC-Desk and my printer, but the

program was tested with an Oki-

data Microline 192 with factory-

installed IBM ROM chips, which

should have been completely

compatible.

Another problem encountered

when using the print functions was

that some screens weren't entirely

cleared before a new screen was

displayed. For instance, before print

ing envelopes, the program asks

whether continuous-form envelopes

or single envelopes are being used.

When you enter your choice, the

screen is not erased; the instruction

to begin printing appears on the

same screen. Fortunately, it doesn't

obscure the prompt.

You don't have to use the PC-

Desk word processor to write a let

ter to be printed with PC-Desk; you

can use your favorite word proces

sor if you prefer. For a test, I wrote

a letter with WordPerfect and saved

it as an ASCII text file, and I also

wrote a letter with Sidekick. Both

letters included variables for insert

ing record information, and PC-

Desk printed both letters perfectly.

Automatic Phone-Dialing

PC-Desk includes an automatic dial

er which will call any phone num

ber retrieved from a database

(assuming you have an autodial

modem, of course). It's quick, easy,

and accurate. It dials the area code

if one is included, so local numbers

in your records should omit the

area code.

If you want, you can print a

copy of your phone directory in

two different formats. One format

is designed to fit a little black plas-
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Great New Books

for the IBM PC and Compatibles

With these outstanding new books for

your IBM PC or PC compatible, you'll get

much more entertainment, efficiency,

and value from your MS-DOS machine.

There are games to entertain both kids

and adults, timesaving utilities, and easy-

to-use yet complete reference guides to

using some of the most popular commer-

ciai applications available. And all the

books are carefully written in COMPUTEI's

clear, concise style.

COMPUTEI's Games for ihe IBM PC and Compatibles

Brian Flynn $15.95

Twenty thought-provoking, entertaining games for all IBM PC and PC-compatible

computers. Ranging in difficulty and skill level, there's a game here for every

member of the family. The collection includes puzzles such as "Elementary, Watson"

and "Hi-Q"; more difficult one-player games such as "Cat and Mouse" and "Soli

taire Checkers"; and "Fox and Geese" and "Witches' Sally," two-player games in

which your opponent can be either another person or the computer. Every game is

written in BASIC, making it easy to see how each was developed as we!! as how

each plays. There is also a disk available for $12.95 which includes the programs in

the book (1102BDSK). A COMPUTE! Library Selection. ISBN 0-87455-110-2

Making Dollars and Cents with Dollars and Sense

Gia Rozells and James Bartimo $18.95

Take charge of your money with this guide to Monogram's Dollars and Sense, the

bestselfing personal and business financial-management program for the IBM PC

and the Apple Macintosh. Making Dollars and Cents with Dollars and Sense takes

you past the manual to fully exploit this powerful, versatile software. Graph income

and expense, analyze cash flow, and see your real financial picture so you can

make more informed decisions. A COMPUTE! Library Selection. ISBN 0-87455-101-3

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide to dBase III Plus

Chuck Doherty $10.95

Ashton-Tate has sold more than a million copies of dBase, and COMPUTEI's Quick

and Easy Guide to dBase III Plus is the perfect complement to help you tap the far-

reaching potential of this database management program. This is not a manual for

dBase: rather, it's a guide that makes getting started with dBase easy and locating

specific information painless. For all users of dBase /// Plus on the IBM PC, PC XT, PC

AT, or compatible computer. ISBN 0-87455-107-2

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide to WordPerfect

Patricia Farrell $10.95
Assisted by COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide to WordPerfect, you'll be able to

write, edit, format, and print with WordPerfect immediately. Organized so that you

can quickly begin to use this impressive word processor for the IBM and compatibles,

the book covers ail the basics and many of the software's advanced features. Read

what you need and then start to work with WordPerfect. Learn how to enter, edit,

shift, and print text, Use the more advanced techniques when you're ready. Here's

how to prepare a complete report, set text columns, merge information to create

form letters, create special forms, and much more. ISBN 0-87455-011-4
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COMPUTED Quick and Easy Guide to

Using MS-DOS

Bonnie Derman and Strawberry

Software $12.95

Whether you're an experienced MS-DOS user

or just starting out, this book is your easy-to-

use reference to this full-featured operating

system. No longer do you need to wade

through complicated books to find just the

right DOS command. COMPUTEI's Quick and

Easy Guide to Using MS-DOS puts the infor

mation right at your fingertips. With two in

dices and an expanded table of contents,

simply look up the task you want to accom

plish or the DOS command you need—and

you'll find exactly how to proceed,

ISBN 0-87455-105-6

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide to

Learning Lotus 1-2-3

DougWoif $12.95

Here's the perfect resource for the novice

user of 1-2-3. The book assumes no previous

computer experience whatsoever. In fact,

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide to Learn

ing Lotus 1-2-3 covers everything from build

ing a spreadsheet model, setting up a

database, and using 1-2-3 for word process

ing, to creating graphs and powerful macros.

Also included are discussions on starting Lotus

1-2-3 and selecting add-on software to en

hance the program.

ISBN 0-87455-106-4

You'll find COMPUTE! books a! your local book or computer store. Or to order direct, call toll free 1-800-346-6767
(in NY 212-887-8525) or write COMPUTE! Books, Customer Service, P.O. Box 5038, F.D.R. Station, New York, NY 10150. Please
include $2.0D per book shipping and handling for U.S. and surface mail: or $5.00 for airmail. NC residents add 5 percent sales
tax and NY residents add 8.25 percent sales tax. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
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Hill International Book Company.



tic folder that comes with the pro

gram, making a personal phone

directory that holds about 12

names per page. However, multiple

pages require you to cut, tape, and

staple the pages together.

The smaller phone directory

format prints just the name and

telephone number, alphabetized

with neat headings for easy refer

ence. You can also sort and print

by company names. Both printed

phone directories look good.

On The Timeclock

PC-Desk has a timekeeper function

that may be useful to those who

charge by the hour or to those

who, for some other reason, need

to keep track of time spent on a

project. It's fairly straightforward

and easy to operate. One strength

is that it draws its default log-in

and log-out times from the system

clock, so you can log in on a pro

ject, exit PC-Desk, run another pro

gram to do the work, then return to

PC-Desk and log out—and the time

keeper keeps the time all the while.

The timekeeper is not without

its drawbacks, however. It doesn't

distinguish between days, so work

started one afternoon and contin

ued the next morning does not reg

ister. When printing the time log,

which is very thorough, there is no

page eject at the end, so you must

manually eject the page from the

printer. It tracks only one function

at a time, so logging in a second

function terminates the timing of

the first function without a log-out

time. To get around this, you'd

have to log off from the first func

tion before logging in the second

function. Also, it's not possible to

have two clocks running at the

same time, even with memory par

titioning. Nevertheless, what the

timekeeper does, it does well.

PC-Desk's handy four-function

calculator has a memory, an adjust

able decimal point to nine places,

and a printing feature. It works

more like a printing calculator than

a regular calculator. For instance, it

doesn't add, subtract, divide, or

multiply when you press the corre

sponding keys; it requires you to

press the enter key after each step.

For programmers, the calculator can

display results in hexadecimal (base

16), octal (base 8), or binary (base 2).

The PC-Desk calendar/sche

duler allows you to enter general

things-to-do items for a month at a

time, as well as specific time-and-

date appointments. When running

PC-Desk for the first time on a giv

en date, PC-Desk displays the cal

endar, the to-do list, and any

appointments which may be sched

uled for that day. You can also

print the appointment calendar and

to-do list.

MultiMate
Advantage II
Mike Oppenheim

System requirements: IBM PC, XT,

AT, PS/2, or compatible with at least

384K of memory, DOS 2.0 or higher

(for Mi-inch disk drives) or DOS 3.3

(for 3Vi-inch drives), and a printer..

Printer Mysteries

A few inconsistencies were noted

when using PC-Desk's printer func

tions. Certain screens would look

different when called up a second

time, apparently dependent on how

the screen was entered. For ex

ample, sometimes there were bor

ders around the print menus, and

sometimes not. When printing let

terheads, sometimes the alignment

of the name and the letterhead

would vary between two consecu

tive letters. And occasionally, the

program miscounted the number of

lines on a page and ejected the pa

per with an extra linefeed or a

missing linefeed. Although these

flaws don't otherwise seem to affect

the operation of the program, it

tends to make the user uneasy.

Despite these quirks, PC-Desk

is a handy, easy to use program

that should appeal, especially, to

less-experienced users. It would be

an ideal program for a manufactur

er to bundle with a computer, be

cause a first-time user can have it

up and running with no effort. It's

entirely adequate for use in the

home, a small business, or an office

where one computer does all the

work. More experienced users,

however, will probably outgrow

PC-Desk and seek out more com

plete, powerful programs.

PC-Desk

Software Studios

8516 Sugarbush, Suite 104

Annandale, VA 22003
$79
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It was a different world in 1983.

IBM and WordStar dominated their

respective markets. The sum of

$3,200 bought an IBM PC with two

floppy drives and 128K of RAM—a

price that seemed reasonable. And

WordStar was the leading word pro

cessor, thanks partly to momentum

acquired when CP/M was king.

That's why I was surprised

when an aggressive ComputerLand

salesman told me that WordStar was

passe. Sophisticated writers pre

ferred the new MultiMate, he insist

ed. He listed its advantages:

commands tailored for the IBM, ad

vanced features, WYSIWYG (what

you see is what you get—which

really means that underlines are dis

played on the screen), three free up

dates, and free telephone support.

I bought it, and I liked it. As

promised, the updates arrived gra

tis—each with a thicker manual

and more disks. Despite spending

interminable time on hold, the tele

phone support was superb. In

1984, MultiMate outsold all other

word processors.

One year later, MultiMate was

being challenged; other programs
were selling briskly.

By 1986, MultiMate was clearly

fading. WordPerfect captured first
place, a position earned with its

many features, imaginative design,

and—almost unique today—unlim
ited free support (MultiMate

dropped this a few years ago).

Gaining rapidly was Microsoft

Word—slow but with unmatched

high-tech features. IBM loyalists

pushed DisplayWrite into competi

tion. PFS-.WR1TE, easy but limited,

was transformed into PFS:Profes-

sional-WRITE, still easy but now

fairly sophisticated. XyWrite was

well behind in numbers, but then



Maserati does not outsell Toyota;

few programs can match XyWrite's

editing speed and power.

MultiMate was showing its age.

It lacked split screens and unerase.

Most annoying of all was that it

stuck stubbornly to page orienta

tion—and a very slow orientation

at that. Moving to another page re

quired seven seconds. Any editing

function not involving the current

page took a long time. Using the

spelling checker was excruciating,

although a hard disk made things

tolerable.

Now we have MultiMate Ad

vantage II, and with it, a shift in

philosophy. It's now document-

oriented—sort of—with page orien

tation an option. Other additions

improve speed and flexibility. In

the competition for sheer size and

number of features, MultiMate is al

ways one of the front runners. For

zippiness of operation, it's well to

the rear, although this version

makes some improvements.

MultiMate Advantage II is not

quite a major update. Some new

features, such as pull-down menus,

may be considered more trendy

than useful. Other new features

really are useful: DOS access from

within a document, autohyphena-

tion, conditional merging (you can

now print out only part of a list, if

you wish), and the ability to in

clude printable or nonprintable

comments within a document. Doc

ument orientation is a big addition,

but there's less there than meets

the eye.

A Library Of Manuals

As befits such a jumbo program, the

MultiMate Advantage II package

consists of a large, nine-pound case

containing three thick spiral-bound

manuals plus five thinner book

lets—all for instruction or reference.

Four years ago, MultiMate came

with three disks. MultiMate Advan

tage II contains eleven 5'A-inch

disks or six 3V2-inch microfloppies.

The disks aren't copy-protected.

Also included are stick-on key la

bels, quick-reference cards for both

MultiMate and On-File (a simple

database that comes with the word

processor), templates for both tradi

tional and enhanced PC keyboards,

and ten write-protect tabs.

A tutorial disk runs through

basic editing and printing com

mands, Aimed at the rank begin

ner, the lessons take less than an

hour. They are repeated in one of

the booklets, which goes on to oth

er features. Another booklet ex

plains more sophisticated

applications. A large spiral manual

covers advanced topics. No matter

what your level of experience, one

of the references will get you start

ed quickly. With a sensible com

mand structure, elaborate help

screens, and well-organized man

uals, MultiMate has always been

easy to learn.

Although MultiMate offers

menus of its many options, you can

bypass the common ones with

commands. After you run the pro

gram, the first menu lists the usual

choices (Edit, Create, Print, Utili

ties, and so on). Typing the name

of a document after booting takes

you directly into that document.

MultiMate lets you enter up to

20 characters to name a file, but

you'll only see the full number of

characters within your document—

where you don't need them. Disk

directories show the usual 8 charac

ters. Since MultiMate only recog

nizes files with .DOC as an

extension, you can't use those three

extra letters to jog your memory.

However, the document sum

mary screens are a useful compen

sation. Each file begins with a full

screen where you can fill in the

name, author, addressee, a half

dozen index words, and a four-line

summary. The program itself dis

plays other information: creation

date, date of last session, number

of keystrokes, and editing time.

The document summary

screens are not much use while

working on a file, but it pays to fill

them out. Later, you can display or

print the screens, find any docu

ment by searching the screens for

any combination of the above data,

or group the screens in a separate

file to manage a crowded hard disk.

Uncluttered Editing Screen

The editing screen is simple and

uncluttered. Your document occu

pies 23 lines under a single status

line listing the document name,

page number, and cursor position.

The top of each page displays

a format ruler. Pressing F9 throws

the cursor onto the ruler to set

spacing: single- to triple-spacing in

half-line increments, but you can

also set zero- and quarter-spacing.

You can set tabs and line length—

up to 156 characters. Pressing F9

again returns you to the text. Shift-

F9 inserts the ruler at the cursor, so

you can easily change formats

within a document. The text obeys

only the last format line.

Pressing F2 begins a new page.

If you've chosen page orientation,

the screen blanks out and the status

line reports your location in the

document. In document orientation,

your text remains onscreen and a

format ruler appears below the text.

To scroll through a document,

you can press the PgUp or PgDn

keys, or you can press Fl (Go To...)

followed by a page number. Cursor

movement is almost instantaneous

within a page, but there are several

seconds of hesitation when crossing

a page boundary. Since this occurs in

both orientations, the only advantage

of document orientation is that your

previous page remains on the screen.

In fact, MultiMate Advantage II

is still page-oriented. After you en

ter 6144 characters (about 80 lines)

on a page, it freezes and complains

until you go on to another page.

While this provides security—docu

ments are automatically saved

when a page boundary is crossed—

those who are accustomed to other

word processors may find it slow.

Easy Keystroke Commands

Writing and editing commands are

straightforward. Most require one

keystroke, and sometimes two, but

never more. While many word pro

cessors ignore the IBM keyboard la

bels, MultiMate takes them literally.

The Home key moves the cursor to

the upper-left corner of the screen,

and the End key to the lower right.
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PgUp and PgDn shift the screen 18

lines up or down. Other cursor

movements are equally sensible.

New in this version is a simple com

mand (Shift+ , Shift — ) to change the

cursor speed. Pressing Shift+ half a

dozen times will speed it beyond

any conceivable need.

The minus (—) key deletes the

character at the cursor, and the plus

( + ) key inserts a space—an excel

lent shortcut for minor deletions

and insertions. In early versions of

MultiMate, the Ins (Insert) key

moved everything following the

cursor off the page except the near

est 33 characters, which peeked at

you from the lower-right corner of

the screen to remind you what

came next. After inserting text,

pressing Ins again restored the hid

den copy. This caused complaints,

so recent versions let you choose

between the above "drop-down"

insertion method and the more

common "push" insertion. If you

find it disorienting to watch your

copy wiggle wildly across the

screen as you type, you still have

the drop-down alternative.

To delete, copy, or move text,

you use the traditional cut-and-

paste technique. You press the ap

propriate command key (Del, F8, or

F7, respectively), highlight the text

by moving the cursor, and then

press the command key again. To

copy or move the text, you reposi

tion the cursor and press the com

mand key a third time.

Any cursor movement will do

for highlighting. You can also enter

a character to tell MultiMate to

highlight everything up to that

character. For example, if you press

the A key, MultiMate highlights all

text up to the first A it finds. Press

ing the space bar highlights to the

first blank—good for deleting a

word. To delete three words, you

can quickly hit Delete, space, space,

space, Delete. This is a useful,

imaginative feature.

An external copy command

works the same way, enabling you

to bring in text from another docu

ment. But it's not as powerful as split

screens—surprising in a program

struggling to remain competitive.
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A Great Spelling Checker

MultiMate allows you to search and

replace almost anything, including

format lines, up to 49 characters

long. Simple commands permit you

to ignore case, to pause at each oc

currence, and—a new option in this

version—to search backwards. You

still can't use wildcards, though.

Pressing the Esc key before ex

ecuting a command cancels the

command. Afterwards, you can re

store any accidentally deleted text

by pressing the asterisk (*) key—

another new feature. To reclaim an

entire file, there's a document-

recovery utility.

MultiMate was one of the first

programs to include a spelling

checker, and it's been refined

through the years until it's one of

the best. Simple commands enable

you to check part or all of a docu

ment. You can create several cus

tom dictionaries for various

purposes, although you can use

only one at a time. Editing a cus

tom dictionary is easy, or you can

simply add or delete words from

the dictionary as you go. This ver

sion seems faster than the previous

one, but it's still no match for

RAM-resident spellers. It takes

about 20 seconds to check one

screen.

The thesaurus, containing

470,000 synonyms, is ingenious

and sometimes useful. Alt-T brings

up a window containing your word

and a list of synonyms. Typing the

number of the synonym inserts it

into your document, and simple

keystrokes enable you to browse

through alternative meanings.

Use Any Printer

Features and printer support have

always been a MultiMate strong

point. This version supports more

than 400 printers (including my an

cient Brother HR-1, discontinued

four years ago). There's also a ge

neric entry that supports basic fea

tures of virtually any printer.

While copying the Hewlett-

Packard LaserJet printer tables to

my hard disk using a wildcard, the

drive chugged away for so long
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Before: A new feature of MultiMate

Advantage II is the preview function,

which lets you see how a document will

look when printed. Notice the formatting

codes embedded in the text.

After: With the formatting codes removed,

the document appears onscreen as it will

on paper.

that I feared it was malfunctioning.

It wasn't; it was simply copying six

printer action tables and 46 charac

ter-width translation tables.

Pressing Alt-3 while working

on a document brings up a formi

dable document printing screen

with dozens of user-definable print

conditions, such as margin settings,

justification, page lengths, header

and footer numbering, and so on. If

you don't want to exit your file, a

hot-print command (Ctrl-PrtSc)

prints the current page.

Another powerful feature of

MultiMate is its key procedures, or

macros. You can save a series of

keystrokes and then execute them

with a single command. For ex

ample, I've set up my copy of Multi-

Mate so that when I hit Ctrl-F8

(display a key procedure), N (its

name), and F10 (execute), the pro

gram types three carriage returns,

my name, address, and phone num

ber—all centered—followed by two

carriage returns and a tab. That takes

me from the title of an article to the

beginning of my copy.



Even better, you can pause dur

ing a key procedure to enter text.

This enables you to create templates

for forms and memos and then

quickly fill them in without tediously

repeating headings, salutations, data,

lines, and boxes.

The library function allows you

to store frequently used blocks of

text (boilerplates) and then insert

them as you write. Each block can

include up to 150 lines.

Charts, Sections, Footnotes

In addition to manipulating text,

MultiMate can also draw horizontal

and vertical lines, double lines,

boxes, and horizontal and vertical

bars. This feature may be all you

need to create graphs, charts, and

tables. However, your printer must

support the IBM Extended Charac

ter Set. Most don't; there's a list of

printers supporting this character

set in the reference manual.

A section-numbering feature

produces an outline or a table of

contents. By using this as you

write, you can create a table of con

tents as a separate document which

you can then edit or print.

The footnote command pro

duces a blank screen with its own

format line. After entering up to a

page of text, you save the footnote

as a separate file. This is a flexible

feature. It's easy to call up foot

notes for editing; repagination

won't scramble the footnotes; and

you can print them at the bottom

of a page or as endnotes. This ver

sion of MultiMate also increases the

maximum number of footnotes

from 128 to 250 and allows 6K

rather than eight lines per footnote.

Once written, the footnotes are in

visible until you print. However,

the new MultiMate contains a pre

view mode that allows you to in

spect any page exactly as it will

appear when printed.

With the appropriate printer

support, MultiMate can create alter

native keyboards for Romance and

Germanic languages, mathematics,

and graphics. You can now perform

six math functions both horizontal

ly and vertically (older versions

supported only addition and

subtraction).

The MultiMate instructions

claim you can use the column

mode to write plays and screen

plays, but the example is in an un

acceptable format, and neither of

the column modes supports an ac

ceptable one. Since a proper script

involves overlapping column for

mats, few word processors can do

this without some tricky maneuver

ing. With MultiMate, at least, you

can store one format as a key pro

cedure, turning it off and on with a

few keystrokes as needed.

A Clever Database

It's hard to imagine any word pro

cessor with more file conversion

options. The MultiMate utility disk

contains overlays for ASCII,

COMM, and DIF files. Two entire

disks are devoted to other conver

sions: Wang, DCA, Lotus 1-2-3, Just

Write, GSA, Honeywell, VCDIF,

FFT, and WordStar.

The two most recent updates

of MultiMate (3.5 and 3.6) did not

include On-File, a clever but limited

database manager offered in 1985

with the first MultiMate Advan

tage—a deluxe version of Multi-

Mate that included several other

extra features. On-File was then

sold separately for $149, but now

it's back with MultiMate Advantage

II, described as an integrated mail

ing list and information manager.

While no match for dBase III, it's

surprisingly versatile.

On-File is an index-card filing

system. Except for menus, the

screen always displays a rectangu

lar box which you treat as a 3 X 5

card. You can work with a blank

card or create a template that ap

pears automatically to guide data

entry. A keystroke "flips" the card

to permit writing on the back. You

can edit, view, select, print, cross-

reference, or sort by subject, by

date, and by the half dozen index

words you choose when filling out

the card. You may also sort by

color—literally, if you have a color

system, but cards are labeled by

color on monochrome systems, too.

One thing On-File won't do is

calculate.

A "card box" may contain as

many as 600 cards on a floppy or

7500 on a hard disk—and they can

be shuffled and subdivided into

any number of "decks." When

printing, the program offers many

extremely helpful options. For ex

ample, when printing mailing la

bels, you can print a test pattern

and then make subtle adjustments

on the screen to align margins

without moving the paper.

Naturally, you can convert a

card file into a word-processing

document and vice versa, and also

use the merge feature to combine

cards with a document for person

alized letters. On-File is an imagi

native program, easy to learn,

powerful enough for any list or ad

dress file, and adequate for simpler

personnel or accounting records.

No More Free Support

If you own an earlier copy of Multi-

Mate, updating to MultiMate Advan

tage II costs $100. But gone is the

toll-free help line and unlimited free

support. New users get 90 days. Af

terwards, it's $50-$150 a year.

There is also a monthly news

letter. It contains a few genuinely

helpful tips, but it's no longer free,

either. It costs $18 per year—$12 if

you pay for the telephone support.

With all of its improvements,

MultiMate Advantage II is a decent,

meat-and-potatoes business pro

gram. Although it's rather slow, it's

easy to learn and use, and full of

features useful in correspondence,

reports, record-keeping, and simple

desktop publishing. It would be nice

if MultiMate were faster, genuinely

document-oriented, and had split

screens, but these are not crippling

defects. Future versions will proba

bly correct them. As a first word

processor, it's a good choice, but it

still faces tough competition from

WordPerfect, XyWrite, and others.

MultiMate Advantage II

Ashtoti-Tate

20101 Hamilton Ave.

Torrance, CA 90502

$565 (5Vt-inch disks)

S595 {5*k-mch and Vhrinch disks)
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Chuck Yeager's

Advanced Flight Simulator

Keith Ferrell, Features Editor

System requirements: IBM PC, XT,

AT, or compatible with at least 256K

of RAM, DOS 2.0 or higher, and a

color/graphics adapter, an enhanced

graphics adapter, or equivalent

hardware.

This is perhaps the first "celebrity"

flight simulator, but the program

has much more going for it than

Chuck Yeager's name. In fact,

Chuck Yeager's Advanced Flight Sim

ulator is in many ways the most so

phisticated of the flight simulation

programs I've seen. Yeager's partic

ipation in the project extends be

yond simple endorsement: From

the detailed instruction manual

peppered with his comments, to

the look and feel of the simulation

itself, this program is obviously in

formed by the experiences and in

stincts of someone who's done just

about everything that can be done

with airplanes.

Certainly it offers the largest se

lection of airplanes of any flight sim

ulator. The disk offers a choice of 14

separate aircraft, ranging from World

War I biplanes, to sturdy Cessna and

Cherokee private aircraft, to super

sonic jets, both real and speculative.

Each aircraft has its own features,

challenges, and dangers. The variety

of aircraft is a marvelous idea, and

it's fun simply to look at the differ

ent planes' capabilities.

Each plane, though, must be

flown, and it is the quality of the

simulation, and such features as

formation flying, airplane racing,

and aerobatics that earn the pro

gram its designation as "ad

vanced." With Yeager as teacher,

coach, and drillmaster, even jaded

computer pilots will find them

selves pushing the envelope of

their skills.

Novices Not Forgotten

Electronic Arts has not neglected

the beginning flyer, however. A

lengthy appendix to the manual ad-
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dresses basic principles of flight

and airplane control, with clearly

written instructions and easy to un

derstand diagrams showing how

airplanes function in various situa

tions. Yeager's italicized comments

throughout the manual provide a

voice of experience whose advice

can help you through some tricky

situations.

The manual's tutorial is comple

mented by on-screen demonstrations

and instructions. Step by step, the

program and the manual walk the

beginner through the elements of

preflight checklists and taxiing from

the hangar, and the rudiments of

takeoff and remaining airborne once

the ground is left behind.

Chuck Yeager's Advanced Flight

Simulator can be flown with the

keyboard, a joystick, or a mouse.

It's not for the faint-hearted in any

mode, but I found keyboard control

to be the most sensitive.

Training Flights

It might be wise for those new to

flight simulators to select the pro

gram's observation mode. In that

mode, you can sit back and watch a

Cessna being put through the paces

of takeoff, ascent, descent, recovery

from stall, and landing.

Observation can't take the

place of the real thing, but Chuck

Yeager's Advanced Flight Simulator

offers still another learning option

for those not yet ready to solo. In

demo mode, both the player's and

the instructor's moves are present

ed on the screen, It's up to you to

match the instructor's control of the

aircraft, a challenge that sounds

much easier than it really is.

I especially liked the flight-

recorder option which is accessed,

like all of the program's features,

by way of a pull-down menu. With

the flight recorder on, you can go

back and review your maneuvers to

find areas of improvement.

On To The Airplanes

When you're ready for a test flight,

a pull-down menu lets you choose

from aircraft which span virtually

the entire history of manned flight.

• Avion Spad XIII combat biplane,

ca. 1917

• Sopwith Camel combat biplane,

ca. 1917

• P-51 Mustang, fighter, World War

II

• Supermarine Spitfire, fighter,

World War II

• Douglas X-3 Stiletto, experimen

tal rocket plane, ca. 1953

• Bell X-l, experimental rocket

plane, 1940s-1950s

• Piper Cherokee, private plane

• Cessna 172 Skyhawk, private

plane, ca. 1955 (and still flying...)

• General Dynamics F-16 Fighting

Falcon, supersonic jetfighter, 1980;

• McDonnell Douglas F-18 Hornet,

supersonic jetfighter, 1980s

• Lockheed SR-71, supersonic re-

conaissance jet, 1960s-1980s

• Hilleman Ltd. XRH-4 MadDog,

experimental subsonic jet

■ Lerner Aeronautics XNL-16 Insti

gator, experimental jet

• Grace Industries XPG-12 Samu

rai, experimental jet

A section at the front of the

manual provides specifications for

each aircraft. This information—

which can play a part in the suc

cess or failure of your own test

flights—includes the plane's maxi

mum speed and its service ceiling,

above which only the bravest or

most foolhardy of pilots will push

their craft.

Contact

Once the basics of flight are mas

tered in the Cessna—a good plane

to learn in—it's exciting to attempt

to transfer those skills to other craft.

Taking off in an SR-71, for instance,

is a vastly different experience than

taking off in a propeller plane, and

getting airborne in one of the rocket

planes can test your skill, nerves,

and patience all at once.

Airborne, you can explore the

simulation's universe, a 250-kilo-



meter square. This is not a scenic

simulation based on real-world ter

rain. Rather, the emphasis is on

providing you with a feel for han

dling each aircraft in a variety of

flight situations. Scattered about

the square are three airports and a

variety of geometric shapes that

serve as obstacle courses and points

of reference.

Pull-down menus—accessed

by tapping the spacebar—let you

change options quickly. The touch

of a key can put you at a different

location (including the obstacle

courses), lined up for landing,

cruising at 10,000 feet, or 40 miles

from your present position.

Other menus give you the

chance to shift your point of view

from the straight-ahead cockpit/in

strument panel that's the default to

side and rear views, the view from

the airport, the tower, or a chase

plane, There's even a satellite view

of your plane and its position as

seen from space. Another menu lets

you magnify your screen view up

to 256 times.

Instrumentation

Cockpit instrumentation is thor

ough and believable. Readable

gauges indicate heading, airspeed,

altitude, vertical speed (whether

you're climbing or descending), and

power. A graphic attitude indicator

shows your position relative to the

horizon. Switches can raise or low

er landing gear, apply flaps, and

apply or release brakes.

A control surface monitor and

a slip indicator help you work the

airplane's ailerons and flaps in co

ordination for smooth flight and

even turns. A message bar across

the bottom of the screen provides

radio information about your posi

tion, instructor's messages during

training flights, and emergency

information when things go awry.

A heads-up display (HUD)

projects aileron, elevator, and rud

der positions. HUD can be turned

on or off from a menu.

The instrumentation plays a vi

tal part in the simulation, but it

doesn't overpower the urge for

seat-of-the-pants flying. Rather, it

provides vital information about

aircraft systems, helping you

achieve greater and more sensitive

control of your craft.

Maneuvers And Races

Once confident that you've mas

tered the fundamentals of flight,

you can begin learning aerobatic

maneuvers. For this series of lessons

you learn Immelman rolls, aileron

rolls, loops, slow rolls, and the chal

lenging Cuban 8 and Split S.

The aerobatic menu allows you

to either sit back and observe the

maneuvers to get a feel for how

they're accomplished, or attempt to

fly them yourself.

Formation flying puts you in

the cockpit of a Spad as you follow

another Spad through a sequence

of aerobatic manuevers and flights

through gates. Switching to a P-51,

you can tail—or attempt to tail—

Yeager's Mustang through the

Knife (a 90-degree roll), the Ham

mer (a hammerhead stall and, with

luck, recovery), and the Waxman.

Your best bet is to keep your eye

on Yeager's P-51 and do your best

to keep up.

The appropriately named

Deadman maneuver seats you in

the experimental XPG-12 Samurai.

The challenge here is to follow in

formation behind Yeager's Samurai

as he slaloms around a series of

buildings. Slaloming is the goal—I

usually found myself slamming into

the buildings instead.

As though formation aerobatics

were not enough, the program also

offers five airplane racing courses.

The courses consist of gates whose

portals must be perfectly entered—

at high speeds, barely 100 feet off

the ground. Which planes are avail

able depends on the course: Two

courses place you in a P-51; others

place you in the F-18, the Spad,

and the Spitfire.

Should you win one of the

races, the program automatically

records your performance for inclu

sion as a competitor next time

around. You're forced either to im

prove or to get accustomed to losing.

November 1987

Push That Envelope

While Yeager achieved fame as a

combat pilot, those skills are re

served for the next program in this

series. It is his even greater fame as

a test pilot on which this program

rests, and underlying all the simu

lations is an implicit challenge—

can you master your aircraft well

enough to get it to exceed its per

formance specifications?

It's possible, for example, to

take the SR-71 and the rocket

planes past the edge of space.

When you exceed 90,000 feet, the

sky darkens and the stars and the

moon come out. This is an impres

sive effect that recaptures a special

moment players might recall from

Yeager's autobiography, as well as

from the book and motion picture,

The Right Stuff.

Don't get lost in the beauty of

near-space flight, though—this is a

flight simulation, and the farther

you push the envelope, the more

critical your control becomes, Some

maneuvers don't work out the way

you planned. Others you won't

walk away from.

When you do auger in for a

crash, Yeager's features appear on

the screen along with a caustic

comment about your flying skills.

More than once he told me that I'd

just dug a hole halfway to China,

or suggested that I pursue a nonfly-

ing activity like fishing. I didn't tire

of the comments—only of my own

poor performances that earned

them. The fact that Yeager seems to

be watching your every move made

me, at least, work that much harder

to master the art and skill of flying.

But as Yeager points out in the

manual: "Never believe anything

another pilot tells you about how

to fly."

With Chuck Yeager's Advanced

Flight Simulator, you have the op

portunity to get the feel of flying

for yourself. And that's the only

way to fly.

Chuck Yeager's Advanced

Flight Simulator

Electronic Arts

1820 Gateway Dr.

San Mateo, CA 94404

$39.95 PC
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azine disk. Type COPY A:*.* B: to make the backup copy. (If the computer

you're using has only one floppy disk drive, consult your DOS manual for in

structions on backing up disks.)

There are two ways to access the programs on the magazine disk. You can

run a program by following the instructions in the corresponding magazine

article. Or you can use the magazine-disk menu program to run the program of

your choice. The menu program contains descriptions of each file as well as

special instructions.

To run the menu program, insert the backup copy of your magazine disk

in drive A and type DISKMENU or RUN at the DOS prompt. The menu pro

gram displays the disk directory and the title of the magazine article to which

each disk file belongs. If there are too many disk files to fit on one screen, the

menu program displays them in pages. To flip through these pages, press the

PgUp and PgDn keys. You can exit the disk menu program to DOS by pressing

the End key.

To select a program from the disk menu, press the corresponding number
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executable files. Usually, these files can be displayed on the screen with the
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Special Notes
The disk menu program in our last issue did not work properly on the IBM

PCjr due to keyboard compatibility problems. Those problemshave been fixed
with this issue, but the menu program still won't work on a PCjr with less than

256K of RAM. This does not prevent PCjr owners from using the disk, however;
the disk menu is a convenience, not a requirement. You can still view a directory
of the disk contents by typing DIR at the DOS prompt, and programs can be
run from DOS or as otherwise described in the articles.

Because of additional differences between the PCjr and most other PC
compatibles, the compiled BASIC program "Chess" in this issue also won't run
properly on the Junior. To circumvent these difficulties, we have provided an

uncompiled BASIC version of "Chess" on this disk. The program CHESS.BAS
runs on the PCjr from Cartridge BASIC. All functions are the same as in the
compiled BASIC version, although the program runs a little slower.
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Qentu

No other music system can

give you so much for so

little. SoundBuster turns

your computer into a syn

thesizer that anyone can

use. With sound quality so

good you can take it cen

ter stage—as was done in a

London all-SoundBuster

concert, shown on Ameri

can TV.

Great for beginners

SoundBuster is so easy to

use, you'll be making mu

sic before you can say

scooby-do-wah. Press a key

to pick any of 30 instru

ments. Use the 3-voice fea

ture to be a one-man

band. Capture the sound

from any source and play

back special effects.

MIDI Interface Built-in

Play up to five octaves,

three note chords, pitch

bend, vibrato and trem

olo—all from your com

puter keyboard. MIDI

connections to synthesiz

ers and music keyboards

are provided. This com

bines computer power

with music power to give

you velocity and pressure

effects, plus numerous

programs for educational

and professional

applications.

Sing along with

SoundBuster

Don't bother about hiring

a studio by the hour. Just

follow SoundBuster's

background music and

record your own singing

on cassettes. SoundBuster

can put hundreds of back

tracks and lyrics on a sin

gle disk.

COMPATIBLES

Record your song by

phone

You call the number, se

lect a song, and sing along

with the background mu

sic. Then listen to the

playback immediately.

This service is available

only to callers in the 415,

408, and 707 areas at 55

cents per call (added to

your phone bill). Fran

chise applications are be

ing considered for similar

services in other states.

Get discounts and regular

lists of songs and lyrics.

Join our Tele-Studio Club

for $12 a year.

(415)9SONG-4U
(415)976-6448

The SoundBuster Package

comes complete with:

■ SoundBuster Card with

stereo/speaker

connections

■ MIDI interface built in

■ Software with Synthesiz

er (30 instruments), Sam

pler (record and playback

any sound, sampling rate

32Khz), and Sequencer

(for composition)

■ Complete user's guide

To order your Sound

Buster, or for further in

formation, call

(415) 579-0822

Order today at our special

introductory price of

$249.95 Check or money

order accepted

To hear SoundBuster

in action call

(415) 347-1174

Apple 11+ and lie

versions available.

Stereo, microphone

MIDI-in, MIDI-out ports

SoundBuster
KIS

Breaking the Sound Barrier.
YAM EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

1432 LAGUNA AVE. BURLINGAME, CA 94010



From Origin comes an all new version
of the Computer

Classic,

is a dark time. The

evil Wizard, Mondain,

sends forth relentless

hordes of his daemonic

minions to ravage the

lands of Britannia. Thou art the one of

whom the Prophets speak. The cham

pion who will track Mondain deep

into the darkest depths of the earth,

to the farthest reaches of space and

time, to vanquish this immortal foe.

The original Ultima® I was a pio

neering product that established new

f I standards in

fantasy role-
playinj

games an

has become

ing saga in

the history of computer gaming. Now,

Origin Systems brings you the new ,.

Ultima I, completely rewritten in L
assembly language and employing state of the art graphics.

Journey back to the First Era of the Dark Ages and embark on the original quest

of the Ultima® chronicles.

OR/GtN I
'systems iA/c. /136 HARVEY ROAD, LONDONDERRY, NH 03053 (603) 644-3360

*T7
-I-

AUTODUELTM is a futuris- RING QUEST™ is a

tic fast-paced strategy
role-playing game where

graphic adventure where

you must traverse a land

the right of way goes to the fraught with perils in

biggest guns. order to put an end to the

havoc caused by the Ring

of Chaos.

MOEBIUSi m takes you

through the elemental

planes of a colorful Orien

tal world of fantasy and

adventure in search of the

Orb of Celestial Harmony.

- OGRETM js a strategy

game fought on the nu

clear battlefield of tomor

row as an inhuman

juggernaut Cybertank

battles conventional
forces.

Ultima® is a registered trademark of Richard Garriott/Ring Quest™ is a trademark of Origin Systems, Inc./Moebius™ is ^ trademark of Greg Malone Oyi e" and
AutodueP are registered trademarks of Sieve Jackson Games, Inc./Apple™ is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Authors wanted. Call us today.


